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THE PROSPECTIVE REVIEW is devoted to a free THEOLOGY, and the

moral aspects of LITERATURE. Under the conviction that lingering

influences from the doctrine of verbal inspiration are not only depriving

the primitive records of the Gospel of their true interpretation, but even

destroying faith in Christianity itself, the Work is conducted in the con-

fidence that only a living mind and heart, not in bondage to any letter,

can receive the living spirit of Revelation ; and in the fervent belief that

for all such there is a true Gospel of God, which no critical or historical

speculation can discredit or destroy. It aims to interpret and represent

Spiritual Christianity, in its character of the Universal Religion. Fully

adopting the sentiment of Coleridge, that "the exercise of the reasoning

and reflective powers, increasing insight, and enlarging views, are requisite

to keep alive the substantial faith of the heart,"—with a grateful appre-

ciation of the labours of faithful predecessors of all Churches,—it esteems

it the part of a true reverence not to rest in their conclusions, but to think

and live in their spirit. By the name " PROSPECTIVE REVIEW" it is

intended to lay no claim to Discovery, but simply to express the desire and

the attitude of Progress ; to suggest continually the Duty of using Past
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and Present as a trust for the Future ; and openly to disown the idolatrous

Conservatism, of whatever sect, which makes Christianity but a lifeless

formula.

The scope of the work is embraced within the two compartments of

Religion and Literature.

I. RELIGION.

(1.) Spiritual and Practical: embracing its applications to Life, indi-

vidual and social ; notices of Institutions connected with Education, moral

reformation, and the Duties of Society to the People and the Poor;

Dissertations on the stirring religious questions and interests of the Day,

and on the practical tendencies of dogmatic forms of belief; Earnest

investigation into Nature and the Scriptures, in the solemn faith that

" there is yet light to break forth" from God's Works and Word.

(2.) Philosophical: embracing the theory of Conscience,—the original

provisions of our nature for religious developments ; tracing to funda-

mental principles in man the various forms of Faith, as modified by edu-

cation and circumstance.

(3.) Historical and Critical : Ecclesiastical Biography ; the successive

developments of Faith and Worship in the Periods of history, especially

those which have contributed to the Liberty and Moral Advancement of

mankind, and have communicated their spirit to present times ; an attempt

to seize and represent such movements and agitations as indicate progress,

and affect vital principles in religion.

In Critical Theology, the Periodical, though for the most part only

presenting and using the results of Biblical Learning, will yet be open to

Articles of a strictly critical character.

II. LITERATURE.

Not professing to do the work of a general Review in this extensive
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department, but aiming chiefly to exhibit its moral influences and more

permanent relations to society.

The Periodical partakes more of the character of a Review than of a

Magazine.

Thefollowing is a summary of the Contents of the Four Numbers of the

PROSPECTIVE REVIEW which have already appeared:—

Number I. (pp. 170.)

—

February 1845.

i. HISTORICAL CHRISTIANITY :—The Parker Society, for the Publica-

tion of the Works of the Early Writers of the Reformed English

Church ; a Library of Anglo-Catholic Theology ; the Wycliffe

Society, for Reprinting Treatises of the Earlier Reformers, Puri-

tans, and Nonconformists of Great Britain.

n. An Inquiry concerning the Origin of Christianity. By C. C. Hennell.

in. Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation.

iv. The Evidences of the Genuineness of the Gospels. By A. Norton.

v. The Administration of Religion to the Poor.

vi. The Life and Correspondence of Thomas Arnold, D.D.

Notices of New Publications.

Number II. (pp. 165.)—May 1845.

i. SYDNEY SMITH.

ii. DEMOCRACY.—Letters from the United States of America, exhibit-

ing the Workings of Democracy for the last Twenty Years.

in. MICHELET'S History of France.

iv. EMERSON'S Essays.

v. German Protestantism and the Right of Private Judgment in the

Interpretation of Holy Scripture : a brief History of German
Theology, from the Reformation to the present time. By Edward
H. Dewar.

vi. The White'Lady and Undine.

vn. CHURCH AND STATE.— The Ideal of Christian Church, &c. By
the Rev. W. G. Ward, A.M.—The Kingdom of Christ delineated :

in Two Essays, &c. By Archbishop Whately.—On the Constitu-

tion of Church and State, according to the idea of each. By
Samuel Taylor Coleridge.—Fragment on the Church. By Thomas
Arnold, D.D.

Notices of New Publications.
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Number III. (pp. 163.)—August 1845.

i. Introduction to a Scientific System of Mythology. By C. O. Miiller.

ii. BENJAMIN CONSTANT.

in. Christian Fellowship.

iv. The Miscellaneous Works of Thomas Arnold, D.D.

v. Miss BARRETT'S Poems.

vi. The Life and Character of Blanco White.

Number IV. (pp. 156.)—November 1845.

i. THE NEW GERMAN-CATHOLIC CHURCH.

n. REFORM OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.—Tracts by the Anti-

State-Church Association.—Tracts on the Church of England. By
the Rev. Thomas Spencer.—Fundamental Reform of the Church
of England, &c. By a Clergyman.—Principles of Church Re-
form. By Dr. Arnold.

in. Rome, Ancient and Modern, and its Environs. By the Very Rev.

Jeremiah Donovan, D.D.

iv. WHEWELL'S " Elements of Morality, including Polity."

v. Different Views of the Atonement.—Of the Moral Principle of the

Atonement, &c. By the Rev. John Penrose, M.A.—Lectures on
the Scripture Doctrine of Atonement, &c. By the late Lant
Carpenter, LL.D.

vi. Notices of New Publications:— 1. German University Education,

&c. By W. C. Perry, Ph. Dr.— 2. The Rev. M/J. Raphall.

M.A. Ph. Dr. Preacher of the Synagouge, On the Unity of God
the distinguishing Feature of the Jewish Faith.—3. The Coming
of the Mammoth, and other Poems. By H. B. Hirst (Boston,

1845).—4. Mackay's Legends of the Isles, and other Poems.

—

5. Waterton's Essays on Natural History.—6. Fichte on the

Nature of the Scholar and its Manifestations; with a Memoir of

the Author.— 7. Professor Smyth's Evidences of Christianity.

—

8. Rome : its Ecclesiastical and Social Life.

THE PROSPECTIVE REVIEW,

No. V., will be published on the 1st of February, 184C. Price 2s. Gd.

*„,* Works for Review to be sent to the Publishers or Editors :

Advertisements in all cases to the Publishers.
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CATALOGUE.

The American Christian Examiner, and Religious
Miscellany. Edited by the Rev. Drs. A. Lamson and E. S. Gannett. A Bi-
Monthly Magazine. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

motto and aim ; but progress upon solid

ground. It will be content to remain
stationary no longer than till it can ad-
vance with security and into a growing
light. A liberal conservatism appears
to be the best praise that can be be-
stowed upon those, and such we claim
to be, who are classed among reformers.
Change is not necessarily reform."

Prospectus of Christian Examiner.
"This is a publication which has al-

ways great interest, and which exerts a
most valuable influence. It fully sus-
tains its very high reputation, and
brings us most gratifying illustrations

of the religious spirit of our brethren in

New England."

—

Inquirer.

"In regard to the character and aim of
the Examiner, no more need be done
than to refer to the long series of its

volumes, and say that such as it has
been in purpose and tendency in time
past, such will it be the endeavour of
the Editor to make it in the future ;

—

those changes only being introduced,
but those freely, which the times shall

seem to demand. There will be no
slavish adherence to the old ; but on the
other hand no rash adoption of the new.
It will continue to " examine" and dis-

cuss calmly and well, before it departs
from what it has long held and revered
as truth, and admits what is proposed
as a substitute. Progress will be its

The Life of the Rev. Joseph Blanco White.
Written by Himself. With Portions of his Correspondence. Edited by
John Hamilton Thorn. 3 vols. post 8vo. £\. 4s. cloth.

"This is a book which rivets the at-

tention, and makes the heart bleed. We
state so much, without taking into ac-

count the additional power and interest

which it must acquire in the minds of
many who still live, from personal asso-

ciations with its author and subject. It

has, indeed, with regard to himself, in

its substance, though not in its arrange-
ment, an almost dramatic character ; so
clearly and strongly is the living, think-
ing, active man projected from the face

of trie records which he has left. The
references to others, accordingly, with
•which the book abounds, are, by com-
parison, thrown into the shade ; and yet

our readers may apprehend that even
these are sufficiently significant, when
we add, that among the many persons to

whom Mr. Blanco White alludes as be-
loved and intimate friends, perhaps none
are more prominently named than Mr.
Newman, and, even to a much later

period, Archbishop Whately.
" His spirit was a battle-field, upon

which, with fluctuating fortune and sin-

gular intensity, the powers of beliefand
scepticism waged, fromfirst to last, their
unceasing war ; and within the com-
pass of his experience are presented to

our view most of the great moral and
spiritual problems that attach to the
condition of our race."— Quarterly Rev.
" There is a depth and force in this

book which tells."

Christian Remembrancer,
" The Life of Blanco White contains

the history of the varying opinions of a
man made as remarkable by diversified

associationsasbyhis personal character.

We have a bird's-eye view of the ex-

tremes of all the religious parties of
Europe. The letters of Channing, of

Southey, Coleridge, Lord Holland, and
other distinguished men, give value and
interest to the memoir ; while the selec-

tions from private correspondents of

Mr. Blanco White himself, and the

scraps of literary criticism in his jour-
nals, will be read with as much advan-
tage as any part of his published writ-

ings."— TaiVs Magazine.
" We have awaited this book with

something more than curiosity—we have
received it with reverential feelings, and
perused it with a deep and sustained in-

terest. If ever there existed a sincere

lover, and ardent and devoted pursuer
of truth, Joseph Blanco White deserves
that honourable character."

—

Inquirer.
"This book will improve his (Blanco

White's) reputation. There is much in

the peculiar construction of his mind, in

its close union of the moral with the in-

tellectual faculties, and in its restless de-
sire for truth, which may remind the
reader of Doctor Arnold."—Examiner.
"Nothing is more deeply interesting

than a faithful picture of a human mind.
Such a picture these volumes present to

us. The character they develop is, more-
over, calculated to attract an extraordi-

nary degree ofsympathy ; and the course
of circumstances they describe is as pe-
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culiar as it is instructive. A man pos-
sessed of great intellectual power, exten-
sive acquirements, and the highest
moral qualities, who was throughout life

animated by a sincere and fervent love
of truth, is here represented as pnssinar

through the differentconditions involved
in a successive connexion with the
Church of Rome and the Church of
England, and a final renunciation of all

Church authority whatsoever. 'Your
experience,' says Dr. Channing to him,
'is a type of the world's history. You
have passed, in your short life, through
the stages which centuries are required
to accomplish in the case of the race.'

The feeling with which we follow him
from step to step of this progress is one
of personal endearment."

Christian Reformer.
" To a very considerable extent, the

literary character of Joseph Blanco
White is inextricably connected with his
life. His skilful logic, his extensive
reading, his pleasant style, and his ear-
nestness of feeling, which threw a kind
of animation into what was essentially
commonplace, would always have ren-
dered him conspicuous in contemporary
literature ; though these alone would not
have excited so much attention as cir-

cumstances caused him to attain during
the successive epochs of his career. It

should be added, that the volumes have
an interest beyond the character of
Blanco White. The first part, consisting
of his Autobiography to 1826, exhibits an
interesting view of a religious Spanish
family towards the close of the last cen-
tury

; gives a very good account of the
character of the education in Spain;
and presents a picture of Spanish Ro-
manism and its priesthood, searching,
critical, real, and curious. The second
part, entitled by the author, ' A Sketch
of his Mind in England,' contains a
narrative of his religious feelings before
and during his connexion with the
Anglican Church, exhibited as they
arose by extracts from his journal, sub-
sequently commented upon by his Uni-
tarian lights. And although not without
interest, intermingled as this section is

with some accounts of his friends and

his writings, it will be to many readers
the least attractive of the book. The
third part, extending from 1825 till his
death, consists of extracts from his
journals and correspondence, selected
and arranged in chronological order
by Mr. Thorn, tosrether with a brief
narrative of his last days. And beside
the intrinsic interest of his self-portrai-

ture, whose character is indicated in

some of our extracts, the correspond-
ence, in the letters of Lord Holland,
Southey, Coleridge, Channing, Norton,
Mill, Professor Powell, Dr. Hawkins,
and other names of celebrity, has con-
siderable attractions in itself, without
relation to the biographical purpose
with which it was published. From
these letters, as well as from the narra-
tive of his life in Spain, we could draw
curious and extractable matter ad libi-

tum ; but our space is exhausted, and
we must close."—Spectator.
" We should deem it a dereliction of

duty on our part, were we to omit no-
ticing the admirable manner in which
Mr. Thorn has' executed his task. We
have seldom seen a work of this kind
moreably edited. Mr.Thorn possesses the
rare virtue of sacrificing self to the full

exhibition of the excellencies and the
talent of his departed friend. He never
interposes between the author and the
reader, though he generously takes
upon himself the unenviable drudgery
connected with the getting up so volu-

minous a work."

—

Atlas.
" It is impossible for us to dp anything

more than refer to the deeply interesting
correspondence contained in these vo-
lumes, between Blanco White and Dr.
Channing, Professor Norton, and other
distinguished men. We cannot deny
ourselves the pleasure of expressing the
admiration we feel for the courage, sim-
plicity, and modesty with which Mr.
Thorn has edited these volumes. None
who have not read them can appreciate
the temptation he must have withstood
to qualify or comment upon parts of the
autobiography. We thank him for all

he has done, and for all he has left un-
done."

—

American Ckrittian Examiner.

A Retrospect of the Religious Life of England
;

By John James Tayler, B.A.Or, the Church, Puritanism, and Free Inquiry.
Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

The object of this work is briefly in-
dicated in the author's own language, as
follows :

—
" Tbe idea which possessed my mind,

when I first sketched out the plan of
this volume, was the desirableness of
embracing in a common point of view,
the phenomena of the different religious
parties, whose unintennitted strife, and
sharp contest of manners and opinions,
have given such a deep and varied inte-

rest to the spiritual history of England,
especially during the three centuries
which have elapsed since the Reforma-
tion. In pursuing this idea, I have tried

to discover the governing principles—to
understand the characteristic working
of each party—to apprehend their mu-
tual relation—to show how they have
occasionally passed off into each other

—

and, out of their joint operation, to trace
the evolution of a more comprehensive
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principle, which looks above the nar-

rowness of their respective views, and,

allying itself with the essential elements

of the Christian faith, may in time, per-

haps, devise some method of reconciling'

an unlimited freedom and variety of the

religious life with the friendliness and
mutual recognition of universal brother-

hood."

—

Preface.
"An introductory chapter treats of

the relation of the Religious History of

England to the general History of the
Church ; and gives, in a second section,

a sketch, very clear and useful, of the
external history of religious parties in

England. There are three successive

chapters devoted to the Church and
Puritanism, explaining their origin,

progress, characteristics, and varieties

of aspect ; another chapter contrasts the
Church and Puritanism ; a fifth is de-

voted to Free Inquiry, tracing it from
its first rise in England, to our own
times ; and finally, " the conclusion"
gives us the results arrived at by the
author himself, from the contemplation
of the materials he has set before us.

About eighty pages of notes complete
the volume. The work is written in a

chastely beautiful style, manifests ex-

tensive reading, and careful research ; is

full of thought, and decidedly original

in its character. It is marked also by
the modesty which usually characterises

true merit."

—

Inquirer.
" It is not often our good fortune to

meet with a book so well conceived, so
well written, and so instructive as this.

The author has taken a broad compre-
hensive survey of the past religious his-

tory of this kingdom, with the view of
showing the elements which are at work
in the present century, and which, how-
ever one may supersede the other for a

time, continue all in existence, and wait
but some favourable moment to call

them into energy. For the mere his-

torical reader, to whom the narrative of
conflicting doctrines is uninteresting
unless attended with political collision,

this work of Mr. Tayler's will be as

valuable as to those of a more " serious"

Human Nature:

cast. It shows the origin of that re-
ligious torpor in the Anglican Church
of the last century, which is now looked
back upon with abhorrence by the
Evangelicals as the age of " moral dis-

courses." And it shows the circum-
stances which gave rise to that re-
markable body of men, the English
deists, who went into the learning of
divinity with the zeal of divines, that
they might attack the religion of their
country ; and who, forming a complete
contrast to the light, laughing, French
infidels who succeeded them and used
the results of their labours, approxi-
mated more to the Protestantism of
modern Germany ;—with, however, this
important distinction, that the German
rationalists are professors with whom
theology is a sort of metier, whereas the
utterances of such men as Anthony
Collins were spontaneous effusions of
opinion. These various phases of the
national mind, described with the clear-
ness and force of Mr. Tayler, furnish
an inexhaustible material for reflection.
" Mr. Tayler himself is an Unitarian,

and therefore belongs to the third class

in his statement of sects ; but we exhort
our readers, of whatever persuasion,
not to let this circumstance dissuade
them from the perusal of a work so wise
and so useful. Not only does he avoid
all that might give offence to the most
tender conscience—this would be a mere
prudential merit—but he regards all

parties in turn from an equitable point
Of view, is tolerant towards intolerance,
and admires zeal and excuses fanati-

cism, wherever he discerns honesty.
Nay, he openly asserts that the religion
of mere reason is not the religion to
produce a practical effect on a people

;

and therefore regards his own class
only as one element in a better possible
church. The clearness and comprehen-
sive grasp with which he marshals his
facts are even less admirable than the
impartiality, nay, more than that, the
general kindliness, with which he re-
flects upon them."

—

Examiner.

A Philosophical Exposition of the Divine Institution of Reward aad Punish-
ment, which obtains in the Physical, Intellectual, and Moral Constitutions of
Man. 12mo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

"Like the speculatist in her 'Sick-
Room,' the essayist before us makes
much more account of Being than of
Doing. On this principle it is that the
author seeks to explain the institution

of reward and punishment. He is,

therefore, of opinion, that the final

punishment consists not in remorse, as
sometimes argued, but in an ultimate
insensibility to goodness, which is oppo-
site to true being as death is to life. He
brings Scripture to his aid, but confesses
that the theologians are against, and the

mystics with him. But he consoles
himself by the reflection, that ' in no
time or country has Christianity ever
been exhibited in its simple integrity,'

and hopes that by an increase and pro-
gression of Being, man may assimilate
towards the fulness of God; for as man's
nature is infinitely progressive, it will

ever aspire after a realization, expan-
sion, and accession of those attributes
which are perfect and infinite in divinity.

Such is the theory of this little book,
embodying an amiable vision, with
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which only the contemplative mind can
sincerely sympathize."

—

Athetueum.
" Such is the ingenious, and, it must

be owned, very beautiful theory ex-

pounded by the author of this volume
in his introductory essay. Subsequently
he proceeds to apply it to the investi-

gation of future rewards and punish-
ments, picturing, as so many others
have done before him, the heaven and
hell which seems to him to accord with
the argument we have subtracted. That
which has been given of it will be suf-

ficient to shew that the writer not only
thinks profoundly, but expresses him-
selfeloquently. It is refreshing to light

upon a book which has BO much origi-

nality of conception as this, and in

which the writer is bold enough to have
an opinion of his own."—Critic.

"The Introduction is especially re-

markable for its power—not only power
of words, but of ideas."—Spectator.
" This little volume well deserves a

thoughtful perusal, which it will reward
with much of truth and much of beauty,
though not unmingled, we must think,
with obscurity and error. "--Inquirer.
" The Essay we have been reviewing,

concludes in an eloquent on-looking
strain of thought, which forms a fit se-
quel to the interesting views the author
has previously developed."

Christian Teacher.

Stories for Sunday Afternoons.
From the Creation to the Advent of the Messiah. For the Use of Children
from 5 to 11 Years of Age. By Susan Fanny Crompton. IGino. 2s. 6d. cloth.

times ; and have wished that you could
be reading to yourselves, instead of lis-

,

tening to "me. But you have often said,

that the books which tell of the real

people who lived long, long ago, and
were called Jews, and who once had the
land where Jesus Christ was born, had
such long puzzling words in them, that
you could not read fast enough to enjoy
the story. Now here are the stories I

have told you, and a great many more.'
"Those who are engaged in teaching

the young, and in laying the foundation
of good character by early religious and i

moral impressions, will be thankful for

" This is a very pleasing little volume,
which we can confidently recommend.
It is designed and admirably adapted for

the use of children from five to eleven
years of age. It purposes to infuse into

that tender age some acquaintance with
the facts, and taste for the study of the

Old Testament. The style is simple,
easy, and for the most part correct. The
stories are told in a spirited and graphic
manner. ' You have often asked me,'
says the authoress, Miss Crompton, in

the pleasing introductory address to her
dear nephews and nieces, ' to tell you
stories on Sunday afternoons, about real

people. Sometimes I have wanted to read
my own books at those pleasant quiet

Popular History of Priestcraft,

additional resources of a kind so ju-
dicious as this volume."—Inquirer.

In all Ages and Nations. By William Howitt. Seventh Edition, Improved,
with large Additions. 12mo. 6s. cloth.

"This is a book of strong facts and
striking opinions. * * Such facts have
never been blended with such pene-
trating and powerful eloquence."

Nonconformist.
" Mr. Howitt has produced a terrible

array of facts to expose the workings of
priestly craft. * * * * We heartily re-

commend the book to our readers' at-

tention, not because we agree with all

the author's opinions, but because, with
manly sincerity and courage, he has
dragged into the light some of the worst
enormities of intolerance and spiritual

wickedness."

—

Chrittian Reformer.
" It is truly surprising what an

amount of information on the gentle art

pensed. This social aggression does
the author lustily combat ; and no one
seems better qualified for the task."

Sheffield Irit.
" We are glad to see a teventh edition

of this excellent and useful work, which
has been the means of enlightening the
minds of thousands as to the abuses at-

tending a state religion, and manifold
mischiefs of priestcraft from the earliest

ages to the present day."—Kent Herald.
" It is characterized throughout by

fearless discussion, and honest indepen-
dence."—Northern Star.
" The work before us is one of the

boldest and honestest ever published on
this subject. It indicates a large amount

of priestcraft is here gathered and di- of moral courage on the part of thcwri-
gested, collated and philosophized on,

J

ter; and no small degree of critical acu-
from its earliest beginnings to the pre- men and intellectual vigour. It rises

sent time ; how striking the catalogues often into the sublime of eloquence. It

ofsuggestions for ecclesiastical reforms,
I
is earnest, persuasive, vehement, and

and in what spirit these have been re-
i
powerful to convince. The man who

ceived; how humiliating to the Christian
the insidious modes by which patronage
and persecution have been severely dis-

can read this book unmoved, must have
a soul of ice. Even the defender of the
principles of State Churchism cannot
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but feel his blood stirred by its elo-

quence. The rapid history given of Pa-
ganism and idolatry in earlier times,
among the Assyrians, Celts, Goths,
Egyptians, Greeks, Hindoos, and the
hideous priestcraft by which they were
victimised, is exceedingly graphic."

Leeds Times.
" Howitt's History of Priestcraft has

long passed the bourn of criticism. Its

services to the cause of civil and re-

ligious freedom cannot well be rated too
highly, and we look upon it as one of
the great agents in enabling the people
to resist the efforts of the traitor priests

Martyria : a Legend.

of the establishment. It is some years
since the work first appeared. The elo-

quent, earnest, style in which it is writ-
ten, the fervid honesty of the author,
and the great weight of common sense
as well as scriptural truth which he ad-
vanced, made it a formidable book tor
the priests. To the earlier editions there
are now added several new chapters,
which will be found in the volume be-
fore us—a great mass of new matter,
and above all, the book now appears at
a greatly reduced price."

Exeter Wettern Time*.

Wherein are contained, Homilies, Conversations, and Incidents of the Reign
of Edward the Sixth. By William Mountford, Clerk. 12mo. 6s. cloth.

" The author has contrived to develop
his sentiments attractively, and with
novel effect, by carrying back their sup-
posed expression to the early days of the
Reformation in England, and ascribing
them to characters, real and fictitious,

of that period.

"The views given of human life and
of religion are pure, benevolent, and
elevating, and the work shows research,
ingenuity, and imagination. We should
expect it to be received with much
approbation, and to afford great plea-
sure."—Inquirer.

Lectures to Young Men,
On the Cultivation of the Mind, the Formation ef Character, and the Conduct
of Life. By George W. Burnap. Royal 8vo. 9d.

Lecture 1.—Importance of Mental Cul-
ture. Knowledge, the source of plea-
sure and power.

Lecture 2.—The Means and Method of
Intellectual Culture. Languages. Me-
taphysics. "Political Economy. Pure
Literature.

Lecture 3.—Character defined. Its im-

" This, we can foresee, is destined to
become a household book, and it is a
long time since we met with any work
better deserving of such a distinction.

portance. Genius, Talent, Decision,
Speculation, Sic.

Lecture 4.—Faults of Character. Mor-
bid Sensibility. Contempt for Labour.
Life of a Politician. Precociousness.

Lecture 5.— Relation of the Sexes.
Lecture 6.—Intemperance. Gaming.
The Natural Desire of Society and
Excitement.

We do not know of any work on the
same subject of equal excellence, and
those of our readers who are wise will

buy and study it."

—

The Apprentice.

ParliamentaryDebates on the Dissenters' ChapelsBill.

With an Introduction, Notes, and Appendix. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

" This is a debate that will be often
referred to in succeeding times, and one
which ought to form a study to young
legislators, and indeed to every man of
liberal knowledge and opinion."

Tait's Magazine.
"These Debates and Divisions re-

flected greater honour on the House of
Commons than all the party strife that
has since engaged it ; and if we desired

to impress any intelligent foreigner with

a respect for that assembly, we would
ask him to read the speeches which went
before the second reading. All are ex-
cellently reported in this volume, with
every proceeding in either House con-
nected with the Bill ; and a most inte-

resting appendix of facts, statistical and
otherwise, bearing upon the questions
at issue. It is a volume well worthy of
preservation,"—Examiner.

Bowen's Critical Essays,
On a few Subjects connected with the History and Present Condition of Spe-
culative Philosophy. 12mo. 8s. cloth.
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Tracts for Manhood.
No. 2. On Regeneration, Social, Moral, and Spiritual. By the Author of the
Tract on " Seeming." 8vo. 6d.

"There is not a page of this eloquently I is, like its predecessor, on 'Seeming1

,'

written treatise that will not repay the
|
of the school of Carlyle and Emerson

most diligent perusal. It is the product
|

to whom it is dedicated), breathing the

of a mind full of buoyancy, vigour, hope
,
same spiritual idealities, and onward-

of a bright temporal future, and mani- tending philosophy, while its general

festing evidences of a willingness to la- !
style is coloured with the same quaint

bour for theaccomplishmentofitsbold- and startling expressions which are to

est theories and anticipations. The work I be found in both."

—

Leedt 'lima.

De Wette's Introduction to the Canonical Scriptures
of the Old Testament. Translated by Theodore Parker. 2 vols. Svo. £\. 4s.

cloth.
OUTLINE OF CONTESTS:

Of the Bible Collection in General.— of the Old Testament.—On the Versions

History of the Origin of the Collection of the Old Testament.—On the Criticism

of Scripture; or, History of the Canon, of the Text.—Particular Introduction

—General Introduction to the Canoni- to the Canonical Books.—Theocratical-
cal Books.—On the Original Language Historical Books.

A Discourse of Matters pertaining to Religion.
By Theodore Parker. Post Svo. cloth.—In the prett.

CONTENTS :

Book 1.—Of Relieion in General ; or, a
Discourse of the Sentiment and its

Manifestations.
Book 2.—The Relation of the Religious
Sentiment to God ; or, a Discourse of
Inspiration.

Book 3. — The Relation of the Reli-

gious Sentiment to Jesus of Naza-

reth ; or, a Discourse of Chris-
tianity.

Book 4.—The Relation of the Religious
Sentiment to the Greatest of Books

;

or, a Discourse of the Bible.

Book 5.—The Relation of the Religious

Sentiments to the Greatest of Human
Institutions ; or, a Discourse of the

Church.

Critical and Miscellaneous Essays.
By Theodore Parker. 12mo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

An Inquiry concerning the Origin of Christianity.
By Charles C. Hennell. Second Edition, Svo. 12s. cloth.

Christian Theism.
By the Author of " An Inquiry concerning the Origin of Christianity." Svo.

2s. Gil. cloth.

Channing's Works. (Hedderwick's Edition).
6 vols. post Svo. j£l. Is. cloth.

Channing's Works.
Edited by Joseph Barker. Complete in 6 vols. 12mo. 6s. sewed ; 8s. cloth.

The Bible and the Child.
A Discourse on Religious Education. By James Martineau. 12mo. Is.

Law's Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life.
(Barker's Edition.) 12mo. pp. 280, Is. sewed ; Is. 4d. cloth.

A New Translation of the New Testament,
From the Text of Griesbach. By Samuel Sharpe. Second Edition, 12mo.
3s. (id. boards.
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Library of American Biography.
Conducted by Jared Sparks. Vols. 4, 5, and 6, 12mo. 16s. 6d.—Just received.

Sermons.
By the Rev F. W. P. Greenwood, D.D. Minister of King's Chapel, Boston, U.S.
2 vols. post 8vo. with Memoir and Portrait, 16s. cloth.

A New Translation of the Hebrew Prophets,
Arranged in Chronological Order. By George R. Noyes, Professor of Sacred
Literature in Harvard University. 3 vols. post 8vo. £\. 4s. cloth.

Lectures on the Science of Human Life.
By Silvester Graham, 2 vols. post Svo. £\. 4s. cloth.

The History of the Institution of the Sabbath Day

;

Its Uses and Abuses, with Notices of the Puritans and the Quakers, the
National and other Sabbath Conventions, and of the Union between Church
and State. By William Logan Fisher. 12mo. 3s. sewed.

A Plea ior Revealed Religion
;

With Thoughts on Deism, in a Letter from a Father to his Son. By D.
Delarue. Svo. 6d.

The Flight of Armida.
A Poem. In One Thousand Prospective Cantos, by one of the surviving whims
of Ludovico Ariosto. Canto the First. Recently discoveredby an Archaeologist
in an Urn, supposed to contain several Important Relics. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d. cl.

The Log Cabin ; or, the World before You.
By the Author of " Three Experiments of Living," " Sketches of the Old
Painters," &c. Is. 6d. paper cover ; 2s. cloth ; 2s. 6d. extra cloth, gilt

edges.

distribution among those classes who,
like the hero of the tale, have to make
their way in the world by their own
exertions."—Christian Reformer.

" We trust that ' The Log Cabin' may
find its way into many an English house-
hold, where both young and old may de-
rive from it amusement and profit ; and
we know of few books more suited for

Historical Sketches of the Old Painters.
By the Author of the "Log Cabin." 2s. 6d. paper cover ; 3s. cloth.

The Complete Worksof the Rev.Orville Dewey, D.D.
8vo. 9s. cloth.

Discourses on Human Life.
By Orville Dewey. 12mo. 6s. boards.

The Autobiography and Justification of J. Ronge,
Translated from the German Fifth Edition, by J. Lord, A.M. Fcp. Svo. Is.

Essays on Art.
By Goethe. Translated by Samuel Gray Ward. 12mo. 5s. 6d. cloth.

Ware's Life of the Saviour.
32mo. 2s. cloth.

Ware's Formation of Christian Character.
32mo. Is. 6d. cloth.
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Endeavours after the Christian Life.
By James Martineau. 12mo. 8». 6d. cloth.

Hymns for the Christian Church and Home.
Edited by James Martineau. Fourth Edition, 12mo. 3s. 6d. cloth.

The Works of Charles Follen.
With a Memoir of his Life. 5 vols. 12mo. £\. 4s. cloth.

Life of Charles Follen.
By Mrs. Follen. 12mo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

Selections from the Writings of Fenelon.
With a Memoir of his Life. By Mrs. Follen. 12mo. 5s. cloth.

Sketches of the Lives and Characters of the Leading
Reformers of the Sixteenth Century. By Edward Tagart. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

The Concessions of Trinitarians
;

Being1 a Selection of Extracts from the AVritings of the most eminent Biblical
Critics and Commentators. By John Wilson. 8vo. 12s. boards.

Treatise on Grammatical Punctuation.
By John Wilson. 12mo. 2s. Gil. cloth.

Expository Lectures on the Principal Passages of the
Scriptures which relate to the Doctrine of the Trinity. By George W. Burnap.
12mo. 6s. cloth.

Lectures on the History of Christianity.
By George W. Burnap. 12mo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

Livermore's Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles.
12mo. 7s. cloth.

Discourses on Various Subjects.
By Orville Dewey. 12mo. 4s. boards.

Six Lectures on the Philosophy of Mesmerism.
By John Bovee Dods, of Boston, U.S. 121110. Is.

Thoughts on Moral and Spiritual Culture.
By R. C. Waterston. 12mo. 4s. Od. cloth.

The Tests of Time.
A Story of Social Life. By Sara Wood, Author of " Life's Lessons." Fcp.
8vo. 2s. fid. cloth.

The Young Maiden.
By A. B. Muzzey. 12mo. 4s. Cd. cloth, gilt edges.

Gammer Grethel

;

Or, German Fairy Tales and Popular Stories. From the Collection of MM.
Grimm, and other Sources. With Illustrative Notes, by the late Edgar
Taylor. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth ; 10s. morocco.
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Soliloquies on the Christian Religion :

Its Errors, and its Everlasting: Truth. By Dr. David Friedrich Strauss.

Translated from the German. 8vo. 2s.

The Opinions of Professor David F. Strauss,
As Embodied in his Letter to the Burgomaster Hirzel, Professor Orelli, and
Professor Hitzig, at Zurich. 8vo. Is.

Consolatory Views of Death.
Addressed to a Friend under Bereavement. To which are added, Some
Prayers in Affliction. By Henry Colman. Fcp. 8vo. Is. 6d. cloth.

Luther Revived

;

Or, A Short Account of Johannes Ronge, the Bold Reformer of the Catholic

Church in Germany. By A. Andresen. 8vo. Is.

Lavermore's Commentary on the Four Gospels.
8vo. 4s. 6d. cloth.

Ware's Inquiry into the Foundation, Evidences, and
Truths of Religion. 2 vols. 12mo. 12s. cloth.

The Library of American Biography.
Conducted by Jared Sparkes. Second Series. 3 vols. 12rao. 16s. 6d. cloth.

Matins and Vespers

;

With Hymns, and Occasional Devotional Pieces. By John Bowring. Third
Edition, 18mo. cloth, reduced to 2s. 6d.

Scenes and Characters illustrating Christian Truth.
Edited by Henry Ware, D.D. 2 vols. 18mo. 7s. cloth.

Young's Chronicles of the Pilgrim Fathers of the
Colony of Plymouth, from 1602 to 1625. 8vo. 13s. cloth.

STANDARD AMERICAN LITERATURE.

Todd's Student's Manual.
is. 9d.

Sketches of Married Life.

By Mrs. Pollen. Is. 4d.

Life and Times of Martin Luther.
By the Author of " Three Experiments of Living." Is. 6d.

Scenes in the Life of Joanna of Sicily.

By Mrs. Ellet. Is. 6d.

Lectures to Young Men.
By George W. Burnap. 9d.

The Life and Times of Cranmer.
By the Author of " Three Experiments of Living." Is. 4d.

Julian ; or, Scenes in Judea.
By the Author of " Letters from Palmyra" and " Rome." 2s. 9d.
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THE CATHOLIC SERIES.
(Uniform, in Post Octavo.)

$gf For Prospectus, explaining the principles and object of the Series,

see last page of this List.

The whole of the Works which have been published in the Series appear
in the following list, but those which have already been the subject of criti-

cism will be found again in the succeeding pages, with extracts appended.

Will be Published in a few Days.

The Destination of Man.
By Johann Gottlieb Fichte. Translated from the German, by Mrs. Percy
Sinnitt.

Workt already Published.

Charles Elwood ; or, the Infidel Converted.
By O. A. Brownson. 3s. 6d. paper cover ; 4s. cloth.

Sermons of Consolation.
By F. W. P. Greenwood, D.D. 5s. cloth.

Ultramontanism ; or, the Roman Church and
Modern Society. By E. Quinet, of the College of France. Translated from
the French (Third Edition), with the Author's Approbation, by C. Cocks, B.L.
5s. cloth.

The Nature of the Scholar and its Manifestations.
By Johann Gottlieb Fichte. Translated from the German, with a Memoir of
the Author, by William Smith. 6s. cloth.

The Philosophical and ./Esthetic Letters and Essays
of Schiller. Translated, with an Introduction, by J. Weiss. 7s. 6d. cloth.

The Life of Jean Paul Fr. Richter.
Compiled from various sources. Together with his Autobiography, trans-
lated from the German. 2 vols. 7s. paper cover; 8s. cloth.

Essays. By R. W. Emerson.
(Second Series.) With a Notice by Thomas Carlyle. 3s. paper cover;
3s. Od. cloth.

The Emancipation of the Negroes in the British
West Indies. An Address delivered at Concord, Massachusetts, on the 1st of
August, 1844. By K. W. Emerson. 6d. paper cover.

The Rationale of Religious Inquiry

;

Or, the Question stated, of Reason, the Bible, and the Church. By James
Martineau. Third Edition. With a Critical Letter on Rationalism, Mira-
cles, and the Authority of Scripture, by the late Kev. Joseph Blanco White.
4s. paper cover ; 4s. 6d. cloth.

The Philosophy of Art.
An Oration on the Relation of the Plastic Arts to Nature. Translated from
the German of F. W. J. Von ScheU;iur, by A. Johnson. Is. paper cover;
is. 6d. cloth.
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THE CATHOLIC SERIES— continued.

Self-Culture.
By William Ellery Channing. 6d. paper cover; Is. cloth.

Christianity, or Europe.
Translated from the German of Novalis (Friedrich Ton Hardenberg), by the
Rev. J. Dalton. 6d. paper cover.

Charles Elwood ; or, the Infidel Converted.
By O. A. Brownson.
Series.)

Post 8vo. 4s. cloth; 3s. 6d. paper cover. -(Catholic

" Charles Elwood is an attempt to pre-
sent Christianity so that it shall satisfy
the philosophic element of our nature.
In this consists its peculiar merit and
its distinctive characteristic. Such a
book was certainly very much needed.
We have no doubt that it will add many
a doubter to a cheerful faith, and con-
firm many a feeble mind in the faith it

has already professed. Mr. Brownson
addresses the philosophic element, and
the men in whom this element is pre-
dominant ; and, of course, he presents
the arguments that would be the most
striking and satisfactory to this class of
men. In so far as he has succeeded, he
must be considered to have done a meri-
torious work. We think Mr. Brownson
eminently qualified for this task, and
that his success is complete. Thework
will, doubtless, be the means of giving
composure and serenity to the faith of
many who are as yet weak in the faith,
or halting between two opinions."

Christian Examiner.
" This work is the production of a

writer whose native force of mind, com-
bined with rare philosophical attain-
ments, has elevated him to a prominent
rank among the living authors of this
country. Mr. Brownson, weunderstand,
is under no obligations to the culture of
the schools ; his early life was passed in
scenes foreign to the pursuit of litera-

ture ; he was not led to authorship by
the desire of professional reputation

;

but the various writings which he has
given to the public are the fruit of a
mind filled with earnest convictions that
must needs be spoken out.
" The purposes, in this stage of his

progress, which Mr. Brownson has in

view are, the vindication of the reality of
the religious principle in the nature of
man ; the existence of an order of senti-
ments higher than the calculations of
the understanding and the deductions
of logic ; the foundation of morals on
the absolute idea of right in opposition
to the popular doctrine of expediency

;

the exposition of a spiritual philosophy

;

and the connexion of Christianity with
the progress of society.

" It is evident, from all that we have
read of his writings, that he is compelled
to the work of composition by the pres-
sure of an inward necessity. He has
studied, as is apparent from the rich and
varied knowledge which he brings to the
illustration of the subject he treats of,

more extensively and profoundly than
most persons ; but there are no traces

of study for the sake of study ; no marks
of a cumbersome erudition. He seems
to have read what other men have
written on questionswhich had exercised
his mind, and to have appropriated to
himself whatever was congenial ; and
hence, though we may observe the in-
fluence of eminent foreign writers on
his cast of thought and expression,
everything has the freshness and flavour
of originality.
" This work cannot fail to act with

great power on all minds of true insight.
Its profound significance will be appre-
hended by many who find here the ex-
pressions of their own convictions, the
result of their own st#ivings, which they
have never before seen embodied in
words.
" The work which we have made the

occasion of the present notice, ' Charles
Elwood ; or, the Infidel Converted,' is,

we think, on the whole, in point of
literary finish, superior to any of Mr.
Brownson's former writings. It is

suited to be more generally popular.
It presents the most profound ideas in
a simple and attractive form. The dis-

cussion of first principles, which, in
their primitive abstraction are so repul-
sive to most minds, is carried on, through
the medium of a slight fiction, with con-
siderable dramatic effect. We become
interested in the final opinions of the
subjects of the tale, as we do in the
catastrophe of a romance. A slender
thread of narrative is made to sustain
the most weighty arguments on the
philosophy of religion ; but the conduct
both of the story and of the discussion
is managed with so much skill, that
they serve to relieve and forward each
other."—Dial.
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THE CATHOLIC SERIES—continued.

On the Nature of the Scholar, and its Manifestations.
By Johann Gottlieb Fichte. Translated from the German ; with a Memoir
of the Author, by William Smith. Post 8vo. Cs. cloth.—(Catholic Series.)

Mr. Carlyle has described the present
work and the character of Fichte with
his peculiar force, insight and truth,
both in his lectures on " Heroes and
Hero-worship," and in his admirable
essay on the " State of German Litera-
ture," as follows :

—
" Fichte, the German philosopher, de-

livered, someforty years ago, at Erlangen
a highly remarkable course of lectures
on this subject :

' Ueber das Wesen des
Gelehrten (on the Nature of the Literary
Man).' Fichte, in conformity with the
transcendental Philosophy, of which he
was a distinguished teacher, declares,
first : That all things which we see or
work with on this earth, especially we
ourselves and all persons, are as a kind
of vesture or sensuous appearance : that
under all there lies, as the essence of
them, what he calls the ' Divine Idea of
the World;' this is the reality which
' lies at the bottom of all appearance.'
To the mass of men no such divine idea
is recognisable in the world ; they live,

merely, says Fichte
;
among the super-

ficialities, practicalities, and shows of
the world, not dreaming that there is

anything divine under them. But the
man of letters is sent hither specially
that he may discern for himself, and
make manifest itself in a new dialect

;

and he is there for the purpose of doing
that. Such is Fichte's phraseology

;

with which we need not quarrel. It is

his way of naming what I here, by other
words, am striving imperfectly to name

;

what there is at present no name for ;

the unspeakable Divine Significance, full

of splendour, of wonder and terror, that
lies in the being of every man, of every
thing— the presence of the God who
made every man and thing.
" Fichte calls the man onetters, there-

fore, a prophet, or, as he prefers to
phrase it, a priest, continually unfolding
the godlike to men. Men of letters are
a perpetual priesthood, from ace to airr,

teaching all men that a God is still JMV-
hcnt in their life ;

' that all appearance,'
whatsoever we see in the world, is but
as a vesture of the ' Divine Idea of the
World,' for ' that which lies at the bot-
bom of appearance.' In the true literary
man there is thus ever, acknowledged
or not by the world, a sacredness : he is

the light of the world ; the world's
I>rii-st ;—guiding it, like a sacred pillar
of lire, in its dark pilgrimage through the

waste of time. Fichte discriminates with
sharp zeal the true literary man, what we
here call the Aero as man of letters, from
multitudes of false un-heroic. Fichte
even calls him elsewhere a ' nonentity,'
and has in short no mercy for him, no
wish that he should continue happy
among us ! This is Fichte's notion of the
man of letters. It means, in its own form,
precisely what we here mean."—Heroet
and Hero-worship, by Thomas Carlyle.

" From this bold and lofty principle
the dutiesofthe literary man are deduced
with scientific precision, and stated, in

all their sacredness and grandeur, with
an austere brevity more impressive than
any rhetoric. Fichte's metaphysical
theory may be called in question, and
readily enough misapprehended ; but
the sublime stoicism of his sentiments
will find some response in many a heart.
" But above all, the mysticism of Fichte

might astonish us. The cold, colossal,

adamantine spirit, standing erect and
clear, like a Cato-major among degene-
rate men ; fit to have been the teacher
of the Stoa, and to have discoursed of
beauty and virtue in the groves of aca-
deme I Our reader has seen some words
of Fichte : are these like words of a mys-
tic ? We state Fichte's character as it is

known and admitted by men of all parties

among the Germans, when we say that
so robust an intellect, a soul so calm, so
lofty, massive, and iminoveable, has not
mingled in philosophical discussion since
the time of Luther. We figure his mo-
tionless look, had he heard this charge
of mysticism I For the man rises before
us, amid contradiction and debate, like

a granite mountain amid clouds an d
wind. Ridicule, of the best that could
be commanded, has been already tried

against him ; but it could not avail.

What was the wit of a thousand wits to !

him ? The cry of a thousand choughs
assaulting that old cliff of granite ; seen
from the summit, these, as they winged
the midway air, showed scarce so gross
as beetles, and their cry was seldom even
audible. Fichte's opinions may be true
or false ; but his character as a thinker
can be slightly valued only by such as
know it ill ; und as a man, approved by
action and suffering, in his life and in

his death, he ranks with a class of men
who were common only in better a^es
than ours."—State of German Litera-
ture, by T/iomat Carlyle.
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THE CATHOLIC SERIES—continued.

The Philosophical and ^Esthetic Letters and Essays
of Schiller. Translated, with an Introduction, by J. Weiss. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
cloth.—(Catholic Series.)

" These Letters stand unequalled in
]

" The ' Philosophical Letters,' which
the department of ^Esthetics, and are so are in the form of a correspondence,
esteemed even in Germany, which is so

j

were written at an earlier period than
fruitful upon that topic. Schiller is Ger- those on '^Esthetic Culture,' and present
many's best ^Esthetician, and these let- ' a phasis in Schiller's thought, which in
ters contain the highest moments of
Schiller. Whether we desire rigorous
logical investigation or noble poetic ex-

pression, whether we wish to stimulate
the 'intellect or inflame the heart, we
need seek no further than these. They
are trophies won from an unpopular,
metaphysical form, by a lofty, inspiring,

and absorbing subject."—Introduction.
" During this important (philosophi-

cal) controversy, in 1795, Schiller pub-
lished the present Letters, and with the
large and profound estimation of things
that peculiarly marked his time and
country, perceived and maintained that
^Esthetics were a portion of morals, and
that their foundation was co-existent

with nature and the human soul. With
his truly poetic spirit and grand moral
feelinsr, poetry and the fine arts were a
part of politics ; not in the petty sense
of the term, as a mere exposition of any
peculiar dogmas, but as a part of the
directing influence of men's passions
and conduct. In this view are the arts

treated of in the ' Letters on the ^Esthetic
Culture of Man,' and in these hitherto,

to us, unknown essays will be found the
true arguments of many questions now
agitating our political world. The mode
of really civilizing large masses of men ;

the regulation ofthe 'play-impulse,' and
the stimulation of the ' work-impulse,'
and many other matters, which will

employ the last half of the nineteenth
century.
" It is not possible, in a brief notice

like the present, to do more than inti-

mate the kind of excellence of a book
of this nature. It is a profound and

some respects we believe he outgrew.
They exhibit an application of the pan-
theistic doctrine to various interesting
and absorbing subjects, and contain
views to the truth of which we should
hesitate to subscribe ; nevertheless, they
are exceeding valuable for what they are.
The thoughts set forth in them are re-
markable for their beauty, noble disinte-
restedness, and clearness of expression

;

as specimens of style, fraught with ease,
grace, and dignity, they will bear compa-
rison with the finest pieces in the book.
" It is difficult, if not impossible, to

give a brief, and at the same time faith-

ful, summary of the ideas affirmed by
Schiller in this volume. Its aim is to
develop the ideal of humanity, and to

define the successive steps which must
bs trodden in order to attain it. Its
spirit aspires after human improvement,
and seeks to indicate the means of its

realization. Schiller insists upon the
necessity of aesthetic culture as prelimi-
nary to moral culture, and in order to
make the latter possible. According to
the doctrine here set forth, until man is

aesthetically developed, he cannot be
morally free, hence not responsible,
since there is no sphere for the operation
of the will.
" The style in which the whole volume

is written is particularly beautiful ; there
is a consciousness of music in every page
we read : it is remarkable for the con-
densation of thought and firm consist-
ency which prevails throughout ; and so
far as we are able to judge, the transla-

tion is admirable, and faithfully render-
ed. The twenty-seven letters upon the

beautiful dissertation, and must be dili-
j

'^Esthetic Culture of Man' form the
gently studied to be comprehended.
After all the innumerable efforts that the
present age has been some time making
to cut a Royal road to everything, it is

beginning to find that what sometimes
seems the longest way round is the
shortest way home ; and if there be a
desire to have truth, the only way is to
work at the windlass one's self, and
bring up the buckets by the labour of

most prominent, and by far the most
valuable, portion of the work. They are
not letters to be read after a hearty din-
ner, when the mental powers are impair-
ed by the process of digestion ; for they
will demand much clearness and insight
to be fully apprehended and understood.
But to all persons capable and willing to
comply with this demand, they will be
found full of interest and the choicest

one's own good arm. Whoever works at ] riches, which will abundantly repay any
the present well, will find ample reward amount of labour bestowed upon them."
for the labour they may bestow on it :

the truths he will draw up are universal,
and from that pure elementary fountain
' that maketh wise he that drinketh
thereat.' "—Douglas Jerrold's Mag.

Inquirer.
" This is a book which demands and

deserves study. Either to translate or
to appreciate it requires a somewhat
peculiar turn of mind. Not that any
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body could read it without profit, but to

gain from it all that it is capable of yield-
ing, there must be some aptitude for

such studies, and some training' in them
too To be appreciated it must be
studied, and the study will be well re-

paid."

—

Christian Examiner.
" Here we must close, unwillingly, this

volume, soaboundingin food for thought,
so fruitful of line passages, heartily com-
mending it to all of our readers who de-
sire to make acquaintance with the phi-
losophy of art. The extracts we have

taken will prove what a treasure is here,
for they are but a fraction of the gems
that are to be gathered in every page.
\Ve make no apology for having go long
lingered over this book •, for, albeit, phi-
losophy is somewhat out of fashion in

pur age of materialism, it yet will find

its votaries, fit though few; and even
they who care not for the higher regions
of reflection cannot fail to reap infinite

pleasure from the eloquent and truthful
passages we have sought to cull for tlu-ir

mingled delight aud edification." Critic.

The Philosophy of Art.
An Oration on the Relation of the Plastic Arts to Nature. Translated from
the German of F. W. J. Von Schelling, by A. Johnson. PostSvo. Is. paper
cover ; Is. 6d. cloth.

" This excellent oration is an applica-
tion to art of Schelling's general philo-

sophic principles. It has in Germany
extended to a larger public than his

merely philosophical works, and, in a
very German sense of the word, may be
called popular. Schilling regards art

from a very high point of view : one
that is well known in Germany, but has
rarely, if ever, been uttered with equal
boldness and lucidity by English writers.

For though such expressions as ' belle

nature,' 'ideality,' &c. have been as
current among us as shillings and six-

pences, we constantly find something
about ' following nature,' which leaves
it in doubt whether an ideality, properly
so called, be recommended, or whether
a sort of affection for mere imitation is

retained. Schelling takes the bold
course, and declares that what is ordi-
narily called nature is not the summit
of perfection, but is only the inadequate
manifestation of a high idea, which it is

the office of man to penetrate. The true
astronomer is not he who ignorantly
gapes at the stars, but he who notes
down laws and causes which were never
revealed to sensuous organs, and which

are often opposed to the prima facie
influences of sensuous observers. The
true artist is not he who merely imitates
an isolated object in nature, but he who
can penetrate into the unseen essence
that lurks behind the visible crust, and
afterwards reproduce it in a visible

form. In the surrounding world means
and ends are clashed and jarred toge-
ther; in the work of art the heteroge-
neous is excluded, and an unity is

attained not to be found elsewhere.
Schelling, in his oration, chiefly, not
exclusively, regards the arts of painting
and sculpture; but his remarks will

equally apply to others, such as poetry
and music. This oration of Schellinr's
deserves an extensive perusal. The
translation, with the exception of a few
trifling inaccuracies, is admirably done
by Mr. Johnson; and we know of no
work in our language better suited to

give a notion of the turn which German
philosophy took after it abandoned the
subjectivity of Kant and Fichte. The
notion will, of course, be a faint one

;

but it is something to know the latitude

and longitude of a mental position."
Examiner.

The Life of Jean Paul Fr. Richter.
Compiled from various sources. Together with his Autobiography. Translated
from the German. 2 vols. paper cover, 7s. ; cloth, 8s. (Catholic Series.)

" Richter has an intellect vehement,
nigged, irresistible, crushing in pieces
the hardest problems ;

piercing into the
most hidden combinations of things, and
grasping the most distant ; an imagina-
tion vague, sombre, splendid, or appall-

ing, brooding over the abysses of being,
wandering through infinitude, and sum-
moninu: before us, in its dim religious

light, shapes of brilliancy, solemnity, or
terror; a fancy of exuberance literally

unexampled, for it pours its treasures
with a lavishness which knows no limit,

hanging, like the sun, a jewel on every
grass-blade, and sowing the earth at

large with orient pearl. But deeper than
all these lies humour, the ruling quality

of RICHTKR— as it were the central tire

that pervades and vivifies his whole
being. He is a humorist from his in-

most soul ; he thinks as a humorist, he
imagines, arts, feels as a humorist

:

sport is the element in which his nature
lives and works."

—

THOMAS CVKLYLE.
" With such a writer it is no common

treat to be intimately acquainted. In
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the proximity of great and virtuous
minds we imbibe a portion of their na-
ture—feel, as mesmerists say, a healthful
contagion, are braced with the same
spirit of faith, hope, and patient en-
durance—are furnished with data for

clearing up and working out the intri-

cate problem of life, and are inspired,
like them, with the prospect of immor-
tality. No reader of sensibility can rise

from theperusal ofthese volumes without
becoming both wiser and better." Atla*.
"We find in the present biography

much that does not so much amuse
and instruct, as, to adopt a phrase from
the religious world, positively edify the
reader. The life of Richter is indeed
a moral and a religious, as much as a
literary treat, to all who have a sense
exercised to discern religion and mora-
lity as a thing essentially different from
mere orthodoxy and asceticism. The
two volumes before us cannot be se-

riously read without stimulating the
reader, like a good sermon, to self-ame-
lioration, and in this respect they are
invaluable.

" Richter is a thorough Christian, and
a Christian with a large glowing human
heart. The appearance of his biography
in an English form cannot, therefore,

but be regarded as a great boon to the
best interests of the country."

Tait's Magazine.
" Apart from the interest of the work,

as the life of Jean Paul, the reader
learns something of German life and
German thought, and is introduced to
Weimar during its most distinguished
period—when Goethe, Schiller, Herder,
and Wieland, the great fixed stars of
Germany, in conjunction with Jean
Paul, were there, surrounded by beau-
tiful and adm.ring women, of the most
refined and exalted natures, and of
princely rank. It is full of passages so
attract ive and valuable that it is difficult

to make a selection as examples of its

character."—Inquirer.
" This book will be found very valu-

able as an introduction to the study of

one of the most eccentric and difficult

writers of Germany. Jean Paul's writ-
ings are so much the reflex of Jean Paul
himself, that every light that shines
upon the one inevitably illumines the
other. The work is a useful exhibition
of a great and amiable man, who, pos-
sessed of the kindliest feelings, and the
most brilliant fantasy, turned to a high
purpose that humour of which Rabelais
is the great grandfather, and Sterne one
of the line of ancestors, and contrasted
it with an exaltation of feeling and a
rhapsodical poetry which are entirely
his own. Let us hope that it will com-
plete the work begun by Mr. Carlyle's
Essays, and cause Jean Paul to be really

read in this country."

—

Examiner.
" Richter is exhibited in a most ami-

able light in this biography- industri-
ous, frugal, benevolent, with a child-like
simplicity of character, and a heart
overflowing with the purest love. His
letters to his wife are beautiful memo-
rials of true affection, and the way in
which he perpetually speaks of his chil-

dren shows that he was the most attach-
ed and indulgent of fathers. Whoever
came within the sphere of his com-
panionship appears to have contracted
an affection for him that death only
dissolved : and while his name was re-

sounclingthroughGermany,heremained
as meek and humble as if he had still

been an unknown adventurer on Par-
nassus."—The Apprentice.
" The life of Jean Paul is a charming1

piece of biography, which draws and
rivets the attention. The affections of
the reader are fixed on the hero with an
intensity rarely bestowed on an his-

torical character. It is impossible to
read this biography without a convic-
tion of its integrity and truth ; and
though Richter's style is more difficult

of translation than "that of any other
German, yet we feel that his golden
thoughts have reached us pure from the
mine, to which he has given that impress
of genius which makes them current in
all countries."

—

Christian Reformer.

Essays. By R. W. Emerson.
(Second Series.) With a Notice by Thomas Carlyle. 3s. paper cover

;

3s. Gd. cloth.— (Catholic Series.,)

"Among the distinguishing features t injurious—to attempt to show in detail

of Christianity—we are ready to say THE i the tendency of such Essays as these,

distinguishing feature— is its humanity, : All we can do, indeed we think the best
its deep s\mpathy with human kind,

|

thing, will be to give our readers some
and its strong advocacy of human wants

,
sample, and trust to their natural taste,

and rights. In this particular, few
|
to their energy, which must be aroused,

have a better title to be ranked among and quiver like the up-gushing1

fire of
the followers of Jesus than the author morning, when they read the nook it-

of this book." I self, which will lead them on to better
American Christian Examiner,

j

thought—to more earnest action."
" It would be impossible—perhaps I "To understand and delight in
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Emerson, he must be read carefully and
attentively. Curious and mystical in

his style, the difficulties vanish where
thought-rays penetrate. He is so de-
cidedly new, that we know not at first

what to make of him. But we have
faith, and will explore this meaning-;
through his peculiar style the truth will

appear transparent and vivifying. We
in this age are fallen into such a habit
of ' devouring books,' that we esteem it

a benefaction in works of this class, if

in no other respects, in this, that they
stop us in the run-and-read system,
draw out our thoughts, and cause us to
get possession of theirs. Moreover,
they are healthful books, and carry us
into cold bracing regions of Nature,
quite refreshing after the hot, perfumed
atmosphere of conventional life."

The Apprentice.
"The difficulty we find in giving a

proper notice of this volume, arises
from the pervadingness of its excellence,
and the compression of its matter.
With more learning than Hazlitt, more
perspicuity than Carlyle, more vigour
and depth of thought than Addison, and
with as much originality and fascination
as any of them, this volume is a bril-

liant addition to the Table Talk of in-

tellectual men, be they who or where
they may. We have no very active de-
sire to see America, but if we were ever
to find ourselves tossing thitherwards,
our consolation would oe, the hope of
seeing the Falls of Niagara and Emer-
son.'*—Prospective Review.
" Mr. Emerson is not a common man,

and everything he writes contains sug-
gestive matter of much thought and
earnestness."—Examiner.
"That Emerson is, in a high degree,

possessed of the faculty and vision of
the seer, none can doubt who will ear-
nestly and with a kind and reverential
spirit peruse these nine Essays. He
deals only with the true and the eternal.

His piercing gaze at once shoots swiftly,

surely through the outward and the su-
perficial, to the inmost causes and work-
ings. Any one can tell the time who
looks on the face ' of the clock, but he
loves to lay bare the machinery and
show its moving principle. His words
and his thoughts are a fresh spring,
that invigorates the soul that is steeped
therein. His mind is ever dealing with
the eternal ; and those who only live to
exercise their lower intellectual facul-

ties, and desire only new facts and new
images, and those who have not a feel-

ing or an interest in the great question
of mind and matter, eternity and na-
ture, will disregard him as unintelli-

gible and uninteresting, as they do
Bacon and Plato, and, indeed, philoso-

phy itself."

Douglas Jerrol(Ts Magazine.
" Beyond social science, because be-

yond and outside social existence, there
lies the science of self, the development
ofman in his individual existence, within
himself and for himself. Of this latter

science, which may perhaps be called

the philosophy of individuality, Mr.
Emerson is an able apostle and inter-

preter."—League.
" As regards the particular volume of

EMERSON before us, we think it an im-
provement upon the first series of essays.

The subjects are better chosen. They
come more home to the experience of
the mass of mankind, and are conse-
quently more interesting. Their treat-

ment also indicates an artistic improve-
ment in the composition."—Spectator.
" All lovers of literature will read Mr.

Etcerson's new volume, as they most of
them have read his former one ; and if

correct taste, and sober views of life, and
such ideas on the higher subjects of
thought as we have been accustomed to
account as truths, are sometimes out-
raged, we at least meet at every step
with originality, imagination, and elo-

quence."—Inquirer.

The Emancipation of the Negroes in the British West
Indies. An Address delivered at Concord, Massachusetts, on the 1st of
August, 1844. By R. W. Emerson. Post 8vo. 6d. paper cover.—(Catholic
Series.)

" It is really purifying to be able to

turn, at this moment, to anything
righteous and generous from an Ameri-
can on Slavery and Great Britain, so as
to be relieved from the scorn and loath-

ing produced by Mr. Calhoun's Letter
to the American Ministerat Paris. Na-
tions, like individuals, generally dis-

guise their crimes; America alone, if

ner Cabinet represents her, is ii"t

ashamed, In-fore the civilised worhl,
openly to discuss the greatest questions

of Human Rights, on grounds purely
sordid, and in a spirit, out of which
everything righteous is consumed and
burned by jealous hatred of England.
That bad-hearted and low-minded Let-

ter, at once false and mean, we venture
to say, the basest State Paper that any
Minister, of any time, of his own accord,

ignorant of the disgrace with which it

must overwhelm him, ever published to

the world, we yet hope that America
will disown. Meanwhile, since Chan-
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ning is no more, it is a satisfaction that
there is one man in America ofa potential
voice who can utter these words of re-

proof to his Country, of Justice to Great
Britain."—Prospective Review.

" We need not tell any one who has
the slightest acquaintance with his pre-
vious writings, that Mr. Emerson is elo-

quent ; and here he has a noble subject,

into which he has thrown his whole soul.

What more need be said?"

—

Inquirer.

Ultramontanism ; or, the Roman Church and Modern
Society. By E. Quinet, of the College of France. Translated from the French
Third Edition (with the Author's approbation), by C. Cocks, B.L. Post 8vo.

5s. cloth.

" We take up this enlightened volume,
which aims, in the spirit of history and
philosophy, to analyze the Romanist
principle, with peculiar pleasure. A
glance at the headings of the chapters
much interested ourselves, and we doubt
not will our readers:—The Superlatively
Catholic Kingdom of Spain; Political

Results of Catholicism in Spain; The
Roman Church and the State; The
Roman Church and Science ; The Ro-
man Church and History ; The Roman
Church and Law ; The Roman Church
and Philosophy; The Roman Church
and Nations ; The Roman Church and
the Universal Church."

Christian Reformer.
"The fourth lecture, entitled 'The

Roman Church and Science,' appears to

us the most striking and luminous ex-
position we have seen of the condition
of the Roman church, and of its unavail-
ing hostility to the progress ofmankind.
Our space precludes the possibility of
quoting the whole, or we should do so
with great pleasure. It delineates, in

vivid colours, the history of Galileo, his

character, his discoveries, his philo-

sophical protest against the theology of
Rome, the horrible persecutions which
he suffered, and his effects upon the ec-

clesiastical power—changing the rela-

tive positions of science and the church,
unfolding a theology more profound
than that of Rome, a code of laws more
infallible than that of the church, a
grand and comprehensive system of
ideas transcending in its Catholicity

Catholicism itself.

"The four remaining lectures are
severally entitled—The Roman Church
and Law (in which the Inquisition is a
conspicuous subject) — The Roman
Church and Philosophy—The Roman
Church and Nations — The Roman
Church and the Universal Church. We

cannot characterise each of these in par-
ticular : suffice it to say that there is a
profound and expansive philosophical
spirit breathing through the whole;
every subject is compelled to contribute
its entire force of facts and illustration

for the construction of the one great
argument which is the object and com-
plement of each—viz. that the Roman
Church is no longer adequate to the en-
larged needs and aspirations of man-
kind, that it has fulfilled the mission for

which it wa8 originated, that the ener-
gies it once put forth in the cause of
humanity are paralysed, that its decrepi-
tude is manifest, and its vitality

threatened, that it has shewn itself in-

capable of continuing as the minister of
God's will, and the interpreter of those
divine laws whose incarnation in human
life is the pledge of man's spiritual ad-
vancement and happiness, that it heeds
not the signs of the times, refuses any
alliance with the spirit of progression,
clings tenaciously to the errors and
dead formulas of the past, recognises
the accession of no new truths, and
hence prostrates the intellect, proscribes
the enlargement of our spiritual boun-
daries, lays an interdict on human pro-
gress, compels us to look perpetually
backwards and blights our hopes of the
future, and, in the words of Quinet,
' represents the earth as a condemned
world formed for chastisement and evil.'
" Considered as a whole, the book be-

fore us is the most powerful and philo-
sophically consistent protest against
the Roman Church which has ever
claimed our attention, and, as a strong
confirmation of its stirring efficiency,

we may mention that the excitement it

has created in Paris has subjected the
author to a reprimand from both cham-
bers of the Legislature, and excom-
munication by the Pope." - Inquirer.
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THE Publishers of " The Catholic Series" intend it to consist of Works
of a liberal and comprehensive character, judiciously selected, and em-
bracing various departments of literature.

An attempt has been made by the Church of Rome to realise the idea of

Catholicism—at least inform—and with but a partial success ; an attempt

will now be made to restore the word Catholic to its primitive significance,

in its application to this. Series, and to realise the idea of Catholicism in

SPIRIT.

It cannot be hoped that each volume of the Series will be essentially

Catholic, and not partial, in its nature, for nearly all men are partial ;

—

the many-sided and impartial, or truly Catholic man, has ever been the

rare exception to his race. Catholicity may be expected in the Series,

not in every volume composing it.

An endeavour will be made to present to the Public a class of books of

an interesting and thoughtful nature, and the authors of those of the Series

which may be of a philosophical character will probably possess little in

common, except a love of intellectual freedom, and a faith in human pro-

gress ; they will be united by sympathy of SPIRIT, not by agreement in

speculation.

The Steel Engraving of the Ideal Head, which appears on the Title-page

of the latter volumes—and which will be prefixed to each succeeding

volume of the Series—has been taken from De la Roche's picture of Christ.

It was adopted, not specially because it was intended by the artist to ex-

press his idea of Jesus Christ (for that must always be imaginary), but

as an embodiment of the highest ideal of humanity, and thus of a likeness

to Jesus Christ, as its highest historical realisation.

In prefixing this Engraving to each number of the Series, it is intended

—by the absence of passion, by the profound intellectual power, the

beneficent and lovely nature, and the serene, spiritual beauty, always

associated in our noblest conceptions of the character it portrays—to

imply the necessity of aspiration and progress, in order to unfold and

realise the nature which the artist has essayed to express in this ideal

image; and thus to typify the object that will be invariably kept in view,

by those whose writings may form a part of the Catholic Series, and which

each volume composing it may be expected to promote.
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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

THE present translation was made several years ago, not then

with a view to publication, but for the sake of obtaining a

more intimate knowledge of a book that appeared of unusual

interest and importance. Its faults therefore are at all events

not those ofhaste or carelessness. Those who are acquainted

with German philosophical language, will I believe admit the

frequently great difficulty of finding in English, strictly cor-

responding terms ; but with all the errors of which I am, or

am not, conscious, I have great satisfaction in introducing

it to the notice of English readers.

It is, as its author has declared, not intended merely for

professed students, but for all who are capable of giving it

some attention, and who take up a book with some more

serious purpose than that of passing more easily an idle

hour. The Idealism of Fichte differs, it will be seen, from

that of Berkeley, with whose works also he was wholly un-

acquainted; and it will not escape the more critical reader, that,

as I have already had occasion to notice,* he has found it ne-

cessary to adopt ultimately, as a principle of metaphysical

truth, that intuitive belief, or, as it is sometimes called, common
sense of mankind, which he had rejected at first as the basis

even of material reality.

To these beliefs—immediate, universal, irresistible, like the

voice of the Creator speaking to us—we must it appears return,

as to an ark of safety, after our longest flights.

The opinion that has prevailed so long in England, that

German philosophy is a mere " metaphysical hocus pocus, or

logical card castle," that the speculations that have occupied

the lives of some of the greatest thinkers that ever lived, have

* In an article on Fichte's Life, in the Foreign Quarterly Review

for October 1845, No. 71.
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been always empty and futile, and barren of any practical

result, is apparently fast giving way to one very different.

Such men as Fichte did not, assuredly, devote themselves to

babbling " a jargon of vain philosophy," like the idle jugglers,

with words, to whom the expression was applied, but believed

that they had found truth, to them, infinitely precious. \Ve

may not be able to view it from the same point ; with our best

efforts we may fail to see clearly, but we shall surely not im-

prove our chance by shutting our eyes. Those also who have

once entered on this path cannot well turn back, but must go

on till they reach a resting place ; and assuredly they will

gain nothing by attempting anything like self-deception or

masquerading in the forms of a bygone time.

We may indeed look back with a sort of longing to those

earlier ages, when, as it is commonly supposed at least, a tran-

quil childlike trust in all which on authority was taught, per-

vaded all minds, " and spread a universal peace o'er land and

sea," in place of the restless fermentations, and anxious ques-

tionings that disturb us now. But whatever we may think of

this, it is obvious we can no more return to the real temper of

those times than to the stature of our childhood, and the

effort to resume its outward habits will fail as completely as that

of the elderly gentleman in Hoffmann's tale, who sought to re-

store the Idyllic joys of his infancy, by complimenting himself

every Christmas Eve with an assortment of such playthings as

delighted him in that happy period.

If however we have seen that this cannot be, may we not

accept it as an assurance that it ought not to be ? May we not

trust Providence so far as to believe that what is impossible

for us, is neither necessary nor desirable ? A different task

perhaps is assigned to us,
—" There are diversities of gifts, but

the same spirit."

London, Dec. 20th, 1845.



PREFACE.

WHATEVER of the recent philosophy is likely to prove ser-

viceable beyond the limits of the schools, presented in the

order in which it would naturally occur to an unsophisticated

understanding, is intended to form the contents of this volume.

The elaborate defences made only to meet the artificial objec-

tions and extravagances of the learned, have been deemed un-

necessary here, and whatever serves only as a foundation for the

positive sciences or for the deliberate and arbitrary education

of the human race, has been omitted, as lying within the pro-

vince of statesmen and the appointed teachers of the people.

The book is therefore not intended for philosophers by profes-

sion, who will find in it nothing that may not be found in other

writings of the same author. It is intended to be intelligible

to all readers who are able really to understand a book at all.

Those who have accustomed themselves merely to the repeti-

tion of certain sets of phrases in varied order, and who mistake

this operation of memory for that of the understanding, will

probably find it unintelligible. It ought to exercise on the

reader an attractive and animating power, raising him from

the sensuous world, to that which is above sense. The author

at least has not performed his task without some of this happy

inspiration. Often during the labour of execution, the fire

with which a design is entered upon becomes exhausted, but

immediately on the conclusion of a work the author is scarcely

B
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in a position to judge of this point. How far he has suc-

ceeded in the attainment of his proposed object he cannot

decide ; this must be determined by the effect produced on

the readers to whom it is addressed. One remark, however,

he deems it necessary to make—namely, that the " I" who

speaks in the book is by no means intended for himself, but

it is his earnest wish that it should represent the reader, who

is entreated, not merely to apprehend historically what is here

presented to him, but really and truly, during the reading

of the book, to hold converse with his own mind, to reason, to

draw conclusions, and to develop by his own mental effort

the train of thought laid before him.



THE DESTINATION OF MAN.

CHAPTEE I.

DOUBT.

AT last, then, I may hope that I am tolerably well acquainted

with the world that surrounds me. In the unanimous decla-

ration of my senses, in unfailing experience alone have I placed

my trust. What I have beheld, I have touched—what I have

touched, I have analysed. I have repeated my observations

again and again, I have compared the various phenomena

together, and only when I could perceive their connection,

when I could explain and deduce one from the other, and

foresee the result, and that the result was such as to justify

my calculations, have I been satisfied. Therefore am I now
as well assured of the accuracy of this part of my knowledge,

as of my own existence ; I walk with a firm step in this my
world, and would stake welfare and life itself on the infalli-

bility of my convictions.

But what then am I, and what is the aim and end of my
being ? The question is superfluous. It is long since I have

been made well acquainted with these points, and it would take

much time to recapitulate all that I have heard, learnt, and

believed concerning them. And by what means then have I

attained this knowledge which I have this confused notion of

possessing ? Have I, urged on by a burning desire of know-

ledge, toiled on through uncertainty and doubt and contra-

diction? Have I, when any thing appeared credible, ex-
'

B 2
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amined, and sifted, aiid compared, till an inward voice pro-

claimed, irresistibly, and without a possibility of mistake,

" Thus it is, as surely as thou livest ?"

No ! I can remember no such state of mind. Those in-

structions were bestowed on me before I desired them, the

answers were given before the questions were proposed. I

heard, for I could not avoid doing so, and much of what I

heard remained in my memory ; but without examination, and

without interest, I allowed every thing to take its place as

chance directed. How then could I persuade myself that I

really possessed any knowledge upon these points ? If I can

only be said to know that of which I am convinced, and

which I have myself wrought out, myself experienced, I can-

not truly say that I know anything at all of the aim and

end of my being. I know merely what others profess to

know, and all that I can really be assured of is, that I have

heard them speak so and so upon these things.

"Whilst then I have inquired into and examined for myself

with the most anxious care, comparatively trivial matters ; in

things of the highest import I have relied wholly on the care

and fidelity of others. I have attributed to others an inter-

est in the highest affairs of humanity, an earnestness and

accuracy which I by no means discover in myself. I have

regarded them as indescribably superior to me. Whatever of

truth they really possess, they can have attained by no other

means than by their own meditations, and why may not I, by

the same means, attain the same ends ? How much have I

undervalued and degraded myself

!

It shall be no longer thus. From this moment I will

enter on my rights, on the dignity to which I have a claim.

Let all that is foreign to my own mind be at once re-

nounced! I will examine for myself. It may be that

secret wishes concerning the termination of my inquiries,

that a partial inclination towards certain conclusions, will

awaken in my heart. I will forget and deny these wishes,

and allow them no influence in the direction of my
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thoughts. I will go to work with scrupulous severity.

What I find to be truth shall be welcome to me, let it

sound as it may. I will know. With the same certainty

with which I can calculate that this ground will bear me

when I tread on it, that this fire will burn me if I ap-

proach too near it, will I know what I am, and what I

shall be; and should this not be possible, thus much at

least will I know, that it is not possible. Even to this

result will I submit, if it should present itselfto me as truth.

I hasten towards the fulfilment of my task. I seize on

Nature as she hastens ever onward in her flight, detain her for

an instant, and contemplate steadily the present moment,

—

this nature on which my thinking powers have been developed,

and for which the conclusions, valid in her domain, have

been formed.

I am surrounded by objects which I am compelled to re-

gard as wholes, subsisting for themselves, and separately

from each other. I behold plants, trees and animals, I ascribe

to each individual certain signs and attributes by which I dis-

tinguish it from others ; to this plant, such a form ; to an-

other, another ; to this tree, such and such leaves ; to another,

others differing from them. Every object has its appointed

number of attributes, neither more nor less. To every ques-

tion, whether it is this or that, is, for any one acquainted

with it, a decisive yes or no possible. Every thing that is,

is something, or it is not—has a certain colour, or has it not

—is tangible, or is not, and so on. Every object possesses

its properties in an appointed degree, which it neither exceeds

nor falls short of. Every thing that is, is definite, deter-

mined ; is some one thing, and is not something else.

Not that I am unable to conceive an object hovering be-

tween opposite limitations. I am certainly able to do this,

for half of my thoughts consist of such. I think of a tree in

general. Has this tree leaves or not, fruit or not ; and if so,

in what quantities ? To what species does it belong ? How
large is it ? All these questions must remain unanswered,
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for my thought is undetermined, and does not represent any

particular tree, but a tree in general, and it has no real ex-

istence, for whatever really exists, has its appointed number of

all its possible attributes, and each of these in its appointed

measure, although I may never be able to comprehend all the

properties of any one object, or to apply to them any standard.

Nature, however, hastens on through her everlasting trans-

formations, and while I am speaking of the present moment,

it is gone, and all is changed ; in the same manner, the mo-

ment before my observation, all was otherwise, it had not

always been as I found it, it had become so. Why then, and

from what cause, had it become what it was ? Why had

Nature, amidst the manifold, infinite possible varieties of

being, assumed precisely these, and no others? For this

reason, that certain others had preceded them, and these

in the same manner will determine those which shall follow

;

and these again others, to infinity. Were the smallest thing

at the present moment different from what it is, then neces-

sarily in the following moment would something else be dif-

ferent, and again in the succeeding one, and so on for ever.

Nature in her never-ceasing changes follows steadily certain

undeviating laws. I find myself in a close chain of pheno-

mena, in which every link depends on that which has preceded

it, so that if, at any given moment, I could be made acquaint-

ed with all existing conditions of the universe, I should be

able to declare what they had been in the preceding moment,

and what they would be in that which was to follow.

In every part I find the whole, for every part only, by

means of the whole, has become what it is.

What I have discovered then I find amounts to this; that to

every existence another must be pre-supposed, to every con-

dition another preceding condition. Let me pause a little

here, for it may happen, that on my clear insight into this

point may depend much of the success of my future inquiry.

Why, and from what cause, I had asked, are the modifica-

tions of objects precisely such as I find them to be assuming
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thus, without a moment's hesitation, and without proof, as an

absolute and certain truth, that they had a cause,—that not

by themselves, but by something beyond them, they had ob-

tained existence and reality. I had found myself compelled

to assume another existence as a necessary condition of

theirs.

But why, then, did I find their existence insufficient to it-

self, incomplete ? What betrayed to me a want in them ?

This, without doubt ; that, in the first place, these qualities or

attributes do not exist in and for themselves,—they are forms

of something formed, modifications of something modified;

and the conception of what, in the language of the schools,

has been called a substratum, a something capable of receiving

and supporting the attributes, must be always added to them.

Further, that to such a substratum a certain quality is attri-

buted, supposes a condition of repose, and cessation from

change, otherwise there could be no determinate modification,

but merely a passing from one state to another. A state of

mere passivity is an incomplete existence ; some activity is

necessary to form what may be called the basis of the suf-

fering. What I found myself compelled to suppose was

by no means that in the successive changes which nature

undergoes, one brings forth the other—that the present modifi-

cation annihilates itself, and, in the next moment, when it no

longer exists, produces another to occupy its place. The

modification produces neither itself nor anything out of itself.

What I found myself compelled to assume was an active

force, peculiar to the object, to account for the gradual origin

and the changes of those modifications. And what, then, do

I conceive to be the nature or essence of this power, and the

modes of its manifestation ? I know no more than this, that

it is capable,under certain conditions, of producing, certainly

and infallibly, a determinative effect, and no other. The prin-

ciple of activity, of arising and becoming, is certainly in itself.

As surely as it is a force, it is capable of setting itself in mo-

tion ;—the cause of its having developed itself in a certain
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manner, lies partly in itself, as it is a force, and partly in the

circumstances under which it developes itself. Both these

—the inward determination of a force from itself, and the

external, by circumstances, must be united to produce a given

change.

Every force, so far as I can conceive of one, must be de-

terminate, but its determination is completed by the circum-

stances under which it is developed. A force exists in my
conception only so far as I can perceive its working. An in-

active force is entirely inconceivable.

I see a flower that has sprung out of the earth, and I con-

clude that a formative power exists in nature. Such a for-

mative power exists for me only so far as this flower and

others, and plants, and animals exist. I can describe this

power merely by its effect, and it exists for me no further than

as producing flowers and plants, animals and other organic

forms. I will go further, and maintain that a flower, and pre-

cisely this flower, could exist in this place, only so far as all

circumstances united to make it possible ; but that by the

union" of all these circumstances for its possibility, the real

existence of the flower is by no means explained to me, and

for this I am compelled to assume a peculiar original power in

Nature, and precisely a flower producing power, for another

power of Nature, under the same circumstances, might have

produced something entirely different.

When I contemplate all things as one whole, I perceive one

Nature—one force: when I regard them as individuals, many
forces, which develop themselves according to their inward

laws, and pass through all the forms of which they are

capable ; and all the objects in Nature are but those forces

under certain limitations. Every manifestation of every indi-

vidual power of Nature is determined—partly by itself,

partly by its own preceding manifestations, and partly by the

manifestations of all the other powers of Nature, with which

it is connected ; but it is connected with all—for nature is

one connected whole. Its manifestations are, therefore, strictly
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necessary; and it is absolutely impossible that it should be

other than what it is.

In every moment of her duration, Nature is one con-

nected whole ; in every moment must every individual part be

what it is, because all others are what they are, and a single

grain of sand could not be moved from its place without,

however imperceptibly to us, changing something throughout

all parts of the immeasurable whole. Every moment of

duration is determined by all past moments, and will deter-

mine all future moments ; and even the position of a grain

of sand cannot be conceived other than it is, without sup-

posing other changes, to an indefinite extent. Let us imagine,

for instance, this grain of sand lying some few feet further

inland than it actually does ; then must the storm-wind that

drove it in from the sea shore have been stronger than it

actually was ;—then must the preceding state of the atmo-

sphere, by Avhich this wind was occasioned, and its degree of

strength determined, have been different from what it

actually was, and the previous changes which gave rise to

this particular weather—and so on. We must suppose a

different temperature from that which really existed,— a

different constitution of the bodies which influenced this'

temperature : the fertility or barrenness of countries,—the

duration of the life of man—depend, unquestionably, in a

great degree upon temperature. How can we know, since it

is not given us to penetrate the arcana of Nature, and it is

therefore allowable to speak of possibilities ;—how can we

know, that in such a state of the weather as we have been sup-

posing, in order to carry this grain of sand a few yards further,

some ancestor of yours might not have perished from hunger,

or cold, or heat, long before the birth of that son from whom
you are descended, and thus you might never have been at all;

and all that you have ever done, and all that you ever hope to

do in this world, must have been hindered, in order that a

grain of sand might lie in a different place ?

B 5



CHAPTER II.

DOUBT.

I MYSELF, with all that I call mine, am but a link in this

chain of rigid natural necessity. There was a time—so

others tell me, and although I am not immediately conscious

of it, I am compelled by reason to admit it as a truth,—there

was a time in which I was not, and a moment in which I

began to be. I then only existed for others—not yet for

myself. Since then, myself, my conscious being, has gradually

developed itself, and I have discovered in myself, certain

faculties and capacities—wants and natural desires. I am a

definite creature, which came into existence at a certain

time.

I have not come into existence by my own power. It

would be the highest absurdity to suppose that before I was at

all, I could bring myself into existence: I have, then, been called

into being by a power out of myself. And what should this

be but the universal power of nature, of which I form a part?

The time at which my existence commenced, and the attri-

butes belonging to me, were determined by this universal

power of Nature ; and all the forms under which these, my
inborn attributes, have since manifested themselves, have been

determined by the selfsame power. It was impossible that

instead of me, another should have arisen,—it is impossible

that at any moment of my existence, I should be other than

what I am.

That my successive states of being have been accompanied

by consciousness, that some of them, such as thoughts, reso-

lutions and the like, appear to be nothing but various modifi-
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Cations of consciousness, need not perplex my reasonings. It

is the nature of the plant regularly to develop itself, of the

animal to move towards the attainment of certain ends, of

the man to think. Why should I hesitate to acknowledge

the latter as an original power of nature, as well as the fast

and second ? Nothing could prevent me from doing so, but

the astonishment I feel at such a conclusion. Thought is

assuredly a far higher and more subtle operation of nature,

than the formation of a plant or the motion of an animal, 1

cannot explain how the power of nature can produce thought,

but can I better explain its operation in the production of a

plant, in the motion of an animal ? To attempt to deduce

thought from any mere organisation of matter, is an extrava-

gance into which I shall not easily fall ; but can I then explain

from it the formation of the simplest moss ? Those original

powers of nature cannot be explained, for it is only through

them that we can explain any thing. Thought exists in nature,

as well as the creative power which gives birth to the plant.

The thinking being arises and develops himself by natural

laws, and exists through nature. There is therefore in nature

an original thinking power, as well as an original plant-

creating power.

This original thinking power advances and develops itself

through all the modifications of which it is capable, as the

other original forces of nature assume all possible forms. I,

like the plant, am a particular manifestation of the formative

power ; like the animal, a particular manifestation of the power

of motion, and in addition to these a particular manifestation

of the thinking power ; and it is the union of these three

original forces in one harmonious development that makes

the distinguishing characteristic of any species, as it is the

distinguishing characteristic of the plant species, to be merely

a manifestation of the plant-forming power.

Figure, motion, thought, in me, are not consequent on one

another, but are the simultaneous and harmonious develop-

ments of what might be called the man-forming power, neces-
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sarily manifesting itself in a creature of my species. I am
not what I am, because I think so, or will so, nor do I think

and will because I am, but I am, and I think, both abso-

lutely.

As certainly as those original powers of Nature exist for

themselves, and have their own internal laws and purposes,

so certainly must their manifestations in the world of reality,

if left to themselves and not subjected to any foreign force,

endure for a certain period of time, and pass through a certain

series of changes. That which should vanish aj, the moment

of its production could not be the expression or manifestation

of an original power, but only an effect of the combined ope-

ration of various powers. The plant when left to itself pro-

ceeds from the first germination to the ripening of the seed.

Man, a particular manifestation of all the powers of Nature in

their union, when left to himself, (no accident intervening)

proceeds from birth to death in old age. Hence, the duration

of the life of man and of plants, and the various modifications

of this their life.

This form, this motion, this thought, this duration of all

essential qualities, amidst many non-essential changes, belong

to me as to a being of my species. But this man-forming

power in Nature had displayed itself before the commence-

ment of my existence, under various conditions and circum-

stances. These external circumstances have determined the

particular mode of their present operation in the production

of precisely such an individual of my species as I am. The

same circumstances can never recur, or the whole of Nature

must retrograde. The same individuals can never again

receive reality. Further, the man-forming power of Nature

has manifested itself, at the time of my production, under

manifold conditions and circumstances. No combination of

circumstances can perfectly resemble those under which I

received existence, and unless the universe could be divided

into two similar but unconnected worlds, two perfectly simi-

lar individuals cannot be produced.
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By these conditions and circumstances, it was determined

what this definite person / should become, and the laws by

which I am that which I am, are universal. I am that which I

I am, because in the connection of the great whole, only such

a one, and absolutely no other, was possible, and a spirit who
could look through all Nature, would, from the knowledge of

a single man, be able to determine what men had been before,

and what they would be at any moment. In one person he

would obtain the knowledge of all. This, my connection

with the whole of Nature, it is, then, which determines what

I have been, what I am, and what I shall be. The same

spirit would be able, at any moment of my existence, to form

infallible conclusions on what I had hitherto been, and what

I was to be. All that I am and shall be, I am and shall be

of necessity, and it is impossible that I should be otherwise.

I do> indeed, feel an inward consciousness of independence;

of having, on many occasions in my life, exerted a free

agency ; but this consciousness may easily be explained, on

the principles already laid down, and is perfectly reconcileable

with the conclusions I have drawn. My immediate con-

sciousness, my absolute perception, cannot go beyond myself,

—I have immediate knowledge only of myself, whatever I

know further I know only by reasoning, in the same manner

in which I have come to those conclusions concerning the

original powers of Nature, which certainly do not lie within

the circle of my perceptions. I, however,—that which I call

myself,—am not the man-forming power of Nature, but only

one of its manifestations ; and only of this manifestation

am I conscious, not of that power, whose existence I

have only discovered from the necessity of explaining my
own. This manifestation, however, is certainly the pro-

duction of an original and independent force, and must

appear as such in my consciousness. For this reason do I

appear to myself as a free agent in those occurrences of my
life, in which the independent force, falling to my share as an

individual, manifests itself without hindrance ; but, as subject
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to constraint, when, by any combination of circumstances

beyond the limits of my individuality, I cannot do what I

might otherwise be capable of doing,—when my individual

force, by the excess of antagonist forces, is compelled to

manifest itself otherwise than in accordance with its own laws.

Bestow consciousness on a tree, and let it freely grow and

spread out its branches, and bring forth leaves and buds, and

blossoms and fruits, after its kind. It will be aware of no

limits to its existence in being only a tree, and a tree of a

certain species, and an individual of that species ; it will feel

itself free, because, in all those manifestations, it will act ac-

cording to its nature ; it can will nothing more than what that

nature requires.

But let unfavourable weather, insufficient nourishment, or

other causes, hinder its growth, and it will feel itself confined,

restrained, because an impulse of its nature cannot be satisfied.

Bind its free waving branches to a wall, force foreign branches

on it by grafting, and it will feel itself constrained ; it will grow,

but in a direction different from that of its own nature; it will

produce fruit, but not such as it would, of itself, have brought

forth. In my immediate consciousness, I appear to myself as

free ; by meditation on the whole of Nature, I discover that

freedom is impossible ; the former must be subordinate to

the latter, for it is only to be explained through it.



CHAPTEE III.

DOUBT.

WITH what satisfaction do I now survey this system which

my understanding has built up ! What order, what firm con-

nection do I find in the whole of my knowledge—how easy is

it to survey its extent ! Consciousness is no longer that ano-

maly in nature, whose relation to existence is so incomprehen-

sible ; it is native to it—one of its necessary manifestations.

Nature rises gradually in the definite series of her productions.

In unorganised matter she is a simple existence ; in the plant

and the animal, she turns back to operate internally on her-

self to produce form and motion ;—in man as her highest

masterpiece, she perceives and contemplates herself, and be-

comes twofold, existence and consciousness in one. What I

know of my own existence and of its limitations, is easy to

explain. My existence and my knowledge have one common
foundation in Nature. My existence must necessarily be aware

of itself—for therefore do I call it mine,—and my recognition

of corporeal objects without myself is equally comprehensible.

The forces in whose manifestation my personality consists

—

the formative—the moving—the thinking powers, exist not

through all Nature, but only within definite limits. By the

limitation of my own being, I perceive other existences

which are not me. Of the first I am immediately conscious,

and the knowledge of the latter is its necessary consequence.

Away, then, with those imaginary influences and operations of

external things upon me, by means of which they are sup-

posed to force upon me a knowledge which is not in and can-

not proceed out of them. The foundation of my belief in
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the existence of an external world lies in myself, and not in

it, in the limitations of my own being. By means of these

limitations, the thinking principle in me proceeds out of her-

self, and obtains a knowledge of the whole, but every indivi-

dual regards it from a different point of view.

In this manner, I obtain the idea of other thinking beings

like myself. I, or the thinking power within me, become

aware of some thoughts which have developed themselves

from within, and of others, which, not having so developed

themselves, lead me to infer the existence of other thinking

beings like myself. Nature, in me, is conscious of the whole

of herself, but only thus ; that beginning with individual con-

sciousness, she proceeds to the consciousness of universal

being, by explanation according to the law of causality. The

law of causality affords a point of transition, from the parti-

cular within myself to the universal which lies beyond the

limits of my being, and the distinguishing characteristic of

these two kinds of knowledge is, that one is the immediate

result of contemplation, the other of reasoning.

In each individual, Nature beholds herself from a different

point of view. I lie beyond thee, as thou beyond me. From

our several points we describe various paths which may here

and there intersect each other, but never run parallel.

In the consciousness of all individuals taken together, con-

sists the complete consciousness of the universe, and there is

no other ; for only in the individual is limitation and reality.

The declaration of the consciousness of every individual is

infallible, if it be the consciousness hitherto described ; for

this consciousness develops itself out of the whole course of

the laws of Nature. Nature cannot contradict herself;

wherever there is a conception, there must be a correlative

existence, for conceptions are produced simultaneously with

their correlatives. To every individual is his particular con-

sciousness determinate ; for it proceeds from his Nature. No

one can have another kind or degree of it than he actually

has. The substance of his knowledge is determined by the
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place which he occupies in the universe ; its clearness and

vividness, by the higher or lower degree of efficacy manifested

by the force of humanity in his person. Give to Nature a

single definition of a person, let it be ever so apparently

trivial ; the course of a muscle, the turn of a hair, she would

be able, had she a universal consciousness, to declare what

would be his whole course of thought, during his whole course

of being.

According to this system also, it is easy to comprehend the

phenomenon of our consciousness called the will. Will is

the immediate consciousness of the activity of the inward

powers of our Nature. The immediate consciousness of an

effort, an aspiration of these powers which is not yet activity,

because restrained by opposing forces—this is inclination or

desire ; the struggle of contending forces is irresolution ; the

victory of one is the resolution of the will.

Should the force, striving after activity, be one that we

have in common with the plant or the animal, there arises a

discord and degradation of our inward being, the desire is not

suitable to our rank in the order of things, and according to

a common expression, may be called a low one. Should it

comprehend our whole undivided humanity, it is suitable to

our nature, and may be called a moral law. The activity of

this latter is a virtuous will, and the actions resulting from

it are virtue.

Whichever of these forces should obtain the victory, ob-

tains it of necessity ; its superiority is determined by the

whole connection of the universe. By the same connection

also is the want of virtue or the vice of each individual irre-

vocably determined.* But, notwithstanding this, virtue is

still virtue ; and vice, vice. The virtuous man is still a noble,

excellent production of nature; the vicious, an ignoble and

* Give to Nature again the course of a muscle, the turn of a hair,

in a certain individual, and could she answer thee, she would be able

to foretell all his good and evil deeds, from the beginning to the end of

his life.
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contemptible one : but both are equally creatures of neces-

sity.

There is, indeed, such a feeling as remorse ; the conscious-

ness of the continued aspiration of humanity in me, even

after it has been overcome; a disquieting, but still costly

pledge of our noble nature.

From this consciousness arises the conscience, and its

greater or less susceptibility, down to its absolute defection

in various individuals. An ignoble nature is not capable of

repentance, for the force of humanity in him is not capable of

contending with the lower impulses. Reward and punish-

ment, are the natural consequences of virtue and vice, for the

production of new virtue and new vice. By frequent and

important victories, the peculiar force is strengthened and

extended ; by inactivity or frequent defeat, it becomes weaker

and weaker. The ideas of guilt, of imputed transgression,

have no meaning but what relates to the laws of society. He
only is guilty, who compels society to employ an artificial

external force, to restrain in him the impulses which would

be injurious to the general welfare.



CHAPTER IV.

DOUBT.

MY inquiry is closed, and my desire of knowledge satisfied.

I know what I am, and wherein consists the nature of my
species. I am a manifestation of a self-determining power

of Nature, whose operation is determined by the whole of the

universe.

It is impossible for me to obtain an insight into my indi-

vidual being in its foundations, for I cannot penetrate into

the interior of Nature ; but I have an immediate conscious-

ness of what I am at the present moment, I can mostly re;

member what I have been, and I shall learn in due time what

I shall be.

This discovery can indeed be of no use to me in the regu-

lation of my actions, for I do not truly act at all ; Nature acts

in me, and to make myself other than what Nature has made

me, is totally out of my power.

I may repent, and rejoice, and form good resolutions,

—

although, strictly speaking, I cannot even do this ; for all these

things come to me of themselves, when it is appointed for

them to do so.

Most certainly I cannot, by all my repentance, by all my
resolutions, produce the smallest alteration in the appointed

course of things. I stand under the inexorable power of rigid

Necessity ; should she have destined me to become a fool and

a profligate, a fool and a profligate, without doubt, I shall be-

come. Should she have destined me to be wise and good,

wise and good I shall doubtless be. There is neither merit

nor blame to be ascribed to her or to me. She stands under
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her own laws, I uiider hers. It would therefore contribute

to my tranquillity to subject even my wishes to that power

to which my existence is entirely subject.

Oh these rebellious wishes ! For why should I longer con-

ceal from myself the melancholy, the aversion, the horror

which seized me when I saw how my inquiry must end. I

had solemnly promised myself that my inclinations should have

no influence on the course of my reflections, and as far as I am
aware I have really allowed them none. But may I not con-

fess that this result contradicts the deepest wants, wishes,

aspirations of my nature ? And how, in spite of its apparent

accuracy, and the cutting sharpness of the proofs by which it

seems to be supported, can I truly believe in an explanation

of my nature which destroys every hope for which I wish to

live, and without which I should curse my existence ? Why
should my heart mourn at, and be lacerated by that which so

perfectly satisfies my understanding ? When nothing in

Nature contradicts itself, is the life of man only a perpetual

contradiction—or perhaps not the life of man in general, but

only of me and of those who resemble me ? Had I but re-

mained content in the pleasant delusions that surrounded me,

been satisfied with the consciousness of my existence without

those anxious questionings whose solution has made me miser-

able ! But if this solution be the true one, I could do no

otherwise than I have done. I did not raise these difficulties,

but the thinking nature within me raised them. I was des-

tined to this misery, and I mourn in vain the innocent un-

consciousness which is lost to me for ever.

But let me take courage ! Should I lose all else, let that

never forsake me. Merely for the sake of my wishes, did they

appear ever so sacred, or did they lie ever so deep in my heart,

I cannot renounce what appears to rest on irrefragable proofs.

But I may perhaps have erred in my investigation P I may
have taken but a one-sided, or too narrow view of the question.

I should begin the inquiry again from the opposite point.

What is it that I find so revolting in the decision to which I
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have come ? To what did my wishes point ? Let me before

all things make clear to myself what are the inclinations to

which I appeal.

That I should by necessity be either wise and good, or fool-

ish or vicious, without having in one case or the other merit

or fault—this it was that filled me with aversion and horror.

The determination of my actions by a cause out of myself,

whose manifestations were again determined by other causes

—

this it was from which I so violently revolted. The freedom

which was not mine, but that of a foreign power, and, in that,

only a conditional, half freedom—this it was with which I could

not rest satisfied. I myself—that which in this system only

appears as the manifestation of a higher existence, I will be

independent,—will be something, not by another or through

another, but of myself.

The rank which in that system is assumed by an original

power of Nature I will myself occupy, with this difference,

that the modes of my manifestations shall not be Limited by

any foreign powers. I will have an inward force, a peculiar

capacity of manifold, infinite manifestation Like those powers

of Nature, but whose movements shall not be, like theirs,

limited or defined by external conditions. What then, ac-

cording to my wish, shall be the seat and centre of this pecu-

liar inward force ? Not my body, evidently, for that I will-

ingly allow to pass for a manifestation of the powers of

Nature ; not my sensual inclinations, for these I regard as the

relations of these powers to my consciousness. My capacities

of thought and of volition then ? Nothing will content me
but absolute freedom of the will, by means of which I may
act on, and mould, and move, first my own frame, and through

it the world surrounding me. My active natural powers shall

be subordinate to my will, and absolutely set in motion by no

other force. I will have freedom to seek a supreme spiritual

good, and a capacity to recognise it ; and if I do not find it,

the fault shall be mine. My actions shall be the immediate

result of my own will, and of no other power whatever. The
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powers of niy mind and body, determined and subject to the

dominion of my will, shall operate on the external world. I

will be the lord of Nature, and she shall be my servant. I will

influence her according to the measure ofmy capacity, but she

shall have no influence on me.

These then are my wishes and aspirations, and they are

wholly denied and contradicted by a system that has never-

theless satisfied my understanding. Instead of being inde-

pendent of Nature, and of any spiritual law not self imposed,

I am merely a definite link in her mighty chain. If such a

freedom as I have desired be at all conceivable, it is possible

that a more complete and thorough investigation may discover

it to me, and compel me to receive it as a reality, and

to ascribe it to myself, so as to afford an entire refutation

of my former conclusions. This is now the question :

—

I will be free in the sense stated, I will make myself what-

ever I shall be. I must then, and herein lies the difficulty,

and indeed at first sight the absurdity of the idea, I must

already be in a certain sense that which I would become in

order to become so ; I must possess a twofold being, of which

the first shall contain thefundamental determining principle of

the second. If I interrogate my consciousness, I find that I have

the knowledge of various probabilities of action, from amongst

which, as it appears to me, I can choose any one. I nm
through the whole circle, enlarge it, compare one with the

other, and at length decide on one, and this resolution of my
will is followed by a corresponding action. Here then cer-

tainly I am in thought, what subsequently, by means of this

thought, I am in will and in action. I am as a thinking, what

I afterwards am as an active being. I have determined my
existence in reality by my thought, and my thought abso-

lutely by previous thought. One can conceive of any certain

state of a mere manifestation of one of the powers of Nature,

of a plant for instance, as preceded by another indeterminate

state, in which, left to itself, it might have assumed any one

of an infinite variety of possible modifications. These mani-
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fold possibilities certainly exist in it, but not for it, since it is

not capable of the idea, and cannot choose, or of itself put

an end to this state of indecision : this must be effected by an

external cause, which will determine it to one or other of these

various possibilities. This possible determination can have no

previous existence in thought, for the plant is capable of only

one mode, that of real existence. In maintaining formerly

that the manifestation of every force must receive its com-

plete determination from without, I took cognizance without

doubt only of such as are incapable of consciousness, and have

merely an existence in the phenomenal world. Of them the

above assertion holds true without the slightest limitation.

With respect to intelligences, the grounds of this assertion are

not admissible, and it appears, therefore, over hasty to extend

it to them.

Freedom, such as I have described, is conceivable only of

intelligence ; but under its assumption man, as well as nature,

is perfectly comprehensible. My corporeal frame, and my
capacity of operating on the world of sense, are, as in the

former system, manifestations of certain powers existing in

Nature, and my natural inclinations are the relations of these

manifestations to my consciousness. The mere cognition of

what exists independently of me arises under this supposition

of freedom, as well as in the former system, and so far both

agree. But here begins the contradiction : under the former

system my capacity of sensuous activity remains under the

dominion of Nature, and is set in motion by the same power

which produced it, and thought has no other affair than that

of looking on; according to the present system, this capacity,

when once produced, falls under the dominion of a power

above Nature, and entirely superior to her laws. The office

of thought is no longer merely to contemplate, but to set in

motion this capacity. In the one case, forces, to me external

and invisible, put an end to my state of indecision, and limit

my capacity and my consciousness of it, that is to say, my
will, to a certain point, exactly as in the plant ; in the other
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I find myself free, and independent of the influence of

all external forces, putting a voluntary end to the state of

indecision, and determining my own action, according to the

degree of knowledge I may have attained, of what appears

best.

Which of these two opinions shall I adopt ? Am I a free

agent, or am I merely the manifestation of a foreign power ?

Neither appear sufficiently well founded. .For the first there

is nothing more to be said than that it is conceivable. In the

latter I extend a proposition perfectly valid on its own ground,

further than it can properly reach. If Intelligences are in-

deed merely manifestations of a certain power of Nature, I

do quite right to extend this proposition to them. The ques-

tion is only whether they really are such, and it shall be solved

by reasoning from other premises, not however from a one-

sided answer assumed at the very commencement of the

inquiry, in which I deduce no more from the proposition than

I have previously placed in it. There does not seem to be

sufficient proof of either of these two positions. The case

cannot be decided by immediate consciousness ; I can never

become conscious either of the external forces which in the

system of universal necessity determine my actions, nor of

my own individual power, by which, under the supposition of

free agency, I determine myself.

Whichever of the two systems I shall adopt, it appears that

I must do so without sufficient proof.

The system of freedom satisfies—the opposite one kills,

—

annihilates the feelings of my heart. To stand by, cold and

passive, amidst the vicissitudes of events, a mere mirror to

reflect the fugitive forms of objects floating by, such an exist-

ence as this is insupportable to me ; I despise and renounce

it. I will love !—I will lose myself in sympathy for another

!

I am to myself, even, an object of the highest sympathy, which

can be satisfied only by my actions. I will rejoice and I will

mourn. I will rejoice when I have done what I call right, I

will lament when I have done wrong, and even this sorrow
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shall be dear to me, for it will be a pledge of future amend-

ment. In love only is life, without it is death and annihila-

tion. Coldly and insolently does the opposite system advance,

and turn this love into a mockery ; the object of my deepest

attachment into a delusion, a cobweb of the brain. It is not I,

but a foreign, and to me unknown power that acts in me. I

stand abashed with my affections of the heart, and my virtuous

will, and blush for what is best and purest in my nature, for

the sake ofwhich alone I wish to be at all, as for an absurdity

and a folly. What is holiest to me has become a prey for scorn.

It was without doubt my interest in these feelings and

affections which induced me, although unconsciously, in the

commencement of the inquiry which has driven me to despair,

to regard myself at once as free and independent, and it was

also this interest which has led me to cany out, even to convic-

tion, an opinion which has nothing in its favour but its pos-

sibility, and the impossibility of proving the contrary ; it was

this which has hitherto restrained me from this undertaking,

from the attempt to explain my own nature and existence.

The opposite system, barren and heartless indeed, but

inexhaustible in explanation, will explain also this wish for

freedom, and this aversion to the contrary supposition. It

explains all my objections drawn from my own consciousness,

and as often as I say I find thus and thus, it replies with the

same horrible calmness, " that I say also, and more than that

I Avill explain why it is of necessity thus." "Thou standest,"

will it answer to my complaints, "when thou speakest of thy

heart, thy love, thy sympathy, at the point of immediate

consciousness of thine own being, and thou hast confessed this

already in asserting that thou art to thyself an object of the

highest interest. Now it is already known and proved, that

this thou for whom thou art so deeply interested, where

it is not an active force, is at least an impulse of thy

individual inward nature; it is well known that every

impulse re-acts on itself, and incites itself to action; it is

therefore conceivable how this impulse must manifest itself

c
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iu a conscious being, as love, as aspiration after free indivi-

dual efficacy.

" Couldst thou change thy narrow point of vision in self-

consciousness for the higher one of the universe, which thou

hast promised thyself to take, it would become clear to thee,

that what thou hast named tliy self-love is but the interest

which the power manifesting itself in thee has to maintain

itself in this manifestation. Do not then appeal again to thy

self-love, which, if it could prove anything, would merely

prove that Nature in thee was interested in her own pre-

servation. Thou hast readily admitted, that although in the

plant there exists a peculiar instinct or impulse to grow and

develop itself, the activity of this impulse is denned and

limited by forces lying beyond itself. Bestow for the moment

consciousness upon the plant, and it will contemplate, with

interest and self-love, this its instinct of growth. Convince it

by reasoning that this instinct is not able of itself to effect

any thing whatever, but that the measure of its expression of

itself is always determined by something out of itself, and it

will perhaps speak as thou hast spoken, and behave in a

manner that may be pardoned in a plant, but by no means in

thee, who art unquestionably a higher production of Nature,

and capable of contemplating the universal whole."

"What can I answer to this representation ? Should I attempt

to place myself in this much-talked-of universal point of vision,

doubtless I must blush and be silent. It is therefore a ques-

tion, whether I shall do this, or confine myself to the rang<:

of my own consciousness ; whether knowledge shall be sub-

ordinated to love or love to knowledge. The one has but

a bad reputation among people of understanding, the other

renders me indescribably miserable, by annihilating myself in

myself. I cannot do the one without appearing in my own

eyes to commit a folly, nor the other without what seems a

moral .suicide.

The question cannot remain undecided ; for on its solution

hangs the whole dignity and tranquillity of my existence. I
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find it nevertheless impossible to decide, and have absolutely

no grounds of decision for one opinion or the other. Intoler-

able state of uncertainty and irresolution. By the most

courageous resolve of my life am I reduced to this ! what

Power can save me from it, from myself?

c 2
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KNOWLEDGE.

SORBOW and anxiety corroded my heart. I cursed the day

which recalled me to an existence in whose truth and signifi-

cance I could no longer trust. I awakened in the night from

unquiet dreams, but I sought in vain for a ray of spiritual

light that might lead me out of the labyrinth of doubt in which

I had become entangled.

Once, at the hour of midnight, a wondrous spirit appeared

to pass before me, and to address me,

—

" Poor mortal," I heard it say, " thou heapest error upon

error, and fanciest thyself wise. Thou tremblest before the

terrible pictures which thou hast thyself toiled to create.

Take courage to be truly wise. I bring thee no new revela-

tion. All that I can teach thee thou already knowest, and

I need but recall it to thy remembrance. I cannot deceive

thee, for thou, thyself, wilt declare me in the right, and

shouldest thou be deceived, thou wilt deceive thyself. Listen

then, and reply to my questions."

I took coin-age. " The appeal is to be made to my own

understanding, and I will rely on its decision. He cannot

force me to think otherwise than I do think. What is to

produce conviction in me must be the result of my own rea-

soning. Speak, Wonderful Spirit !" I exclaimed, " whatever

thou art. Speak, and I will listen. Question me, and I will

answer."

The Spirit. Thou wilt admit that the objects thou seest

around thee really have existence out of thyself ?

/. Certainly I do.
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Spirit. And how then dost thou know of this existence ?

7. I see them, hear them, feel them. They discover them-

selves to me through all my senses.

Spirit. Indeed! Thou wilt perhaps presently be inclined

to take back the assertion that thou really seest, feelest, and

hearest these objects. For the present I will speak in thine

own manner, as if by means of thy sight, touch, and hearing,

and by them only, thou didst perceive the real existence of

objects. But observe, by means of thy sight, touch, and other

senses. Or is it not so ? Dost thou perceive them otherwise

than through thy senses, and can an object be said to exist for

thee, otherwise than that thou seest, hearest it, &c. ?

/. By no means.

Spirit. Objects are therefore perceptible merely in conse-

quence of a certain modification of the external senses. Thou

knowest of their existence merely by thy knowledge of this

affection or modification of thy sight, touch, &c. The phrase

thou hast employed— ' these objects exist out of myself,' re-

solves itself into this

—

C
I see, hear, feel, and so forth?'

/. This is my meaning.

Spirit. And how then dost thou know that thou seest,

hearest, feelest, and so forth ?

/. I do not understand thee. Thy questions appear to

me unintelligible.

Spirit. I will endeavour to explain them. Dost thou see

thy sight, and feel thy touch, or hast thou a higher sense, by

which thou perceivest the affection of thy organs of sense ?

/. I have not. I know immediately that I see and feel,

and what I see and feel. I know this immediately and ab-

solutely. I know it because it is, and not at all by the in-

tervention of any other sense. For this reason thy question

appeared strange to me, because it appeared to throw a doubt

on this immediate perception.

Spirit. This was not my intention. I wished only to in-

duce thee to make clear to thyself this immediate perception.

Thou hast therefore an immediate consciousness of sight and
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touch. Thou art conscious of a certain affection of thy-

ttjfl

I. Doubtless I am.

Spirit. Thou hast a consciousness of thy seeing, feeling,

and so forth, and thereby thou obtainest a perception of the

object. Couldst thou not perceive it without this conscious-

ness ? Canst thou not perceive the existence of an object by

sight or touch, without knowing that thou seest or touchest ?

/. Certainly not.

Spirit. It is then the immediate consciousness of thyself,

and of the modifications of thyself, which forms the necessary

condition of all other consciousness. Thou canst not know

any thing, without knowing that thou knowest it ?

/. Certainly I cannot.

Spirit. Therefore that objects exist, knowest thou only in-

asmuch as thou seest, touchest them, and so forth, and that

thou seest or touchest, thou hast an immediate consciousness.

In all perception, thou perceivest only thyself and thine own

state, and what does not affect this state is not perceived at

all?

/. I have already admitted this.

Spirit. I would repeat it, in every variety of form, if I saw

reason to doubt that thou hadst thoroughly comprehended,

and permanently impressed it on thy mind. Canst thou say,

I am conscious of external objects ?

/. By no means, if I speak accurately ; for the sight and

touch by which I perceive objects are not consciousness itself,

but only that of which I am first and most immediately con-

scious. Strictly speaking, I can say no more than that I am
conscious of seeing and touching.

Spirit. Remember then what thou hast now clearly under-

stood, that in all perception thou perceivest only thine own state

of being. I will, however, continue to speak thy language, since

it is most familiar. Thou hast said that thou canst see, hear,

and feel objects. How then, with what attributes, dost thou

see or feel them ?
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/. I see this object blue, that red. When I touch them, I

find this smooth, that rough—this cold, that warm.

Spirit. Thou knowest then what is red and blue, cold and

warm, smooth and rough ?

/. Undoubtedly I do.

Spirit. Wilt thou then explain to me what they are ?

I. That cannot be explained. Look! Direct thine eye

towards that object, the sensation of which thou art conscious,

through thy vision, I call red. Touch the surface of this ob-

ject, what thou feelest, I call smooth. In the same way

I have arrived at this knowledge, and there is no other

method.

Spirit. But can we not at all events, from some of these

qualities, known immediately by sensation, deduce a know-

ledge of others differing from them ? If, for instance, any

one had seen red, green and yellow, but never a blue colour
;

had tasted sour, sweet and salt, but never bitter,—could he not,

by reflection and comparison, attain to a knowledge of what

was blue or bitter, without having ever seen or tasted either ?

7. Certainly not. What is matter of sensation can only be

felt, not thought. We cannot obtain it by deduction, it must

be by immediate perception.

Spirit. Strange ! That thou shouldst boast of a kind of

knowledge, which thou hast attained thou knowst not how !

Thou hast asserted that thou canst see a quality in one object,

feel one in other, hear one in a third, and thou must, there-

fore, be able to distinguish sight from touch, and both from

hearing ?

/. Without doubt.

Spirit. Thou wilt maintain further, that this object

is blue, that red, this smooth, that rough. Thou must

therefore be able to distinguish red from blue, and smooth

from rough ?

/. Most certainly.

Spirit. And this difference has been discovered according

to thine own assertion, not by reflection and comparison of
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thine own sensations, therefore perhaps by comparison of

objects out of thyself ?

/. This is impossible, for my perception of objects pro-

ceeds from my perception of the variations of my own state

of being, and depends upon it. By these variations only do

I distinguish objects at all. I learn indeed to connect these

sensations with the arbitrary signs, red, blue, smooth and

rough ; but I do not learn to distinguish the sensations them-

selves ; this I do immediately. I cannot, indeed, describe

how they differ, but I know that they must differ as much as

the sensations they produce.

Spirit. And thou canst distinguish these independently of

all knowledge of the objects themselves ?

/. I must so distinguish them, for my knowledge of things

in themselves depends on these distinctions.

Spirit. Which knowledge is obtained, therefore, merely

through thy consciousness of the various states or affections

of thine own being ?

/. By no other means.

Spirit. But in this case, thou shouldst content thyself with

saying,
—" I feel myself affected in the manner that I call

red, blue, smooth, rough." Thou shouldst assert nothing fur-

ther of these, than that they are sensations existing in thyself,

and not transfer them to an object lying entirely out of thyself,

and declare them to be modifications of those objects, whilst

they are in fact only modifications of thyself. Or dost thou

by calling things red, blue, and so forth, really mean any

thing more than that thou art affected in a certain manner

by them ?

/. I perceive that I really know no more than what thou

sayest, and that transposition of what is in me to something

out of myself is very strange, though nevertheless I cannot

refrain from it. My sensations are in myself and not in the

object, for I am myself and not the object. I am con-

scious only of my own state, and not of that of the

object, and if there be any such tiling as consciousness of
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the object, it can be neither sensation nor perception.

Thus much is clear.

Spirit. Thy conclusions are quickly formed. Let us look

at this matter on all sides, that I may be sure that thou wilt ^ n, A

not some time or other wish to draw back from what thou

hast now freely admitted. Is there then in the object, ac-

cording to thy usual conception of it, any thing more than its

red colour, its smooth surface, and so on ; in short, any thing

besides the characteristic marks of which by sensation thou

art conscious ?

/. I believe there is : besides these qualities there is the thing

itself to which they belong : a supporter of these attributes.

Spirit. But by what sense dost thou perceive this supporter

of attributes ? Dost thou see it, or feel it, or what ; or is there

perhaps for this a peculiar sense ?

/. No. I believe that I see and feel it.

Spirit. Indeed ! Let us examine this a little more closely

:

art thou then conscious of sight absolutely, or only of seeing

certain tilings ?

/. My consciousness of sight is always limited to certain

objects.

Spirit. And what was this limited consciousness of sight,

with respect to the object before us ?

/. That of red colour.

Spirit. And this red is something positive, a simple sensa-

tion, a certain state of thine own existence ?

/. This I comprehend.

Spirit. Thy conception therefore should be simply of a red-

ness, and nothing more. But the conception is nevertheless

of red extended over a broad surface, a surface which thou

dost not see. How is this ?

/. I believe I can explain it, though it is strange I do not

indeed see the surface, but I feel it when I pass my hand

over it, and as my sensation of sight remains the same

during that action, I imagine the red extended over the sur-

face, since I always see the same red.

c 5
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Spirit. It may be so if thou feelest only a surface, but let

us see if this be really the case. Thy sense of touch is not

absolute ; that is, thou art always conscious of touching some-

thing?

/. Certainly. Sensation is always definite; we never

merely see, or hear, or feel, but always see colour, red, green,

blue ; feel smooth, rough, cold, warm ; hear the voice of man,

the sound of the violin. Let that be settled between us once

for all.

Spirit. Willingly. And in what thou hast called feeling a

surface, thou art immediately conscious of nothing more than

of feeling smooth or rough, and so on ?

/. Certainly.

Spirit. This smooth or rough is like the red colour : a sen-

sation entirely simple ; and I ask why this simple sensation

should be extended in thy conception over a surface any more

than the simple sensation of sight.

/. This smooth surface is not perhaps in all points equally

smooth, but is merely so in various degrees, only that language

does not afford me any signs by which to express their differ-

ences. I distinguish them however unconsciously, and con-

ceiving them as placed by the side of each other. I thus

form the conception of surface.

Spirit. But canst thou have opposite sensations at the same

moment, be affecte d at the same time in such different ways ?

/. By no means.

Spirit. Those various degrees of smoothness, which thou

hast assumed in order to attempt to explain what thou canst

not explain, are nevertheless nothing more than various and

successive sensations ?

/. I cannot deny this.

Spirit. Thou shouldst then describe them according to thy

real experience, as existing successively to one another in time,

and not as simultaneously existing in space.

7. I see this, and I find that nothing is gained by my as-

sumption. But my hand, with which I touch the object, and
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cover it, is itself a surface, and by it I perceive the other sur-

face, which is also a greater one, since I can spread my hand

several times upon it.

Spirit. Thy hand is a surface ! How dost know thou that ?

How dost thou attain the consciousness of thy hand at all ?

Is there any other way, than that by means of it thou canst

feel other objects, or that it can be employed as an implement

or tool, or that thou perceivest it by its touching some other

part of thy body ?

/. No. There is no other way. I feel with my hand some

other object, or I feel the hand itself by the sensation of some

other part of my body. I have no immediate, absolute con-

sciousness of my hand, any more than of the sense of sight or

touch in general.

Spirit. Let us take the case merely in which the hand is

regarded as an implement, for that will decide at the same

time the second. In the immediate perception of it can lie

nothing further than what belongs to touch and to sensation

in general ; to that which leads thee in consciousness to

regard thyself as the conscious being. Either thy sensation

is of the same kind, in which case I cannot see why thou

shouldst extend it over a surface, and not rather conceive of

it as of a point ; or if thy sensations are various, why thou dost

not conceive of them as succeeding one another at the same

point. That thy hand should appear to thee as a surface, is

just as inexplicable as the idea of a surface in general. Do
not employ what is itself unexplained to explain anything

further. The second case in which thy hand or any other

member is itself the object of sensation, is easily understood

from the first. Thou perceivest it by means of another part,

which then becomes the sentient one. I ask the same ques-

tion concerning it, and thou wilt just as little be able to

answer. So will it be with every other surface. It may be

that the consciousness of extension out of thyself, proceeds

from the consciousness of thine own extension as a material
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body, and depends upon it ; but it is then necessary to ex-

plain this extension of thy material body.

/. It is enough. I perceive clearly that I neither see nor

feel the superficial extension of the properties of bodies ; I see

that it is iny constant practice to conceive as extended over a

surface what nevertheless in sensation is merely a point, and

to represent as contemporaneously existing, what I know only

as successive. I discover that I proceed in fact exactly as the

geometer does in the construction of his figures, extending

points to lines and lines to surfaces. It seems strange that

I should do so.

Spirit. Thou dost what is yet more strange. This outer

surface, this extension, thou canst not indeed truly see or feel,

or perceive by any sense, but at least thou canst see red upon

it and feel smoothness. But why dost thou extend this sur-

face to a solid mathematical figure, and assume the existence

of an inward body beneath the surface ? Canst thou see it,

feel it, or by any sense recognise its existence ?

/. By no means. The space within the surface is impene-

trable to my senses.

Spirit. And yet thou hast assumed the existence of an in-

terior which thou hast not perceived by any sense ?

I. I confess it, and my surprise increases.

Spirit. What is then this something beneath the surface ?

/. I conceive of it as of something similar to the surface,

something tangible.

Spirit. We must examine this more closely. Canst thou

divide the mass in which thou hast imagined the bodyto consist?

/. I can. Of course I do not mean with instruments, but

in thought divide it to infinity. No part can be so small as

not to be further divisible.

Spirit. And in this division dost thou ever reach a point at

which these particles become no longer perceptible in them-

- ? I say in themselves, that is, not merely with reference

to thy senses.
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I. I do not.

Spirit. Sensible, perceptible absolutely ? Or with certain

properties of colour, roughness, smoothness and the like ?

/. Undoubtedly with certain properties. Nothing can be

sensible or perceptible absolutely, without reference to any

property that can be perceived.

Spirit. This is but to extend to the mass the susceptibili-

ties that belong to thyself, which lead thee to regard what is

visible as coloured, what is tangible as rough, smooth, and the

like. Yet these things are only certain affections of thine own

organs of sense. Or dost thou think otherwise ?

/. By no means. This is merely a necessary inference from

what I have already admitted.

Spirit. And yet thou hast in reality no perception but of a

surface ?

/. By breaking it, I could perceive an interior.

Spirit. So much thou knowest therefore in advance. And
this infinite divisibility—in which as thou hast maintained

thou canst not reach a point at which the atoms become ab-

solutely imperceptible, hast thou ascertained it by experiment,

or canst thou do so ?

J. Certainly I cannot.

Spirit. To sensations therefore which thou hast had, thou

hast added in thy conception others which thou hast not had,

and canst not have ?

/. I am sensible only of a surface. I am not sensible of what

lies beneath it, yet I assume that it exists. This I must admit.

Spirit. And when brought to the test of experiment, the

real sensation is found to correspond with thy preconception?

/. Certainly. When I break through the surface of a body,

I find beneath, something perceptible, as I have before said.

Spirit. But thou hast also spoken of something beyond the

senses, and not perceptible to them.

/. I have asserted that in the division of a corporeal mass

to infinity, I can never come to what is in itself imperceptible,

although I can never make this division.
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Spirit. Of the object, therefore, we have nothing remaining

but what is perceptible—what possesses the property of pro-

ducing sensation. And this perceptibility thou hast extended

through a cohesive mass divisible to infinity, so that the true

supporter of attributes, the object which thou hast sought,

must, after all, be nothing more than the space which it occu-

pies ?

/. Although I cannot be satisfied with this, but must still

conceive in the object something more than this property of

perceptibility, and the space which it occupies, yet I must con-

fess that I cannot explain what that is.

Spirit. Confesswhatever reallyappears to thee at the momeiit

to be true. What is now dark will presently become brighter,

and the unknown be made known. The space itself is not

perceived, and thou canst not understand why this percepti-

bility should be extended in conception through a space. Just

as little canst thou understand how the idea of something per-

ceptible out of thyself has been attained, since thou art really

conscious of a sensation in thyself, not as the property of a

thing, but as the peculiar affection or state of thine own

being.

I. I see clearly that I perceive in reality nothing more than

my own state of being, and not the object in itself. I neither

see it, feel it, nor hear it ; but on the contrary, precisely there,

where the object should be, all seeing, feeling, and so forth,

comes to an end. Sensations, as affections of myself, are

simple and have no extension ; they are not contiguous to one

another in space, but successive to one another in time. I do,

however, conceive them as contiguous in space, and it appears

to me that it may be exactly at this point, this extension, and

tliis changing of what is only a perception in myself, to some-

thing perceptible without me, that a consciousness of the ob-

ject arises within me.

Spirit. This conjecture may be verified ; but could we raise

it immediately to a conviction, we should yet attain to no

clear insight, for the higher question would remain to be an-
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swered—Why dost thou extend thy sensation through a space?

Let us then immediately state this question. I have my rea-

sons for this, in the following more general manner. How
does it happen that from thy consciousness, which is nothing

more than consciousness of thine own state, thou proceedest

beyond thyself, in order to add to the perception of which

thou art conscious, a something, perceptible, of which thou

art not conscious ?
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/. SWEET or bitter, rough or smooth, cold or warm, an

agreeable or disagreeable smell, signifies nothing more than

what awakens in me this or that sensation ; and the case is

the same with respect to sounds. A relation to myself is

always indicated, and it never occurs to me that the sweet

or bitter taste, the pleasant or unpleasant smell, lies in the

thing itself. It lies in me, and is only excited by the pre-

sence of the object. It appears indeed as if the case might be

different, with the affection of the sight, such as colours,

which might not be pure sensations, but something interme-

diate
;
yet when we think well of it, red, blue, and so on,

mean nothing more than what produces a certain sensation of

sight. This leads me to conjecture how I may attain to a

knowledge of things out of myself. I am affected in a certain

manner—this I know absolutely ; and my affection must have

a cause, which does not exist in me, and must consequently

exist out of me. I reason thus instantaneously and involun-

tarily, and assume the existence of such a cause in the object.

This cause must necessarily be one from which my sensation

can be explained ; I am affected in a certain manner which I

call a sweet taste, and the object must therefore be of a kind

to awaken a sweet taste, or by a more rapid form of speech

must be siceet, and in this manner I determine the object.

Spirit. There is some truth in this, although it is not the

whole truth. What this is may perhaps appear in due time.

Since however in other cases as well as this, thou wilt return
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incontestably to this idea of a cause, we will endeavour to

render perfectly clear what is really meant by it. We will

admit that the assertion is perfectly correct, that by an invo-

luntary course of reasoning, from the eiFect to the cause, thou

hast first attained to a knowledge of the object ;—what then

was it of which thou wert conscious in perception ?

J. Of being aifected in a certain manner.

Spirit. But of an object, affecting thee in a certain manner,

thou wast not conscious in perception ?

I. By no means. I have already admitted this.

Spirit, By this idea of causality therefore thou art enabled

to add to a knowledge which thou hast, another which thou

hast not ?

/. The expression is strange

!

Spirit. Perhaps I may succeed in rendering it less so : let

my expressions however appear to thee as they may, they are

intended merely to lead thee to produce in thine own mind

the same train of thoughts that I have produced in mine.

When thou hast mastered the idea, express it as thou wilt,

and with as much variety as possible, and be sure that thou

wilt always express it well. How and by what means dost

thou know of this affection of thyself ?

/. I know not how to answer thee in words. Because my
subjective consciousness, as far as I am an intelligent being, is

inseparably united with this knowledge. Because I am no

further conscious than as I am aware of these affections.

Spirit. Thou hast therefore an organ or faculty, that of

consciousness, by which thou perceivest these affections?

I. I have.

Spirit. But an organ or faculty by which thou perceivest

the existence of the object in itself thou hast not ?

/. Since thou hast convinced me that I neither see nor feel

the object itself, nor embrace it with any external organ, I

find myself compelled to confess that I have not.

Spirit. Consider well of this admission. What is an ex-

ternal sense in general, and how can it be external, if it does
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not take cognisance of the external object, but only of the

affections or states of thine own being ?

/. I do distinguish green, sweet, red, smooth, bitter, rough,

the sound of a violin and of a trumpet. Among these sensa-

tions I discover in some a certain similarity, although in some

other respects I perceive their difference ; thus green and red,

though different, are both sensations of sight ; rough and

smooth, of touch ; sweet and bitter, of taste. Sight, taste, and

so forth, are not in themselves sensations, for I never see or

feel absolutely, but always, as thou hast already remarked,

see red or green, taste sweet or bitter, &c. Sight and taste

are only higher forms or classes to which I refer the immediate

sensations. I see in them no external senses, for they take

cognisance only of the modifications of the inward sense ; of

the affections of my being. How I come to regard them as

external senses is the question—for I do not take back my
assertion that I have no organ for the object itself.

Spirit. Thou speakest nevertheless of objects as if by some

organ their existence were really known to thee ?

/. I do so.

Spirit. And this, according to thy previous assumption, in

consequence of a knowledge which thou really dost possess,

and for which thou hast an organ, and for the sake of this

knowledge?

/. It is so.

Spirit. Thy real knowledge, that of thy sensations or affec-

tions, is to thee like an imperfect knowledge, which requires

to be completed by another. This other new kind of know-

ledge thou hast described to thyself, not as what thou hast,

but as what thou shouldst have, if it were not that thou hast

no organ by which to attain it. " I know nothing indeed,"

thou seemest to say, " of things existing out of myself, but

they must nevertheless exist, if I could but find them." A re-

lation is thus formed with them in thought, by means of a

supposed faculty, which nevertheless thou dost not possess

.

Strictly speaking, thou hast no consciousness of things in
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themselves, but only by means of the idea of causality, a con-

sciousness of what should be a consciousness of things, but

which does not really belong to thee. Thou wilt therefore

admit, that to a knowledge which thou hast, thou hast added

another which thou hast not ?

/. I must allow this.

Spirit. We will call this second knowledge, obtained by

means of another, a mediate, and the first an immediate know-

ledge. The latter presents itself to thee simultaneously with

the consciousness of existence, the former is deduced from it.

/. It is not, however, successive to it in time, for I am
conscious of the object at the same moment in which I am
conscious of myself.

Spirit. I did not speak of a succession in time ; my mean-

ing was, that when thou couldst distinguish by reflection thy

consciousness of thyself from that of the object, and inquire

about their connection, thou wouldst discover that the former

was the necessary condition of the latter, which depended

wholly upon it.

/. If this be all, I have already admitted as much.

Spirit. The second consciousness, I repeat, is produced, en-

gendered, by a real act of the mind. Or dost thou find it

otherwise ?

/. I do, indeed, add to the consciousness of sensation,

which is simultaneous with that of existence, another which I

do not find in myself; and as by this I double and complete

my real consciousness, I may be said to perform a mental act.

I am, however, tempted either to take back my admission or

the whole supposition. I am perfectly conscious of perform-

ing a mental act, when I form a universal conception, when in

doubtful cases I choose one of various possible modes of ac-

tion which lie before me. Of the mental act, however, which,

according to thy assertion, I perform in the representation of

an object out of myself, I am not conscious at all.

Spirit. Do not be deceived. Of these acts of the mind

thou art only conscious by proceeding through previous states
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of irresolution and indetermination, to which these acts put

an end. In the case I have supposed, there is no previous

indecision; the mind has no need of deliberation concern-

ing the object producing a definite sensation. An act of the

mind of which we are conscious, as such, is called freedom.

An act without consciousness of action is called spontaneity.

I by no means assume as necessary any immediate conscious-

ness of the act, but merely, that on subsequent reflection thou

shouldst perceive it to be an act. The higher question of what

it is that prevents any such state of indecision, or any conscious-

ness of the act, we may perhaps subsequently be able to solve.

This act of the mind is called thought
;

(a word which I also

shall employ ;) and it is said that thought is a spontaneous

act, to distinguish it from sensation, in which the mind is

merely receptive and passive. How then does it happen that

to the sensation which thou certainly hast, thou addest in thy

thought an object of which thou knowest nothing ?

/. I assume as certain that my sensation must have a

cause.

Spirit. Wilt thou then not explain to me what is a cause ?

/. I find a certain thing determined this way or that. I

am not content with knowing that it is so, I assume that it

has become so, and that, not by and through itself only," but

by means of a power out of itself. This foreign power, that

made it what it is, contains then its cause. That my sensa-

tion must have a cause, means merely that it must be pro-

duced in me by a force out of myself.

Spirit. This force or cause, thou addest in thought to the

sensation of which thou art immediately conscious, and thus

arises in thee the conception of an object. Let it be so

:

but now take notice ; if thy sensation must have a cause, I

admit the correctness of the inference ; and I see with what

perfect right is assumed the existence of things out of thyself,

of which thou knowest nothing. But how then dost thou

know, and how can it be proved, that thy sensation must

have a cause ? Or in the more general manner in which thou
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hast stated the proposition, why canst thou not be satisfied to

know that something is ? Why must thou assume that it has

become so, or that it has become so by means of an extrane-

ous force ?

/. I cannot avoid thinking thus. It seems as if I knew

this immediately.

Spirit. What this answer, " thou knowest it immediately,"

may signify, we shall see if we are brought back to it as to

the only possible one. We will however first try all other

methods of obtaining, by reasoning, the grounds of the asser-

tion that everything must have a cause. Dost thou know
this by immediate perception ?

/. How could I ? since in perception there is nothing more

than a consciousness that in me something is, by no means

however that it has become so; far less that it has become so by

an extraneous force lying beyond the limits of perception.

Spirit. Or is this idea obtained by generalising thy obser-

vation of things, out of thyself, whose cause thou hast inva-

riably discovered to lie out of themselves, and applying this

observation subsequently to thyself and the various states of

thine own being ?

/. Do not treat me like a child, and ascribe to me evident

absurdities. By the idea of cause I first arrive at a know-

ledge of the existence of things out of myself; how then can

I by observation of these things obtain the idea of a cause.

Shall the earth rest on the great elephant, and the great ele-

phant again upon the earth ?

Spirit. Is' then this idea deduced from another general

truth?

/. Which again could be found neither in immediate per-

ception, nor in the observation of external things, and con-

cerning the origin of which thou wouldst start further ques-

tions ! I might say I obtained this fundamental truth by

immediate knowledge. It is better that I should say this at

once of the idea of causality.

Spirit. Let it be so ; we should then obtain besides the
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first immediate knowledge by sensation, another immediate

knowledge concerning a general truth. This knowledge that

thy sensation must have a cause, is entirely independent of

the knowledge of things in themselves ?

/. Certainly, for the latter is obtained only by means of it.

Spirit. And thou hast it absolutely in thyself ?

/. Absolutely, for only by means of it can I proceed out of

myself.

• Spirit. Out of thyself therefore, and through thyself, thou

prescribest laws to existences and their relations ?

/. If I wish to speak accurately, I must say that I prescribe

laws to the images of these existences and their relations,

which are formed in my own mind.

Spirit. Be it so. Art thou then conscious of these laws in

any other manner than by acting in accordance with them ?

/. My consciousness of them begins with that of sensation.

My representation of an object according to the law of cau-

sality, is simultaneous with the sensation. Both the con-

sciousness of my own state and the representation of the

object producing it, are inseparably united. No conscious-

ness occurs between these two ;—and it is impossible that I

should be conscious of this law, previously to acting in

accordance with it.

Spirit. Thou actest in accordance with this law therefore

unconsciously, and instantaneously, yet but a short time since

thou didst declare thyself conscious of it, and expressed it a*

a general proposition. How is this ?

I. Doubtless thus. I observe my own mind subsequently

to having thus acted, and comprehend these observations in

one general proposition.

Spirit. Thou canst therefore become conscious of these acts?

/. Most certainly I can, and I divine thy intention in

asking this question. This is the above-mentioned second

kind of immediate consciousness, that of my actions, as the

first is that of my sensation or passive states.

Spirit, llight ! Thou canst become conscious of thine
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own act subsequently, by free observation of thyself and by

reflection. Thou art not, however, immediately conscious of

it in acting ?

/. I must be so, for I am conscious of my representation of

the object at the same moment as of the sensation. I have

discovered the solution ; I am immediately conscious ofmy act,

only not as such, for it presents itself to me as a consciousness

of the object. Subsequently by free reflection I become con-

scious of this as of the act of my own mind. My immediate

consciousness is twofold, consisting of a consciousness of a

state of suffering, which is sensation, and of action in the repre-

sentation of an object according to the law of causality, the latter

consciousness being immediately connected with the former.

My consciousness of the object is only a yet unrecognised

consciousness of my production of the representation of an ob-

ject. Of this production I know no more than that it is I who

produce, and thus is all consciousness no more than a con-

sciousness of myself, and so far perfectly comprehensible. Am
I in the right?

Spirit. Perfectly so ; but whence then is derived the neces-

sity and universality thou hast ascribed to these propositions,

to that of causality for instance ?

/. From the immediate feeling that I cannot act otherwise

as long as I have reason, and that no other reasonable being

can act otherwise. When I say that all that is contingent,

such as my sensation, must have a cause, I mean that a cause

always was, is, and will be conceived by me, and by every

thinking being in a similar case.

Spirit. It appears then that all thy knowledge is merely a

knowledge of thyself, that thy consciousness never proceeds

beyond thyself, and that what thou hast regarded as a con-

sciousness of the real existence of the object is no more than

a consciousness of thine own representation or conception of

an object, produced according to an inward law of thought,

and necessarily co-existing with thy sensation.
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X
I. Go on boldly. I have not only not interrupted thee, but

have even assisted in the development of these inferences.

Now however I find it, in earnest, necessary to retract my
position, that by means of the law of causality I attained the

knowledge of the existence of external things. I could by

tlu's means become conscious only of a force out of myself, in

the same manner as for the explanation of magnetic pheno-

mena, I suppose a magnetic—or for the explanation of elec-

trical phenomena, an electrical—force in Nature.

The world without me appears by no means as a mere force.

It is something extended, solid, sensible—not like a mere

force with its various manifestations. It does not merely pro-

duce effects—it has properties. In the apprehension of it I

am inwardly conscious of something quite different from mere

thought. This appears to me as perception, although it has

been proved that it cannot be such, and it will be difficult for

me to describe the kind of consciousness that I seem to have

of it, and to separate it from those other kinds of which we

have spoken.

Spirit. Thou must nevertheless make the attempt, or we

shall not come to a clear understanding.

/. I will endeavour to open a way towards it. I beseech

thee, if thy organs of sight resemble mine, to fix thine eye on

yonder object, and, forgetting thy previous reasoning, to tell

me candidly what is the impression produced in thee. Dost

thou not look over, and perceive at a single glance, a surface,
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and hast thou the most distant or obscure conception of that

operation of extending a red point to a line, and a line to a

surface of which thou hast spoken ? It is an afterthought to

divide this surface into lines and points. Would not every

unprejudiced observer say and insist that he really saw a sur-

face ? I say " saw."

Spirit. I am ready to concede all, and find that my self-

observation corresponds exactly with thine. Thou must not

however forget that it is not our design to relate to one

another whatever takes place in consciousness, as in a journal

of the human mind, but to consider its various phsenomena in

their connection, and to explain and deduce one from another;

and that consequently no one of thine observations, which

cannot certainly be denied, but which we would fain have ex-

plained, can overturn any one of my correct inferences. Do
not therefore, in considering the resemblance of this kind of

consciousness of bodies out of thyself, to real perception,

overlook the great difference which nevertheless exists between

them.

I. I was about to remark on this difference. Each indeed

appears as an immediate, and not as an acquired consciousness;

but sensation is consciousness of my own state. The con-

sciousness of the object appears to have no relation to myself.

I know that it is, and that is all ; it does not concern me
further. If in the first instance I seem like soft clay, on

which now this, now that impression is made, in the other I

am like a mirror over which the forms of objects pass, with-

out occasioning the slightest change in it. This difference

however is in favour of my argument. I seem to have a real

independent consciousness of external existences entirely dif-

ferent from sensation or a consciousness of the various states

ofmy own being.

Spirit. This is well observed, but be not too hasty. If

we have been correct in our former conclusion, that thou canst

have immediate consciousness only of thyself; if the con-

sciousness now in question is neither of action nor of suffering,

D
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may it not be a hitherto unrecognised consciousness of thine

own existence? Of thy existence inasmuch as thou art a

knowing, or intelligent being ?

/. I do not understand thee ; but help me, for I wish to

do so.

Spirit. I must then claim thy whole attention, for I am
obliged to go deeper than we have hitherto gone into this

matter, and to seek far, for the answer to thy question. What
art thou ?

/. To answer this question in the most general manner I

must say I am I, myself.

Spirit. I am content with the answer. What is involved

in this idea of /, and how dost thou attain it ?

/. I can only make myself understood by opposition. An
external existence—a thing, is something out of me, the intel-

ligent being cognizant of it. Concerning it there arises the

question—since the thing cannot know of itself, how can a

knowledge of it arise ? And, since all its modifications lie in

the circle of its own existence, and by no means in mine, how
can a consciousness of it arise in me ? How does the thing

affect me ? What is the tie between me, the subject, and the

thing which is the object of my knowledge ? Of what I am,

I know no more than that I am, but here no tie is necessary

between subject and object. My own being is this tie, I am
at once the subject knowing, and the object known of ; and

this reflection or return of the knowledge on itself is what I

designate by the term /, if I have any determinate meaning.

Spirit. Therefore it is in the identity of both subject and

object, that thine existence as an intelligent being consists ?

/. It is so.

Spirit. Canst thou then comprehend this identity, which

is neither subject nor object, but lies at the foundation of

both ?

7. By no means. It is the condition of all my knowledge,

that the conscious being, and what he is conscious of, appear

as separate. I cannot even conceive any other kind of con-
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sciousness. In recognising my own existence, I see myself as

subject and object, which however are immediately connected.

Spirit. Canst thou be conscious of the moment in which

this incomprehensible one divided itself thus ?

/. How can I ? since my consciousness only becomes pos-

sible by means of this separation—since it is my conscious-

ness itself that thus separates.

Spirit. Of this separation, then, thou becomest immediately

conscious, in becoming conscious of thyself? This, then,

should be thine actual original existence ?

/. So it is.

Spirit. And on what then is this separation based ?

/. I am an intelligence, and have consciousness in myself.

This separation is the condition and result of this conscious-

ness. It has its basis, therefore, in myself.

Spirit. Thou art an intelligence, and as such thou art to

thyself an object of knowledge. Thine objective knowledge

presents itself therefore to thy subjective knowledge, and

hovers before it, although without any consciousness on thy

part of such a presentation. Is this what thou wouldst say ?

or canst thou bring forward some more exact characteristics

of subject and object as they appear in consciousness ?

/. The subjective contains within itself the basis of con-

sciousness according to its form, but by no means according

to its matter. That a consciousness, an inward power of

conception and contemplation, should exist, depends on the

subject ; but that this or that is conceived or contemplated,

depends on the object. The objective contains the basis of

its existence within itself; the subjective appears as the still

and passive mirror, before which the objective floats. That

the first should reflect images, belongs to its own nature

;

that this or that is reflected, depends on the object.

Spirit. The subjective, then, is precisely so constituted as

thou hast described the consciousness of objects out of thyself

to be?

/. It is so, and this agreement is very remarkable. I

D 3
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begin half to believe that out of the internal laws of my own
consciousness may proceed even the conception of an exist-

ence out of myself, and independent of any act of mine ; and

the basis of this conception may be nothing more than these

laws themselves.

Spirit. And why only half believe ?

/. Because I do not yet see why it should produce pre-

cisely this conception of a solid extended mass occupying a

certain portion of space.

Spirit. Thou hast nevertheless seen above that it is no

more than thine own sensation which thou extendest through

space, and thou hast imagined the possibility that it may be

exactly by this extension in space that it becomes transformed

to thee into something sensible. For the present we have

only to explain the manner in which this conception of space

arises. Let us then make the attempt. I know that thou

canst not become conscious of thy intelligent activity as such

until it passes through some change of state. If thou shouldst

attempt to represent it to thyself, whilst performing this

function,—passing from one state to another,—how would it

appear to thee ?

/. My spiritual faculty appears as if moving from one

point to another—as if drawing a line. A positive thought

makes a point in this line.

Spirit. And why as if drawing a line ?

/. I cannot answer this, or state the cause of it, without

passing the limits of my own existence. I can say only it

is so.

Spirit. Thus, then, appears to thee a particular act of thy

consciousness. How then appears, not thy self-produced, but

thy inherited or acquired knowledge, from which all particular

thought is only the renewal or further modification ? Under

what image does this appear ?

/. Evidently as something in which one can draw lines

and make points in all directions, namely, as space.

Spirit. Now then it will be clear to thee, that what pro-
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ceeds from thine own mind may nevertheless appear to thee

as an existence out of thyself ; nay, must necessarily appear

so. Thou hast penetrated to the true source of thy concep-

tions of things out of thyself. This is not perception, for thou

perceivest only thine own state. It is not thought, for things

do not appear to thee as the product of thought. It is, really

and in fact, an absolute and immediate consciousness of an

existence out of thyself, just as perception is an immediate

consciousness of thine own state. Do not be deceived by so-

phists and half philosophers ; things do not appear to thee

by means of any representatives. Of the thing that exists,

and that can exist, thou art conscious immediately ; thou,

thyself, art that of which thou art conscious. By a funda-

mental law of thy being thou art thus presented to thyself,

and thrown out of thyself. In all consciousness I contem-

plate myself, and the objective, that which is contemplated, is

also myself,—the same I which contemplates, presented ob-

jectively. I see—and am the conscious being—see my own
visual sensation, and am also that of which I am conscious.

For this reason is the object transparent to thy mind's eye,

because it is thy mind itself. I divide, limit, determine the

possible forms of things, and the relations of these forms pre-

vious to all perception ; and no wonder—for I divide, limit,

and determine only my own knowledge. Thus does a know-

ledge of things become possible. It is not in them, and can-

not proceed out of them ; it proceeds from thee, and from a

law of thine own nature.

There is no external sense, for there is no external percep-

tion. There is, however, an external contemplation—not of

the object—but of a knowledge not subjective—but presented

to, hovering before, the subject. Through the means of this

external contemplation are perception and sense regarded as

external. I see or feel a surface—but I contemplate my
sight or vision of a surface. Space—penetrable, transparent,

illuminated, the purest image of my knowledge, is not seen,

but contemplated in the mind, and in it is my own vision
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contemplated. The light is not out of, but in me, and I am
the light. Thou hast formerly replied to my question, " How
dost thou know that thou seest and hearest ? " by saying that

thou hast an immediate knowledge or consciousness of these

sensations. Now, perhaps, thou wilt be better able to ex-

plain this immediate consciousness of sensation.

/. It must be a two-fold consciousness. Sensation is itself

an immediate consciousness, for I am sensible of my own

sensation ; but from this arises no knowledge of external ex-

istence, for I am sensible only of my own state. I am how-

ever, originally, not merely a sensitive, but also a contempla-

tive being ; not merely an active, but also an intelligent one.

I contemplate my sensation, and there arises from myself and

my own nature, a knowledge, a cognition of an existence.

Sensation becomes transformed into a capability of sensation

;

the various affections of my senses, as red, smooth, and so

forth, into a something red, and smooth, out of myself, whose

existence I contemplate as in space, because the contempla-

tion itself is space. Thus does it become clear why I believe

I see or feel surfaces, which, in fact, I neither see nor feel

;

but I contemplate my own sensation of sight or touch as that

of a surface.

Spirit. Thou hast well understood me, or rather thyself.
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/. IT is then not at all by means of an inference drawn,

consciously or unconsciously, from the law of causality, that

the object appears to me ; it is immediately presented to my
consciousness without any process of reasoning. I cannot, as

I have just done, say that perception becomes transformed into

a something perceivable, for this is the first in consciousness.

It is not of an aifection of my own sight or touch, which I

call red, smooth, and so on, but of a red, smooth object I

am conscious.

Spirit. If, however, thou shouldst be obliged to explain

what is red, smooth, and the like, thou couldst not possibly

make any other reply than that it was that by which thou

wert affected in a certain manner ?

/. Certainly, if you ask me this question, and I make an

attempt to explain it. In fact, however, neither I nor any

one else asks this question. I forget myself entirely, and

lose myself in contemplation of the object. I am not con-

scious of my own state at all, but only of an existence out of

myself. Eed and green are properties or attributes of a

thing, and that is all. The matter can be no further explained,

any more than, according to what we have agreed on, my af-

fection can be further explained. This is most evident in the

affections of sight. Colour appears as something out of my-

self, and it would never occur to a man of unsophisticated un-

derstanding to explain it as that which caused a certain affec-

tion or state of being in himself.
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Spirit. Assuredly, however, he would do so if we asked

what he meant by sweet or sour. We will not now stop to

inquire whether the sensation of sight is more than pure sen-

sation ; whether it may not be a something intermediate, be-

tween sensation and contemplation, and their connecting link

in our minds. I admit the assertion, and it is extremely

welcome to me. You can, indeed, lose yourself in contempla-

tion of the object, and without directing particular attention

to yourself, or without interest for any particular external ac-

tion
;
you do so naturally and unavoidably. This is the re-

mark to which the defenders of a vain consciousness of exter-

nal things have recourse, when it is shown that the law of

causality, by which their existence might be inferred, exists

only in ourselves. They deny then that any such inference is

made, and, inasmuch as they refer to real consciousness in

certain cases, this cannot be disputed. These same defenders,

when the nature of contemplation from the laws of intelligence

itself is explained to them, draw themselves this inference,

and are never weary of repeating that there must be some-

thing external to us which compels us to make this inference.

/. Let us not concern ourselves about them at present, I

have no preconceived opinion, and seek only for truth.

Spirit. Contemplation necessarily proceeds from the per-

ception of thine own state, although there may not be at every

moment a clear consciousness of such a perception. Even in

that consciousness in which thou losest thyself entirely in the

object, there is still something which is only possible from a

close observation of thine own state.

/. That is to say, that at all times the consciousness of ex-

istence out of myself is accompanied by an unobserved con-

sciousness of my own state of being—the first dependent on

the latter. Is it not so ?

Spirit. This is my meaning.

/. Prove this to me, and I shall be satisfied.

Spirit. Dost thou regard objects as placed generally in

space, or as each occupying a certain portion of space ?
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/. The latter—for every object has its determinate size.

Spirit. And do various objects fall in the same part of

space ?

/. By no means. They exclude each other. They are

over or under, behind or before, one another. Nearer to nie,

or further from me.

Spirit* And how dost thou come to this measurement and

arrangement of space ? Is it by sensation ?

/, How can it be, since space itself is no sensation ?

Spirit. Or is it by contemplation ?

/. This cannot be, for contemplation is immediate and in-

fallible. What is contemplated does not appear as brought

forth and cannot deceive. But I undertake to estimate the size

and distances of objects, and their positions with respect to

others ; and it is known to every tyro that we first see all

objects in the same line, and learn to calculate their greater

or lesser distances. An infant stretches out its hand towards

distant objects as if they lay immediately before him, and one

bomblindwho should suddenly receive sight would do the same.

This representation of distances is therefore a judgment

formed by means of the understanding. I may err in my
estimation, and what are called optical deceptions are not

deceptions of sight, but erroneous judgments formed con-

cerning the size of objects and the various relations between

them, and consequently concerning their true figure and

distance. The object is really as I behold it in space, and

the colour which I observe is likewise real—in this there is

no deception.

Spirit. And what is then the principle of this judgment

—

to take the easiest case—how do you judge of the distances

of objects ?

I. Doubtless by the greater strength or feebleness of im-

pressions otherwise similar. I see before me two objects of

the same red colour; the one whose colour appears the

fainter, I regard as the more distant, and as much more

distant as it is fainter.

D5
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Spirit. Therefore it is according to the degree of strength

in the impression. And how then do you estimate this

degree of strength?

/. Obviously, by my observation of the manner in which

I am affected, and, moreover, by very slight differences in the

mode of my affection.

Thou hast conquered ! All consciousness of objects out of

myself is determined by a clear and exact consciousness of

my own state, and I reason from the effect produced in me to

the cause of this effect out of myself.

Spirit. Thou hast yielded so quickly, that I must now

carry on the argument against myself in thy name. My
proof can hold no further than for those cases in which an

actual consideration and estimate of the size, distance, and

position of objects takes place. In most instances, however,

a judgment is formed of the size and distance of an object

at the very moment in which it is perceived.

/. When we have once learned to estimate distances by the

strength of the impression, the rapidity of the judgment is

merely the consequence of its frequent exercise. I have

learnt by a lifelong experience to calculate distance by this

means, and the representation that I now make of them is

combined of sensation, contemplation, and former judgments,

of the last of which only I am conscious. I do not any

longer see a red or a green out of myself, but a red and

a green at different distances ; and this last addition is merely a

renewal of ajudgment formerly attained by a reasoning process.

Spirit. Is it not then now become clear, whether the

existence of objects out of thyself is discovered by

reasoning, or intuitively contemplated, or obtained by a com-

bination of both ?

7. Perfectly ; and I believe that I have now obtained the

fullest insight into the origin of the representation of objects

out of myself. First, then, I am, simply because I am con-

scious that I am, conscious of my existence as an intelligent,

practical being.
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The first consciousness is sensation, the second contem-

plation—unlimited space.

What is unlimited I cannot comprehend, for I am finite. I

limit, therefore, by my thought a certain portion of the universal

space, and place the former in a certain relation to the latter.

Thirdly, My own sensation forms the scale by which I

measure this limited portion of space. What affects me in

such or such a manner, stands in such or such a relation to

other things affecting me. The properties or attributes of the

object proceed from the consciousness of my own sensations,

the space which it fills from intuitive contemplation. By a

process of thought, both are united in one, and by the act

of my own mind, by which it is viewed as in space, that

which was merely a state or affection of my own being be-

comes an attribute of the object. It is, however, placed in

space, not by intuitive contemplation, but by thought, by the

measuring and regulating power of thought. Not that this

act is to be regarded as a creation by thought, but merely a

limitation of a given product of contemplation and sensa-

tion.

Spirit. What affects me in such or such a manner is to be

placed in such or such a relation. This is the process fol-

lowed in arranging and measuring objects in space. But in

declaring that it affects thee in a certain manner, do we not

assume that it affects thee generally ?

/. Doubtless we do.

Spirit. And is any representation of an external object

possible, which is not in this manner limited and defined in

space ?

/. No ; for an object is not generally in space, but each one

in a limited portion of space.

Spirit. Therefore in fact, whether consciously or not, every

external object is represented by thee as affecting thyself, as

certainly as it is represented as filling a certain portion of

space ?

7. That follows, certainly.
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Spirit. And what kind of representation is that of an

object affecting thyself ?

/. Evidently an act of thought ; and of thought according

to the law of causality above mentioned. I see now still

more clearly that the consciousness of an object is doubly

united to my self-consciousness, by intuitive contemplation,

and by thought according to the law of causality.

Spirit. It must then be possible for thee to become con-

scious of this act of thought ?

/. Doubtless it must ; although usually I am not so.

Spirit. To this passive state, this affection of thyself there-

fore, thou must add the supposition of an activity out of thy-

self, such as thou hast before described in reference to the law

of causality ?

/. I must.

Spirit. And with the same validity, and the same signifi-

cation as before. Thou canst not think otherwise, and canst

know nothing more than that thou dost think so ?

/. Nothing more. This we have already seen.

Spirit. In so much then the object is the product of thy

thought ?

/. Certainly, for this follows from the former premises.

Spirit. And what then is this object discovered by the idea

of causality?

/. A.force existing out of myself.

Spirit. Which is neither discovered by the sensation nor by

contemplation ?

/. No ; I am always perfectly conscious that I do not per-

ceive it immediately, but only by means of its manifestations;

although I ascribe to it an existence independent of my own.

1 am affected, and I infer that there must be something that

affects me.

Spirit. The object intuitively contemplated, therefore, is very

different from the object of the understanding. The one ap-

pears before thee extended in space ; the other, the inward

force, is discovered only by a process of reasoning.
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/. I place this force also in space, and connect it with the

extended mass which I contemplate.

Spirit. And what then is, according to thy view, the rela-

tion subsisting between it and the mass ?

/. The mass, with its properties, is itself the effect and

manifestation of the inward force. This force has a twofold

operation ; one by which it maintains itself, in a certain defi-

nite form ; another, by which it appears and affects me in a

certain manner.

Spirit. Thou hast formerly sought for a supporter of attri-

butes, other than the space containing them ; a something

permanent amidst the vicissitudes of perpetual change ?

/. I have, and this something permanent is found. It is

this force itself, which endures for ever, assuming and sup-

porting all change.

Spirit. Let us now cast a glance back on what we have

established. Thou findest thyself in a certain state, affected

in a certain manner, which thou callest red, smooth, sweet,

and so on. Dost thou know more in this case, than simply

that thou art thus affected, that such a sensation exists ?

/. I do not.

Spirit. Further, by a law of thy nature as an intelligence, a

space is conceived by thee ; or dost thou know more than

this concerning this matter ?

/. By no means.

Spirit. Between this state or sensation of which thou

art conscious, and that conception of space, there is not

the smallest connection except that which exists in thy con-

sciousness itself. Or dost thou perceive any other ?

I. I see none.

Spirit. Thou art, however, a reasoning as well as a con-

templative, and a sensitive being. Thou dost not merely

feel thy state or sensation, it is also present to thy thought,

and thou findest thyself compelled to assume a cause ex-

isting out of thyself, a foreign force. Dost thou know more

of this than that such an inference is unavoidable ?
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/. I can know no more than that I am compelled to think

this by an inevitable law of my own thought.

Spirit. Through this thy thought, first arises a connection,

between the sensation which thou feelest, and the space intui-

tively contemplated by thee. Thou referrest to the latter the

cause of the former. Or is it not so ?

/. It is so. Thou hast clearly proved that I effect this

connection by the process of my own thought, and that it

is neither felt nor contemplated. Of any connection beyond

the limits of my consciousness I cannot speak. I cannot

proceed a hair's breadth further, any more than I can spring

out of myself. To attempt to represent a connection between

things in themselves, with the / in itself, is to ignore the

nature of thought, or to speak of that as thought, which no

one can ever think.

Spirit. From thee then I need fear no contradiction when

I say, that our consciousness of external existence is abso-

lutely nothing but the product of our own faculty of presenta-

tion, and that we know nothing more of external objects than

that we have a certain determinate consciousness ofthem sub-

ject to certain laws.

/. I cannot deny this. It is so.

Spirit. Canst thou aught object to the bolder statement of

the same proposition ; that in that which we call intuitive

knowledge or contemplation of the external world, we con-

template only ourselves, and that our consciousness is and can

be only a consciousness of the modifications of our own ex-

istence ?

I say also thou wilt not be able to advance aught against

the assertion, that if the external world generally arises for

us only through our own consciousness, what is individual

and particular in this external world can arise in no other

manner ; and if the connection between what is external to

us and ourselves is merely a connection in our own thought,

then is the connection of the manifold objects of the external

world, this and no other. As clearly as I have shown thee
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the origin of this general presentation of objects beyond thy-

self could I also show how there arises an infinite multiplicity

of objects, mutually related, determining each other with rigid

necessity, and forming a complete system, such as thou thyself

hast well described. I spare myself this task however, since

I find that thou hast already arrived at the result for the sake

of which alone I should have undertaken it.

/. I see this result, and must submit to it.

Spirit. And with this insight, mortal, be for ever free from

the fear which has been to thee a source of torment and

humiliation ! Tremble no longer at a necessity which exists

only in thine own thought ! fear no longer to be overwhelmed

by things which are the product of thine own mind, to find

thyself the thinking being placed in one class, with what is

brought forth by thine own thoughts. As long as thou

couldst believe that a system of things such as thou hast

described, really existed out of and independently of thyself,

and that thou we^t but a link in this great chain, such a fear

might be well grounded. Now that thou hast seen that all this

exists but in thee and through thee, thou wilt doubtless no

longer fear that which is but the creature of thine own mind.

From this fear I wished to free thee, and I leave thee now to

thyself.
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/. STAY, false Spirit: is this the wisdom thou hast promised

me? Thou first freed me indeed from all dependence by

transforming me and all that surrounds me into a phantom,

into nothing. Thou hast loosened the bonds of necessity by

annihilating all existence.

Spirit. Is the danger so great ?

/. And thou canst jest ! According to thy system.

Spirit. My system ! We have toiled together in its erec-

tion. Thou hast seen all as clearly as myself. It would be

hard for thee at present to enter fully into my system of

thought.

/. Call it by what name thou wilt, our inquiries have

ended in blank nothingness. Presentation, modification of

consciousness ! Mere consciousness is but an image, a

shade without reality : in itself it cannot satisfy me, and has not

the smallest worth. I might endure to see this material world

without me vanish into a mere picture, and be dissolved into

a shadow ; but my own personal existence vanishes with it.

It becomes a mere series of sensations and thoughts without

end or aim. Is it not so ?

Spirit. I say nothing in my own name. Examine—inves-

tigate—help thyself.

/. I appear to myself as a body existing in space, with

organs of sense, capacities of action, a physical force governed

by a will. Thou wilt say, as thou hast before said, of objects

out of myself, that it is a combined product of sensation,

thought and intuitive contemplation. As I have been com-
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pelled to admit that what I call red, sweet, hard, and so on, is

nothing more than an affection of my own organs, and that

only by contemplation and thought it is placed in space, and

regarded as a property of a thing existing independently of

me, so shall I also be compelled to admit that this corporeal

frame, with its organs of sense, is but a sensualization of my
inward thinking self ; that I, the spiritual pure intelligence,

and I, the corporeal frame in the corporeal world, are one and

the same, merely viewed from different points, conceived by

two different faculties—that of pure thought, and external con-

templation.

Spirit. This will certainly be the result of any inquiry that

may be instituted.

/. And this thinking, willing, intelligent being, however

thou mayst name it, possessed of these faculties of thought,

volition, and so forth, in whom these faculties rest,—how shall

I have attained a knowledge of it ? Is it by immediate con-

sciousness ? This cannot be ; for I am conscious only of spe-

cial acts of thought, volition, &c., but not of the capacities

through which they are performed, far less of a being in whom
these capacities rest. I contemplate the specific thought

which occupies the present or the succeeding moment, and

there this intellectual contemplation ceases. This inward

contemplation again becomes an object of thought ; but ac-

^cording to the laws by which this thought acts, it is but a

half and imperfect thought, as the thought of my state during

sensation was only a half thought. As formerly to the pas-

sive receptivity I added in thought an active power, so here

to the determinate thought or will of any specific moment, I

add a determinable,—an infinite, manifold possible thought or

will. This manifold possibility of thought I conceive as one

definite whole, and thus arises the idea of a finite power of

thought, a something different from the thought itself, a being

or essence possessing this power. But on higher principles,

it is conceivable that this thinking essence may be produced
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by thought itself. Thought in general is creative ; intui-

tive contemplation gives the naked fact, and nothing more.

Thought explains this fact, and unites it to another, not found

in intuition, but produced purely by thought itself. I am
conscious of a certain thought ; thus far, and no farther, does

intuitive consciousness proceed. I think this thought, that

is, I call it forth from an indeterminate possibility to deter-

minate existence ; and thus do I with every determinate act or

thought of which I am conscious, and thus arise for me those

series of powers or capacities, and of beings possessing them,

which I assume.

Spirit. Even with respect to thyself, therefore, thou art only

conscious of this or that determinate state of sensation, con-

templation, or thought ?

/. That / feel, / contemplate, / think ? as the real founda-

tion of the thought, contemplation, or sensation? By no

means ! Not even so much as this have thy principles left me.

Spirit. Very possibly.

/. Nay, of necessity. All that I know is my consciousness.

All consciousness is either immediate or mediate. The first is

self-consciousness ; the second, consciousness of that which is

not myself. What I call /, is therefore absolutely nothing

but a certain modification of consciousness, immediate, and

returning into itself, instead of being directed outward.

Since this is the necessary condition of all consciousness,

it must, whether perceptibly or not, accompany all other, and

therefore do I refer all thought to this / and not to the thing

thought of out of me. Otherwise the / would at every

moment vanish, and for every new conception a new / would

arise, and I would never mean anything more than not tJie

thing.

This scattered self-consciousness is united by thought itself,

into the unity of the supposed capacity or power of thought.

According to this supposition, all conceptions of which I am
immediately conscious, proceed from one and the same power,
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which rests in one and the same being, and thus arises for me
the idea of personal identity and of the real and effective

power of this personality—necessarily a mere fiction, since the

personality itself is a fiction.

Spirit. Thou reasonest correctly.

/. And thou canst find satisfaction in this ! How can I

truly say / feel, / think, / contemplate ? It would be more

correct to say, " it is felt," " it is thought," and so on ; nay, if

still more cautious, it would be better to say, " the thought

appears," so much only is truly known—the rest is merely a

supposition—a fiction.

Spirit. It is well expressed.

/. There is nothing enduring, permanent, either in me or

out of me, nothing but everlasting change. I know of no ex-

istence, not even of my own. I know nothing and am no-

thing. Images—pictures—only are, pictures which wander by

without anything existing past which they wander, without

any corresponding reality which they might represent, with-

out significance and without aim. I myself am one of these

images, or rather a confused image of these images. All

reality is transformed into a strange dream, without a world

of which the dream might be, or a mind that might dream it.

Contemplation is a dream ; thought, the source of all exist-

ence and of all that I fancied reality, of my own existence,

my own capacities, is a dream of that dream.

Spirit. Thou hast well understood all. Use the sharpest

words thou canst find to make this result hateful, it is never-

theless unavoidable, unless thou wilt, perhaps retract, the ad-

mission thou hast made ?

I. By no means. I have seen, and now see clearly, that it

is so, yet I cannot believe it.

Spirit. Thou seest it clearly, yet cannot believe it ? That

is strange !

/. Ruthless, mocking spirit ! I owe thee no thanks for hav-

ing guided me on this path

!
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Spirit. Shortsighted mortal ! Thus is it ever with thy race.

Didst thou suppose that these results were less evident to me
than to thyself, and that I did not beforehand clearly see, how

by these principles all reality was annihilated, all existence

transformed into a dream ? Didst thou take me for an admirer

of this system, or suppose that I regarded it as a complete

system of the human mind ?

Thou hast sought to know, and thou hast chosen a

wrong path. Thou hast sought knowledge where no know-

ledge can reach, and hadst persuaded thyself that thou

hadst obtained an insight into that which by its very nature

cannot admit of it. I found thee in this state of mind,

I wished to free thee from thy false knowledge, but by no

means to bring thee the true.

Thou wouldst know thine own knowledge. Is it won-

derful that in this attempt thou hast discovered nothing

more? What is discovered by and through knowledge, is

nothing more than knowledge. All knowledge consists of

representations, images, and thou hast asked for some

correlative to these images. This demand cannot be satis-

fied by knowledge; a system of mere knowledge, is a

system of mere pictures, without reality, significance or

object.

The reality in which thou hast formerly believed, the sen-

suous material world of which thou hast feared to be the

slave, has vanished, for the sensuous world arises to thee

only through knowledge, and is itself thy knowledge. Thou

hast seen the delusion, and without denying thy better insight,

canst never again be deceived by it. This is the sole merit

of the system at which we have toiled together ; it destroys

and annihilates error. It can give no truth, for it is absolutely

empty. Thou seekest, as I well know, something real and

permanent lying beyond these mere appearances, a different

kind of reality from that which has been even now annihilated.

But in vain dost thou seek this through thy knowledge.
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Hast thou no other organ by which to apprehend it ? If not

it will never be found by thee.

Thou hast however such an organ ; let it be thy care to

awaken and vivify it, and thou wilt attain the most perfect

tranquillity. I leave thee now to thyself.
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FAITH.

TERRIBLE Spirit, thy words have crushed me. But thou

h«ist referred me to myself, and what were I, could anything

out of myself irrecoverably cast me down ?

How is it that my heart revolts at a system against which

my understanding can object nothing ? It is that I require

something beyond these mere images or mental conceptions,

something that is and would be if the conception were not,

and which the conception takes cognisance of, without in the

smallest degree affecting. A mere conception is a delusion,

and if my entire knowledge be nothing more, I am defrauded

of my life. That nothing exists but ideas, conceptions, is, to

the common sense of mankind, a laughable absurdity. To

the more instructed judgment, aware of the deep, and, by

mere reasoning, irrefragable grounds for such an assertion, it is

an overwhelming, an annihilating thought.

And what is then this something lying beyond all concep-

tion, towards which I look with such ardent longing ? What

is the power which draws me towards it ? What is the cen-

tral point in my soul with which it is united ?

Not merely to know, but according to thy knowledge to do,

is the destiny of man. " Not for leisurely contemplation of

thyself, not to brood over devout sensations, art thou here.

Thine action, thine action alone, determines thy worth."

This voice, which sounds from the innermost recesses of my
soul, leads me out of mere knowledge, to something lying

beyond and entirely opposed to it ; something which is higher
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than all knowledge, and contains within itself the end and

object of all knowledge.

If I shall act, I shall doubtless know that I act, and how

I act ; but this knowledge will not be itself the act, but will

merely behold it. This voice then announces to me what I

sought, a something lying beyond knowledge, and in its

nature entirely independent of it. Thus it is, I know this

immediately, intuitively, but I have entered on the territories

of speculation, and doubt once awakened will continue secretly

to disturb me, unless I can justify my belief even before this

tribunal. I must ask myself therefore, how is it thus?

Whence arises that voice in my soul which leads me beyond

the boundaries of knowledge ?

There is in me an impulse to absolute independent self-

activity. Nothing is more insupportable to me, than to be

merely by another, for another, and through another.

I will be something by my own unaided effort. This im-

pulse is inseparably united with my self-consciousness.

I endeavour to explain this feeling, to give sight to this

blind impulse by thought. It urges me to independent

action. Who am I? Subject and object in one—contem-

plating and contemplated, thinking and thought of. As both

must I have become what I am ; as both must I originate

ideas, and produce a state or mode of being beyond them.

I ascribe to myself as an intelligence the power of originating

the idea of a purpose, and further of manifesting this idea in

action ; a real effective productive power, which is something

quite different from the capacity of ideal conception. Those

ideas of purpose or design are not, like the ideas of knowledge,

imitations or representations of something already given, but

much rather types of something yet to be produced. The

power or force which produces them lies beyond them, and

only becomes manifest in them. Such an independent

energy it is that in consequence of this impulse I ascribe to

myself.

Here then, it appears, does the consciousness of all reality
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begin; the real efficacy of my idea, and the real power of

action which in consequence of it I am compelled to ascribe

to myself, commences at this point. Let it be as it may with

the reality of the sensual world, I have reality in myself.

I can make this active power the subject of thought, but I

do not produce it from my thought. The immediate feeling

of this impulse to activity lies at the foundation of my thought,

and thought does no more than conceive this feeling accord-

ing to its own laws.

Tet let me pause! Shall I wilfully and intentionally

deceive myself? Can this be justified before the tribunal of

speculation ? I feel indeed an impulse towards external action,

and since it is I who feel this impulse, and neither with my
feeling nor my consciousness I can pass out of myself, it ap-

pears that the fundamental basis of this impulse is in myself,

that it is a self-originated activity. Might it not be however

that this impulse, although I cannot perceive it, is in reality the

impulse of a to me invisible, foreign power ? and the idea of

my free activity, a delusion consequent on the narrowness of

my sphere of vision ? I have no reason to suppose this, but

also no reason to deny it. I must acknowledge that I abso-

lutely know nothing and can know nothing of it.

Do I then really feel within myself that power of free ac-

tion, which, strangely enough, I ascribe to myself without

knowing anything of it ?

By no means ; for it is merely that something determinable,

which, according to the well-known laws of thought, is sup-

posed as the source of all that is determinate.

Is that impulse towards the imagined realization of an idea

anything more than the usual process in all objective think-

ing, which always seeks to appear something more than mere

thinking ? "Why should it be more in this case than in the

other ? I feel this impulse I say, and think this since I say

it. Do I then really feel it, or only think I feel it ? Is not

all that I call feeling really a presentation of objective thought

and the first transition point of all objectivity ? And do I
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then really think, or do I merely dream that I think ? What
can hinder the everlasting continuance of such questions ?

At what point can they be forced to stop ? I must confess

that at every step in the manifestations of consciousness it is

possible to stop, and by reflection beget a new consciousness,

and that thereby the first immediate consciousness is driven

a step further back, and darkened and made doubtful, and

that to this ladder there is no highest step. I know that the

system which has so revolted me, as well as all scepticism,

rests on the clear consciousness of this procedure.

I know that according to this system I must refuse obe-

dience to that voice which seems to speak from my soul. I

cannot will to act, for according to that system I cannot know

whether I do really act or not : that which seems my action,

must as a mere picture, perhaps a delusive picture, be per-

fectly indifferent to me. All interest, all earnestness, is effaced

from my life, and life and thought are transformed into a mere

play, proceeding from nothing and tending to nothing.

Shall I then refuse obedience to that voice ? I will not.

I will freely yield myself to the destiny towards which this

impulse points, and will find in this resolution the truth and

reality of thought, as well as all other truth and reality which

it supposes. I will keep within the limits of sound natural

thought where this impulse has placed me, and renounce all

those subtile investigations and refined sophistries which alone

could make me doubt of its truth.

I understand thee now, sublime Spirit ! I have found the

organ by which to apprehend this reality, and probably all

other. It is not knowledge, for knowledge can only demon-

strate and establish itself ; every knowledge supposes some

higher knowledge on which it is founded, and of this ascent

there is no end. It is Faith, that voluntary reposing on the

views naturally presenting themselves to us, because through

these views only we can fulfil our destiny ; which approves of

knowledge, and raises to certainty and conviction that which

E
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without it might be mere delusion. It is no knowledge, but

a resolution of the will to admit this knowledge. This is no

mere verbal distinction, but a true and deep one, pregnant

with the most important consequences for my whole character.

Let me for ever hold fast by it. All my conviction is but

faith, and it proceeds from the heart, and not from the under-

standing. Knowing this, I will enter into no dispute, for I

foresee ttat in this way nothing can be gained. I will not

suffer my conviction to be disturbed by it, for its source lies

higher than all disputation ; I will not endeavour by reason-

ing to press my conviction on others, or will not be discouraged

if such an undertaking should fail. I have adopted my mode

of thinking for myself, and not for others, and to myself only

^need I justify it. Whoever has the same upright intention,

will also attain the same or a similar conviction ; and without

it, this is impossible. Now that I know this, I also know

from what point all culture of myself and others must pro-

ceed ; from the will, and not from the understanding. Let

the first only be firmly directed towards the good, the latter

will of itself apprehend the true. Should the latter be ex-

ercised and developed whilst the first remains neglected,

nothing can come of it but a facility in vain and endless

sophistical refinements, into the absolute void inane. Now
that I know this, I am able to confute all false knowledge that

might raise itself against my faith, for I know that every

seeming truth, born of thought alone, and not ultimately

resting on faith, is false and spurious ; for knowledge, purely

and simply such, when carried out to its utmost consequences,

leads to the conviction that we can know nothing. Such

knowledge never finds anything in the conclusions that it has

not previously placed in the premises by faith, and even then

its conclusions are not always correct. In this I possess the

test of all truth and of all conviction ; truth originates in the

conscience, and what contradicts its authority, or renders

us unwilling or incapable of rendering obedience to this

authority, is most certainly false, should I even be un-
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able to discover the fallacies through which it is accom-

plished.

Thus also has it been with every human creature, who has
j

been born into the world. Unconsciously they have all seized /

on the reality which exists for them only through faith, andu

this intuitive faith forces itself on them simultaneously with

their existence. If in mere knowledge, in mere perception

and thought, we can discover no ground for regarding our

mental presentations as more than mere pictures, why do we

all nevertheless regard them as more, and imagine for them

a basis, a substratum independent of all their modifications ?

If we all possess the capacity and the instinct to go beyond

this natural view of things, why do so few follow this instinct,

exercise this capacity, nay, even resist, with a sort of bitterness,

when one seeks to urge them towards this path? What holds

them imprisoned in these natural boundaries ? Not inferences

of reason, for there are none which could do this. It is our

dee^jnteresHn^realii^that does this ; in the good that is to

be produced, in the common and sensuous that is to be enjoyed.

From this interest, this concern in reality, can no one who

lives detach himself, and just as little from the faith which

that brings with it. We are all born in faith, and he who is

blind, follows blindly the secret and irresistible attraction
;

he who sees, follows by sight, and believes because he will

believe.

What unity and completeness, what dignity, does our

human nature receive from this view. Our thought is not

based on itself, independently of our instincts and inclinations
;

man does not consist of two existences running parallel to

each other ; he is absolutely one. Our entire system of

thoughtJs founded on intuition, and asisTthe heart of the in-

dividual, so is his knowledge. Our instinct forces on us a

certain mode of thought, only so long as we do not perceive

the constraint ; the moment the constraint appears, it vanishes,

and it is no longer the instinct by itself, but we ourselves

through our instinct, who form our system of thought.

E 2
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But it is appointed that I shall open my eyes ; shall learn

to know myself ; shall perceive the constraint, and that I shall

thus of necessity form my own mode of thought. I am
absolutely free—the source of my own spiritual life as of my
thought. I would not that my character should be the pro-

duction of Nature, but ofmyself, and I have become that which

I would be.

By the unlimited pursuit of sophistical subtilties I might

have darkened and made doubtful the natural view of my own

spiritual nature, but I have chosen the system I have now

adopted with foresight and deliberation from other possible

modes of thought, because I regarded it as the most worthy

the dignity of my nature and destiny. Freely and consciously

I have returned to the point at which Nature had abandoned

me. I admit her declaration, not because I must, but because

I will.

The noble destiny to which my understanding is appointed,

fills me with reverence. It no longer serves merely to call

forth an endless succession of representations proceeding from

nothing and tending to nothing ; it is entrusted to me for a

great purpose. Its cultivation to this end is confided to my
hands, and will be at my hands again required. I know im-

mediately, and my faith requires no further confirmation of

this than my immediate consciousness that I am not necessi-

tated to a blind and aimless succession of thoughts, but that

I can voluntarily direct my attention to one object, and turn

it from another ; that it is I who think, and that I can choose

the subject of my thought. By reflection I have found that my
whole manner of thinking, and the views which I take of truth,

depend only on myself, since I can choose whether I will go

on subtilising till I lose all power of recognising truth, or whe-

ther I will yield myself to it with faithful obedience. My
mode of thinking, the cultivation of my understanding, and

the objects to which I direct, it depend entirely on my will.

True insight is merit ; the perversion of my capacity for know-

ledge, thoughtlessness, error, and unbelief, are culpable.
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There is but one point towards which I should unceasingly

direct my thoughts,—namely, what is appointed for me to do,

and what is the most suitable mode of doing it.

My thoughts must bear relation to my actions, and must be

regarded as means to this end, otherwise they are idle and

aimless, a mere waste of time and strength, and the perversion J

of a noble power.

I may hope, I may surely promise myself success in this

purpose. The Nature on which I have to act is not a system

foreign to myself, into which I cannot penetrate. It is regu-

lated by my own laws of thought, and cannot but agree with

them ; its interior must be transparent, penetrable, and cog-

noscible to me. It expresses everywhere nothing more than

the relations of my own being, and I may hope as certainly to

know it as to know myself. Let me seek only what I should

seek, and I shall find; let me ask only what I should ask, and

I shall receive an answer.

The voice in my soul in which I will have faith, and for the

sake of which I have faith in all else, does not merely com-

mand me generally to act, but in every particular situation it

declares what I shall do and what leave undone ; it accom-

panies me through every event of my life, and it is impossible

for me to contend against it. To listen to it and obey it

honestly and impartially, without fear or equivocation, is the

business of my existence. My life is no longer an empty i

play without truth or significance. It is appointed that what I

conscience ordains me shall be done, and for this purpose am

I here. I have understanding to know, and power to exe-

cute it.

By conscience alone comes truth and reality into my repre-

sentations. I cannot refuse to it my attention and my obedi-

ence, if I would not renounce the end of my existence. It is

true, and the foundation of all other truth and reality, that its

voice is to be obeyed, and consequently all is true which is

assumed in the possibility of such an obedience.

There appear before me in space, certain phenomena, to
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which I transfer the idea of myself. I conceive them as

being like myself. A certain speculative system has indeed

taught me, or would teach me, that these rational beings out

of myself are but the productions of my own power of re-

presentative perception; that according to the laws of my
thought I am compelled to carry my ideas thus out of myself,

and that by the same laws I can only apply them to certain

conceptions of space, time and the like. But the law of my
conscience requires me to regard them as free substantive

existences, entirely independent of myself, and declares that

the purposes of their being lie in themselves, and that I dare

by no means interfere with their fulfilment, nay, that I am
bound to forward it to the utmost of my power. It com-

mands me to reverence their freedom, and to sympathise in

their destiny as similar to my own. In this manner will and

must I act towards them, if I have resolved to obey the voice

of my conscience; and regarding them from this point,

the speculations which perplexed me vanish like an empty

dream. I think of them as beings like myself I have said

;

but strictly speaking, it is not by mere thought that they are

presented to me as such. It is by the voice of my con-

science saying, " This is the limit of thy freedom ; here

know and reverence the aims of others." This is but

translated into the thought, here is another being free and

independent like thyself, thy fellow creature !

There appear before me other phsenomena, which I do not

regard as beings like myself, but as things irrational. Spe-

culation finds no difficulty in showing how these are deve-

loped from, and are the necessary productions of, my own
representative perceptions. But I apprehend these things,

also, by want, and desire, and enjoyment. Not by the men-

tal conception alone, but by hunger, and thirst, and satiety,

does anything become for me food and drink. I am necessi-

tated to believe in the reality of that which threatens my
sensuous existence, or in that which alone is able to maintain

it. Conscience comes to the assistance of this natural in
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stinct, and consecrates and limits it. Thou shalt preserve,

exercise, strengthen thy sensuous power, for it has been

counted upon in the plans of reason ; but thou canst only pre-

serve it by employing it in a manner conformable to the in-

ward laws of these things. There are, also, other beings in

thy likeness, upon whose force, also, calculation has been

made, as upon thine. Permit to them the same use of all

that has been allowed to thee. Respect, as their right, what

is destined for them ; what is destined for thee, as thine.

Thus shall I act—according to this action must I think. I

am compelled to regard these things as standing under their

own laws, independent of, though perceivable by, me—the

laws of nature, and therefore to ascribe to them an indepen-

dent existence. I am compelled to believe in such laws, the

task of investigating them is set before me, and that empty

speculation vanishes like a mist before the sun. In short,

there is for me no such thing as a pure existence, in which I

have no concern, and which I contemplate merely for the sake

of the contemplation. It exists for me merely by its relation

to me, and there is one relation to which all others are sub-

ordinate—that of moral action. My world is the object and

sphere of my duties, and absolutely nothing more ; my capa-

city, and the capacity of all finite beings, is insufficient to

comprehend any other.
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FAITH.

ALL which exists for me, presses on me by this relation only

its existence and reality ; only by this do I apprehend it, and

I have no organ by which to apprehend any other existence.

To the question, whether, in deed and in fact, such a world

is present as I represent to myself, can I give no more funda-

mental answer—none more raised above doubt, than this. I

have, most certainly, such and such determinate duties, and

they cannot be otherwise fulfilled than in such a world as I

represent to myself. Even to any who had never meditated

on his moral destiny, if there could be such a one, or who had

never formed any resolution concerning it, even with a view to

an indefinite future, even for him, his sensuous world, and his

belief in its reality, arises in no other manner than from his

ideas of a moral world. If he should not apprehend this by

the thought of his duties, he certainly will by the demand for

his rights. What he does not require of himself he will cer-

tainly require of others ; that they should treat him with con-

sideration, not as an irrational thing, but as a free and intelli-

gent being ; and thus, that they may be enabled to meet his

own claims, he will be necessitated to regard them, also, as

free and independent of mere natural agency. If he proposes

to himself no other object in his relations to things surround-

ing him than that of enjoyment, he at least requires this en-

joyment as a right, and demands from others that they should

leave him undisturbed in this enjoyment ; and thus embraces

even the world of sense in his moral idea. These claims of

regard for the preservation of his own existence, for his free-
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dom and rationality, no one will willingly renounce ; and in

his ideas of these claims, at least, is found earnestness and

belief in reality, and denial of doubt, if even they are not

associated with the acknowledgment of a moral law in his

heart.

It is not therefore the operation of what we regard as

things external, which do indeed exist for us only inasmuch as

we know of them, and just as little the play of imagination

and thought, whose products as such are no more than empty

pictures, but the necessary faith in our own freedom and

energy, and in the reality of our actions, and of certain laws

of human action, which lie at the root of all our consciousness

of external reality, a consciousness which is itself only belief,

founded on another unavoidable belief. We are compelled to

admit that we act, and that we ought to act, in a certain

manner; we are compelled to assume a certain sphere for

this action—this sphere is the actual world as we find it.

From the necessity of action proceeds the consciousness of

the external world, and not the reverse way, from the con-

sciousness of the external world the necessity of action.

From the latter is the former deduced. We do not act be-

cause we know, but we know because we are destined to act

;

practical reason is the root of all reason. The laws of action

for rational creatures are of immediate certainty ; and their

world is only certain so far as these are so. Wr

e cannot deny

them without annihilating the world, and ourselves with it.

We raise ourselves from nothing, and maintain ourselves

above it solely by our moral agency.

I am required to act, but can I act without having in view

something beyond the action itself, without directing my in-

tentions to something which could only be attained by my
action ? Can I will, without willing some particular thing ?

To every action is united in thought, immediately and by the

laws of thought itself, some future existence—a state of being

related to my action as effect to cause. This object of my
action is not, however, to determine my mode of action—

I

£5
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am not to place the object before me, and then determine how
I am to act that I may attain it—my action is not to be de-

pendent on the object, but I am to act in a certain manner,

merely because it is my duty so to act ; this is the first point.

That some consequence will follow this action I know, and

this consequence necessarily becomes an object to me, since I

am bound to perform the action which must bring it to pass.

I will that something shall happen, because I am to act so

that it may happen. As I do not hunger because food is pre-

sent, but a thing becomes food for me because I hunger, so I

do not act thus, or thus, because a certain end is to be

attained, but the end is to be attained since I must act in the

manner to attain it. I do not observe a certain point, and

allow its position to determine the direction of my line, and

the angle that it shall make ; but I draw simply a right angle,

and by that determine the points through which my line must

pass. The end does not determine the commandment, but

the commandment the end.

I say it is the law of my action, itself, which points out to

me its object. The same iawacd voice that compels me to

think I ought to act thus, compels me also to believe that my
action will have some result ; it opens to my spiritual vision

a prospect into another world—another and a better than

that which is sensually present to me ; it makes me aspire

after this better world, embrace it with every impulse, live in

it, and in it alone find satisfaction and tranquillity. The law

of my action guarantees to me the certain attainment of its

object. The resolution to direct all my powers of life and

thought to fulfil this law brings with it the immoveable con-

viction, that the promise implied in it is true and certain.

As I live in obedience to it, I live also in the contemplation

of its end ; live in that better world which it foretells to me.

Even in the mere consideration of the world as it is, apart

from this law, I am conscious of the wish—the earnest de-

sire—the absolute demand for a better. I cast a glance upon

the present relations of mankind among themselves and to
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nature, upon the weakness of their powers, the strength of

their passions and desires. I cannot think of the present

state of humanity as of one destined to be permanent, as its

entire and ultimate destination. Then, indeed, were all a

dream and a delusion, and it would not be worth the toil of

living to renew perpetually this idle game, tending to nothing,

signifying nothing.

Only inasmuch as I may contemplate it as the means to

a better, as the transition point to a higher and more per-

fect state, does it obtain any value in my eyes. Not for its

own sake, but for the sake of that which it prepares us for,

can I support it, esteem it, and joyfully perform my part in it.

My mind can take no hold on the present world, nor rest in

it a moment, but my whole nature rushes onward with irre-

sistible force towards that future and better state of being.

Shall I eat and drink only that I may hunger and thirst,

and eat and drink again, till the grave which yawns beneath

my feet shall swallow me up, and I myself become the food

of worms ? Shall I beget other beings in my likeness, that

they too may eat and drink and die, and leave behind them

other beings to do the like ? To what purpose this perpetually

revolving circle, this everlasting repetition, in which things are

produced only to perish, and perish to be again produced ; this

monster continually swallowing itself up, that it may again

bring itself forth, and bringing itself forth only that it may
again swallow itself up ?

Never ! never ! can this be my destiny or that of my race.

There must be something, which is, because it has become

thus, and remains permanently, and can never become again.

And what is to endure must be brought forth in the changes

of what is transitory and perishable, and be earned forward

safe and inviolate upon the waves of time.

Our race still struggles for its subsistence and preservation

with a resisting nature. Still is the larger portion of mankind

condemned to severe toil, in order to procure nourishment for

itself and for the smaller portion which thinks for it ; im-
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mortal spirits are forced to fix their whole thoughts and

endeavours on the ground that brings forth their food. Often

does it happen that when the toil is finished, and the labourer

promises himself its long lasting fruits, a hostile element will

destroy in a moment the results of long-continued industry

and patient deliberation, and cast him out a prey to misery

and hunger. Storms, floods, volcanoes, desolate whole

countries, and works bearing the impress of a rational soul,

are hurled, with their authors, into the wild chaos of death

and destruction. Disease snatches into an untimely grave

men in the pride of their strength, and children whose exist-

ence has yet borne no fruit
;
pestilence sweeps blooming lands

;

and regions, won from the wilderness by the toil of man, be-

come deserts again. Thus it is now, but thus shall it not be

for ever. No work bearing the stamp of reason, and under-

taking to enlarge her dominion, can ever wholly perish. The

victory which the irregular violence of conflicting elements has

obtained, must at least tend to their exhaustion and ultimate

reconciliation. All those outbreaks of the power of nature

before which the strength of man sinks into nothing, those

earthquakes, those desolating hurricanes, those volcanoes,

can be nothing more than the last struggles of the crude mass,

against the subjection to regular progressive laws to which it

is compelled, nothing but the last strokes of the not yet com-

plete formation of our globe. That resistance must gradually

become weaker and be at length exhausted, since in the regu-

lar course of things there can be nothing to renew its

strength ; that formation must be at length completed, and

our destined dwelling be made ready. Nature must gradually

attain such a point of development that her proceedings can

be securely counted upon, and that her power shall bear a

determinate proportion to that which is destined to contract

it—that of man. Insomuch as this proportion has already

been established, and civilization obtained a firm footing, the

works of man, by their mere existence, shall re-act on Nature,

with a new and vivifying force beyond the intention of their
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authors. The more regular and various culture of the soil

shall give a new impulse to life, and vegetation shall ameliorate

and disperse the heavy and baneful vapours that hang over

deserts, marshes, and primeval forests, and the sun shall

pour more animating rays into an atmosphere breathed by

healthful, industrious, and cultivated nations. Science, first

awakened by the impulse of necessity, shall now calmly study

the unchangeable laws of Nature, and calculate their possible

consequences ; and while closely following the footsteps of

Nature in the actual world, form for itself a new ideal one.

Every new discovery shall be retained, and form the foundation

for further knowledge, and be added to an accumulating

stock, the common possession of our race. Nature shall

become more and more intelligible, and transparent light shall

be thrown on her profoundest mysteries, and human power,

armed by human invention, shall exercise over her a boundless

control, and the conquest once made, be peacefully maintained.

No further expenditure of mechanical toil shall be necessary

than what the human body requires for its exercise and

healthy development ; and work shall cease to be a burden,

for a reasonable being is not destined to be a bearer of

burdens.
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FAITH.

THE greatest and most terrible disorders are not, however,

the effects of natural causes, but of freedom itself ;__man is

the_cruelest enemyj^f man. Lawless hordes of savages still

wander over vast wildernesses ; man meets his fellow man as

a foe, and perhaps triumphs in devouring him for food. Where

civilization has succeeded in uniting these wild hordes, and

subjecting them to the social law, they attack each other as

nations with the power which law and union has given them.

Defying toil, and danger,, and privation, armies penetrate

forests and cross wide plains, till they meet each other, and

the sight of their brethren is the signal for mutual murder.

Armed with the most splendid inventions of human ingenuity,

hostile fleets traverse the ocean ; through waves and storms

man rushes to meet man upon the lonely, inhospitable sea, to

destroy, each the other with their own hands, amidst the

raging of the elements.

In the interior of states, where men seem to be united in

equality under the law, it is for the most part only force and

fraud which rule in her venerable name, and this kind of war

is so much the more shameful that it is not openly declared

to be such, and the party attacked is not aware of the neces-

sity of defence.

Smaller associations rejoice aloud in the ignorance, the folly,

the vice and misery of the greater number of their brethren,

and make it confessedly their object to retain them in this

condition, in order to prolong their subjection. No move-

ment towards its amelioration can anywhere be made without
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raising up a host of selfish interests to war with the mover

;

who must be prepared to see the most various and contra-

dictory opinions leagued together against him in common hos-

tility. The good cause is ever the weaker, for it can be loved

for itself alone ; the bad attracts each individual by the pro-

mise most seductive to him, whilst the clash of contending

interests is hushed in one common opposition to the good

wherever it is found. Scarcely, indeed, is such an opposition

needed, for error, misunderstanding and distrust divide even

the good, and the divisions are widened by the earnestness

with which each strives to carry out his own views of what is

best, and thus is dissipated and lost, the strength which, even

if united, would hardly suffice to hold the scale even. One

blames the other for rushing with stormy impetuosity towards

his object, without waiting till time should have opened the

way to it ; whilst the other blames him for hesitation and

cowardice, for allowing things to be done contrary to his

better conviction, and for never regarding the present mo-

ment as the right one for action. The Omniscient alone can

determine which of the disputants is in the right.

Every one regards the point to which he has devoted him-

self, and which he best understands, as the most important

and necessary, the point where all reform must begin ; he re-

quires all to unite with him for the execution of his particular

object, and regards it as treason to the good cause if they re-

fuse. Thus do all good intentions among men appear to be

lost in fruitless strivings, whilst, in the mean time, all goes on

as well, or as ill, as it would do without these struggles, by

the mere blind mechanism of Nature.

Thus is it now, but thus shall it not be for ever, or human
life would be an idle game, without meaning and without end.

Those savage hordes shall not always remain savage : no race

can be born with all the capacities of perfect humanity, yet

destined never to develop these faculties, or to become more

than a sagacious animal might be. Those savages are des-

tined to be the progenitors of generations of powerful, civil-
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ized, and virtuous men, or their existence would be without

an object. The most cultivated nations of modern times are

the descendants of savages. Whether human society natu-

rally tends towards this cultivation, or that the first impulse

must be given by instruction and example from without, and

the original source of all human culture must be a revelation

from above,—by the same path, whatever it may be, which

former savage tribes have followed, may the present also at-

tain it. They must, no doubt, pass through the same perils

of a first merely sensual civilization, with which society is still

struggling, but they will nevertheless be brought into asso-

ciation with the great whole of humanity, and be enabled to

take part in its further progress.

It is the destiny of our race to become united into one

great body, thoroughly connected in all its parts, and possessed

of similar culture. Nature, and even the passions and vices

of Man, have from the beginning tended towards this end.

A great part of the way towards it is already passed, and we

may surely calculate that it will in time be reached.

Let us not ask of history if man on the whole be yet be-

come more purely moral ! To a more extended, compre-

hensive power he has certainly attained, although as yet this

power has been too often perhaps necessarily misapplied.

Neither let us ask whether the intellectual and aesthetic cul-

ture of the antique world, concentrated on a few points, may

not, in degree, have excelled that of modern days. The answer

might be a humiliating one, and it might appear that in these

respects the human race had rather retrograded than advanced

in the course of time. But let us ask at what period the ex-

isting culture has been most widely diffused, and distributed

among the greatest number of individuals ; and we shall

doubtless find that from the beginning of history to our own

day, the brightness of those few points has been extending in

wider and wider circles, and that one individual after the

other, one nation after the other, has been illuminated, and that

the light is spreading further and further under our own eyes.
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This is the first station point of humanity on its endless

path. Until this has been attained, until the existing culture

of every age has been diffused over the whole inhabited earth,

and every people be capable of the most unlimited communi-

cation with the rest, must one nation after another, one con-

tinent after another, be arrested in its course, and sacrifice to

the great whole of which it is a member, its stationary or re-

trogressive age. When that first point shall have been at-

tained, when thought and discovery shall fly from one end of

the earth to the other, and become the property of all, then

without further interruption, without halt or regress, our race

shall move onward, with united strength and equal step, to a

perfection of culture, to describe which thought and language

faH.

In the interior of those associations formed rather by for-

tuitous circumstances, than by reason, called States,—after they

have subsisted for a time, when the resistance excited by new

oppression has been lulled to sleep, and the fermentation of con-

tending forces appeased, abuse, by its continuance, and by

general endurance, assumes a sort of permanent form, and the

riding classes, in the uncontested enjoyment of the privileges

they have gained, have nothing more to do than to extend

them further, and to secure also this extension. Urged by

this insatiable desire, they will continue these encroachments

from generation to generation, and never cry "hold, enough !"

till the measure of oppression shall be full, and despair give

back to the oppressed, what centuries of injustice had de-

prived them of courage to claim. They will then no longer

endure any among them who cannot be content to be on an

equality with others. As a protection against reciprocal in-

justice or new oppression, all will take on themselves the

same obligations. Their deliberations, in which every one

shall decide, whatever he decides, for himself, and not for one

subject to him, whose sufferings will never reach him, and in

whose fate he takes no concern—these deliberations, in which

no one can hope to be the one to commit an injustice, but
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every one must fear that he may suffer it—these deliberations,

which alone deserve the name of legislation, unlike the ordi-

nances of a league of lords to the numerous herds of their

slaves—these institutions will be necessarily just, and will lay

the foundation of a true state, in which each individual, by

the care for his own security, will be compelled to pay regard

to the security of others, since every injury attempted must

infallibly recoil on him who attempts it.

By the establishment of this true state, and of a firm inward

peace, is at the same time foreign war, at least with other

true states, become impossible. In order to avoid doing in-

jury to its own citizens by accustoming them to injustice, vio-

lence, and robbery, and pointing out other roads to gain than

those of diligence and activity, every true state will as severely

prohibit, as carefully prevent, or as exactly compensate and as

severely punish, an injury to the citizen of a neighbouring

state, as to one of its own. This law concerning the security

of neighbours is a necessary one to every state that is not an

association of robbers, and by this means is every just com-

plaint of other states prevented, and every case of necessary

defence among nations entirely obviated. There will be no

longer necessary, permanent, and intimate relations of states

as such with each other, which might lead to strife, but

usually only of individual citizens with individual citizens : a

state can be injured only in the person of one of its citizens,

and the injury is atoned for by immediate compensation.

Between such states as these, is no rank to insult, no am-

bition to offend. No officer of one state can be entitled to

mingle in the internal affairs of another, nor could he hope

to draw the smallest advantage from any influence he could

so obtain.

That a whole nation should determine, for the sake of

plunder, to make war on a neighbour, is impossible ; for in

a state where all are equal, the plunder could not be the

portion of some few, but must be divided amongst all, and

the share of no individual could ever repay the cost of the
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war to him. Only where all the advantage falls to the op-

pressor, and all the toil and suffering to the numerous herd of

his slaves, is a war of this nature possible and conceivable.

States like these could have nothing to fear from states re-

sembling them ; but merely from savages, or barbarians, who,

unskilled to enrich themselves by industry, would fain do so

by war ; or from nations of slaves, driven by their masters to

a war from which they will reap no advantage. As to the

first, every individual state must, by the arts of civilization,

necessarily be the stronger; against the latter, it is the

obvious policy of all to strengthen themselves by union. It

is evidently dangerous to the tranquillity of free states to

suffer others to exist as their neighbours, to whom wars of

conquest might be advantageous ; and it is, therefore, to their

interest to see all around them free, and to extend for their

own states the victories of civilization over barbarism, of

freedom over slavery. Soon will the nations civilized by

them, find themselves placed in the same relation towards

others still enslaved, and compelled to pursue towards them

the same course of conduct ; and thus, of necessity, by the

existence of some few really free states, the diffusion of civili-

zation, freedom, and universal peace embrace the whole globe.

Thus, from the establishment of a just and upright internal

government, and of peace between individuals, will neces-

sarily follow integrity in the external relations of states, and

universal peace among them. The establishment of a just

and upright internal government, however, and the libera-

tion of the first nation that shall be really free, must be the

necessary consequence of the increasing pressure of the

dominant classes, upon those beneath them ; and the ope-

ration of this cause may be safely left to the passions

and the blindness of those classes, even notwithstanding all

warnings they may receive. In these only true states all

temptation to evil will be taken away, and there will be every

possible inducement to every man to direct his will to Avhat

is good.
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No human creature ever loved evil for the sake of evil

;

but only the advantages and enjoyments he hoped from it,

and which in fact, in the present condition of humanity, do

sometimes result from it. As long as this condition shall

continue, as long as a premium shall be set on vice, no

thorough reformation of mankind, as a whole, can ever be

looked for. But in a social constitution, such as we have

imagined, evil conduct will offer no advantages—nay, rather

will be certainly prejudicial, and by the operation of self-

love itself will the extravagances of self-love in unjust

actions be repressed.

By the institutions of such a state will every injury to others,

every encroachment on their rights, not merely be vain, but as-

suredly prejudicial to him who should make the attempt.

In his own country—out of his country—on the whole

earth, he shall find no one whom he can injure with impunity.

No one will resolve on wickedness which he can never exe-

cute, and which can produce nothing but his own damage.

The use of liberty for evil purposes is taken away; man
must resolve either to renounce his free agency, and become a

mere passive machine in the great whole, or to employ it for

good. And thus, in soil thus prepared, will good easily

prosper. When men shall be no longer divided by a selfish

separation of interests, and their powers exhausted in a

struggle with each other, nothing will remain for them but to

turn their united strength against their common antagonist, a

resisting, still uncultivated nature. No longer distracted by

private ends, they will unite for a common object, and form

one body, every where animated by the same spirit, and the

same love. Every loss to the individual is a loss to the

whole ; every step forward made by one man is a step forward

for his race. The strife of good and evil is abolished, for the

evil finds no place. The strife of the good between them-

selves is abolished, for each regards what is good for its own

sake, and not because he is the author of it. That the truth

should be discovered, that the useful action should be done, is
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all important ; not at all by whom it shall be done. Every

one is ready to join his strength to that of others, to become

subordinate to others ; and whoever is most capable will be

supported by all, and his success rejoiced in by all, with an

equal joy.

This, then, is the object of our earthly existence, which

reason sets before us, and for the infallible attainment of

which she is our warrant. This is not merely the goal

towards which we must all strive, that we may exercise our

powers on something great that is never to be realised ; it

shall, it must be realised, as surely as a sensuous world and a

race of reasonable beings exist in time, and for whose exist-

ence no serious and rational purpose but this is conceivable.

If all human life be merely a spectacle for a malignant spirit,

if this inextinguishable longing after the eternal and im-

perishable, this ceaseless pursuit of what for ever escapes us,

this restless hurrying forward in an ever-revolving circle, be

merely a mocking jest, shall not a wise man refuse to play

his part in such an idle pageant, and the moment of

awakening reason be the last of his earthly life? If this

shall not be, then is this end an unattainable one.

It is attainable in life and through life, and reason herself

is the pledge to me for its attainment in commanding me
to live.



CHAPTER XIII.

FAITH.

BUT when this goal shall have been attained, and the human

race at length stand at this point, what then ? There can

be no higher state upon earth, and the generation which has

once reached it, can do no more than maintain itself there,

and die and leave it to descendants who must also do the

same. Humanity must then become stationary ; and there-

fore can this, the highest earthly end, not be the highest end

of human existence ? This earthly end is conceivable, and

attainable, and finite. If we consider all preceding generations

as merely means for the production of this last complete

one, we do not escape the question of reason—to what end

then is this last one ? Since a human race is come upon the

earth, its existence must, indeed, have an end accordant with,

and not contrary to, reason ; but were it not better that it had

never been withdrawn from night and chaos ? Reason does

not exist for the sake of life, but life for the sake of reason.

An existence which does not of itself satisfy reason and solve

all her doubts, cannot be the true one.

And are then, indeed, the actions which the voice of con-

science commands—that voice whose dictates I never dare

dispute— are they always the means, and the only means, for

the attainment of this grand end of human existence ? It is

indisputable that in acting thus, my intentions must be

directed to this end ; but are then these, my intentions,

always fulfilled ? Is it enough that we will what is good,

that it may happen ? Oh, how many virtuous intentions are
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entirely lost for this world, and how many appear rather

likely to oppose than to forward the end we have in view

!

On the other hand, how often do the most despicable passions

of men, their vices and their crimes, forward more certainly

the good cause, thjh the endeavours of the upright man, who

will never do evil mit good may come of it ! It seems that

the good of the world is destined to grow and prosper, quite

independently of all human virtues and vices, by its own

laws, through an invisible and unknown power, as the

heavenly bodies run their appointed course, high above all

human effort ; and that this power carries forward in its own

grand plan all human intentions, good and bad, and moulds

to its own high purposes that which was undertaken for others

far different

.

If the attainment of this earthly end, therefore, could be the

whole object and end of our existence, and that thus every

question might be solved, then would this end be not ours,

but the end of that unknown power. We can never at any

moment know with certainty what will tend to the advance-

ment of this end ; and nothing would remain to us but to

give by our actions some material, no matter what, for this

power to work upon, and to leave to it the care of moulding

this material to its own purposes.

It would, in that case, be the highest wisdom not to trouble

ourselves about what does not concern us, but to live as

our inclinations might lead us, and calmly leave the conse-

quences to that unknown power. The moral law in our hearts

would be idle and superfluous, and entirely unsuitable to a

being destined to nothing higher than this.

In order to come into harmony with ourselves, we cannot

refuse obedience to that voice arid repress it by all means as a

troublesome and foolish fancy.

Yet will I not refuse obedience to the voice of my con-

science : as truly as I live and breathe, will I live according to

her dictates, and let this resolution be first and highest in my
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mind, that on which all else depends, but which depends on

nothing else,—the inward principle of my spiritual life.

As a reasonable being, however, I find it impossible to act

without knowing why and for what ; without placing before me
something as the object and end of my a^jpn. If this obedi-

ence be a reasonable obedience, if the vmce that I obey be

really that of my highest reason, and not a mere delusion of

fancy, or an enthusiasm communicated to me somehow frorn

without, this obedience must have some consequences, must

serve to some end. It is evident that this end is not that of

earthly existence, or of the present world. It must be then

that of a higher world, above the present.



CHAPTER XIV.

FAITH.

THE veil of delusion falls from my eyes ! I receive a new

organ, and a new world opens before me. It is disclosed to

me only by the law of reason. I apprehend this world (for,

confined, as I am, within sensuous views, I must thus name

the unnameable)—I apprehend this world merely in and

through the end for which my obedience to the law of con-

science was appointed.

How could I ever suppose that this law had reference to

the world of sense, or that the whole end and object of this

obedience was to be found within the plan and scope of

earthly existence, since that on which alone this obedience

depends can never be an effective cause in this world, and

can never have any result.

In the world of sense, moving on the chain of material

causes and effects, in which whatever happens must depend

on whatever happened before, it can never be of any moment,

with what intentions and dispositions an action is performed,

but merely what the action is. Had it been the whole pur-

pose of our existence to produce any earthly state of humanity,

the thing required would have been some infallible mechanism

by which our actions might have been invariably determined,

and we need have been no more than wheels well fitted to

such a machine. Free agency would have been, not merely

vain, but positively injurious ; and our good intentions, our

virtuous will, entirely superfluous. The world would be, in

that case, most ill regulated, and the purposes of its existence

attained by the most circuitous methods and by a needless

F
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profusion. Had the Divine Author of it, instead of bestow-

ing on us this freedom, so hard to be reconciled with the

other parts of His plan, chosen rather to compel us to act in

the manner most conformable to them, these ends might have

been attained by a shorter method, as the humblest of the

dwellers in these His worlds can see.

But I am free, and therefore such a chain of causes and

effects as would render freedom superfluous and purposeless,

cannot include my whole destination. I am free, and it

is not merely my action, produced by mechanical means, but

the free determination of my free will to obey the voice of

conscience, for the sake of conscience only, that decides my
moral worth.

The everlasting world now rises before me more brightly,

and the fundamental laws of its order are more clearly re-

vealed to my mental vision. The will alone, lying hid from

mortal eyes in the obscurest depths of the soul, is the first

link in a chain of consequences that stretches through the in-

visible realms of spirit, as, in this terrestrial world, the action

itself, a certain movement communicated to matter, is the

first link in a material chain that encircles the whole system.

The will is the effective cause, the living principle of the world

of spirit, as motion is of the world of sense. I stand be-

tween two opposite worlds ; the one visible, in which the act

alone avails ; the other invisible and incomprehensible, acted

on only by the will. I am an effective force in both these

worlds. My will embraces both. This will is in itself a

constituent part of the transcendental world. By my free de-

termination I change and set in motion something in this tran-

scendental world, and my energy gives birth to an effect that is

new, permanent and imperishable. Let this will manifest

itself in a material deed, and this deed belongs to the world

of sense, and produces in it whatever effect it can.

It is not only when the tie which bends me to this terres-

trial world shall have been broken, that I shall obtain admis-

sion into the transcendental one. I am and live already in it
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more truly than in the terrestrial. On it alone do I rest even

now, and for the sake only of the everlasting life, on the pos-

session of which I have already entered, can I wish to con-

tinue this earthly one. What we call heaven does not lie

only on the other side of the grave ; it is diffused over nature

here, and its light dawns on every pure heart. My will is

mine, and it is all that is truly mine, and entirely dependent

on myself, and through it am I already become a citizen of

those realms of freedom and spiritual activity. What deter-

mination of my will (of the only thing which raises me from

the dust to enter these realms) may be conformable to their

order, the voice of my conscience alone can tell me, for that is

the tie by which I am united to them, and it depends only on

myself to give it the appointed direction. I prepare myself,

then, for this world—prepare myself in it and for it, I pursue

my object without doubt or hesitation, certain of success, since

no foreign power can interfere with my free will. That in the

world of sense my will manifests itself in action, is the law of

this sensuous world, but the will alone is wholly and purely

mine. It was not necessary that there should be another

particular act on my part, to unite it with the deed in

which it is manifested ; it manifested itself thus according

to the law of that second world with which I am connected

by my will, and in which this will likewise is an original

force.

I am compelled indeed, when I regard my will thus mani-

fested in action as an effective cause in the sensuous world, to

regard it as a means to the attainment of that earthly end of

human existence ; not as if I should first look over the divine

plan of the world, and calculate from it what I had to do,

but that the action which myconscience tells me to regard as my
duty, should appear to me as the only means by which in my
position I could contribute to the attainment of that end. If

it should afterwards appear that this end has not been ad-

vanced,—nay, should it seem even to have been hindered by

it, I can never repent, if I have really obeyed my conscience

F2
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in acting thus. Whatever consequences it may have for this

world, for the other, nothing but good can result from it.

And even for this world's sake, should my action appear to

have failed of its object, my conscience will command me to

persevere in my efforts. Should I fail again and again, and

should it appear that during my whole life I have not ad-

vanced the good cause a hair's breadth, it is still not permitted

to me to cease my struggles in its behalf. Let me be disap-

pointed in my attempts ever so often, I must still believe

that the next will be successful. For the spiritual world no

step can be ever lost. I do not toil to reach the earthly goal

for its own sake alone, or regard it as a final aim ; but rather

because obedience to the voice of conscience presents itself

to me in this world, as a means of advancing this end.

Should it appear otherwise, I might renounce this end, and

I shall do so in another life, when some other object, now

entirely incomprehensible to me, shall be set before me.

Whether, in this life, the actions resulting from a pure

sense of duty, do always tend to the advancement of the great

end of the progress of the human race, is not my care. I am
responsible only for the will, the intention, but not for the

result. I am bound to keep this end in view and to be un-

wearied in my efforts for its attainment ; but the only certain

results of my energy lie beyond this world of sense.

I will endeavour to establish myself firmly in this new view

of my destiny. The present life cannot be rationally regarded,

as containing the whole end of my existence, or of that of the

human race in general. There is something in me, and

something is required of me, which finds no application in

this life, and which is entirely superfluous and unnecessary

for the attainment of the highest objects which can be attained

on earth. The existence of man must therefore have some

object which lies beyond it. Should however this earthly life,

for the purposes of which our reason commands us to exert

our best powers, not be entirely vain and fruitless, it must at

least have relation to a future one as means to an end.
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The ultimate consequences of all our actions, in the present

life, must remain on earth, and we are connected with a future

world by no other tie than by our will, which, for this world,

is entirely fruitless. Our virtuous will only can it, must it

be, by which we are destined to prepare for a future state,

and for the objects there to be attained ; and the consequences

now invisible to us of our upright intentions, will obtain for

us a station there, whence we may proceed further on our

course.

That our virtuous will, in and for itself, must have some

consequences, we know already in this life ; for our reason

cannot command what is entirely fruitless. But what these

consequences are, or how it is possible that a mere will can

effect any thing at all, we know not, and as long as we are

confined within the limits of this material world, we cannot

know. With respect to the nature of these consequences, the

present life, therefore, in relation to the future, is to be re-

garded as a life \nfaitJi.

The future, in which we shall be in possession of those con-

sequences, must be a life of clear insight. There as well as

here some object must be placed before us, as the end of our

exertions, for we must remain active beings. But we must

remain finite beings, and our activity must therefore be deter-

minate, and every determinate activity must have an object.

As the actual state of the present world, the degrees of

civilization and virtue found to exist among men, and our own

powers of action, are related to the objects of this life, so will

be to those of the future the consequences of our virtuous will

in this.

The present is the commencement of our existence ; a firm

footing in it, and an endowment of all the powers and facul-

ties necessary for it, has been freely bestowed on us. The

future life will be the continuation of our existence, and our

station there we must earn for ourselves.

In this point of view, the present life no longer appears

vain and useless ; it is given us that we may obtain for our-
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selves a place in the future one, and thus it is connected with

our whole immortal life.

It is very possible, that the immediate objects of this second

life may not be more certainly attainable by finite powers

than those of the present, and that even there a virtuous will

may sometimes appeal- superfluous. But it can never be lost.

Its necessary efficacy would, in that case, refer us to a further

stage of our progress, in which the consequences of our good

will would appear, and in reference to which this second life,

also, would be a life of faith, but of faith firmer, and more

impossible to be shaken, from our having already experienced

the trustworthiness of reason, and gathered the fruits of a

pure heart in a perfected life.

As in the present life it is only from a certain law of action

that we acquire the idea of a certain object to be attained,

and from this our whole intuitive perception of an external

world
;
just so in the future, upon a similar, and now to us

inconceivable law, will be founded our idea of the immediate

objects of that life, and the intuitive perception of a world

in which we shall perceive the consequences of our good in-

tentions in the present. The world exists for us but by the

idea of duty, and the other will be revealed to us in a similar

manner, for in no other manner can it be revealed to a rea-

sonable being.
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FAITH.

THIS then is my true nature, my whole sublime destination. I

am a member of two orders ; of one purely spiritual, in which I

rule merely by pure will, and of a sensuous one, in which my
act alone avails. The whole aim of reason is its own activity,

independent, unconditional, and having no need of any

organ beyond itself. The will is the living principle of the

rational soul, is indeed itself reason, when purely and simply

apprehended. That reason is itself active, means, that the

pure will, as such, rules and is effectual. The infinite reason

alone lies immediately and entirely in the purely spiritual

order. The finite being lives necessarily at the same time

in a sensuous order ; th.at is to say, in one which presents

to him other objects than those of pure reason ; a material

object, to be advanced by instruments and powers, standing

indeed under the immediate command of the will, but whose

efficacy is conditional also on its own natural laws. Yet

as certainly as reason is reason, must the will operate

absolutely by itself, and independently of all the natural laws

which determine the action, and therefore does the sensuous

life of every finite being point towards a higher, into which

the will itself shall lead him, and of which it shall procure

him possession, a possession which indeed will be again sen-

sually present as a state, and by no means as a mere will.

These two orders, the purely spiritual, and the sensuous,

the latter consisting of an immeasurable succession of states,

have existed in me from the first moment of the development

of my active reason, and proceed parallel to each other. The
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latter producing phenomena cognisable by myself and by

other beings similar to myself; the former alone bestowing

on them significance, purpose, and value. I am immortal,

imperishable, eternal, as soon as I form the resolution to

obey the laws of eternal reason ; I am not merely destined to

become so. The transcendental world is no future world, it

is now present ; it can at no period of finite existence be

more present than at another ; not more after the lapse of

myriads of ages than at this moment. My future sensuous

existence may be liable to various modifications, but these are

just as little true life, as those of the present. By that reso-

lution of the will I lay hold on eternity, and rise high above

all transitory states of existence. My will itself becomes for

me a spring of eternal life, when it becomes a source of moral

goodness. Without view to any further object, without in-

quiry as to whether my will may or may not have any re-

sult, it shall be brought into harmony with the moral law.

My will shall stand alone, apart from all that is not itself, and

be a world to itself, not merely as not proceeding from any

thing gone before, but as not giving birth to any thing follow-

ing, by which its efficacy might be brought under the opera-

tion of a foreign law. Did any second effect proceed from

it, and from this again a third, in any conceivable sensuous

world, opposed to that of spirit, its strength would be broken

by the resistance it would encounter, the mode of its opera-

tion would no longer exactly correspond to the idea of voli-

tion, and the will would not remain free, but be limited by the

peculiar laws of its heterogeneous sphere of action.

Thus indeed must I regard the will, in the present material

world, the only one known to me. I am indeed compelled to

believe, or to act as if I believed, that by my mere volition, my
tongue, my hand, my foot, could be set in motion ; but how

an impulse of intelligence, a mere thought, can be the prin-

ciple of motion to a heavy material mass, is not only not

conceivable, but, to -the mere understanding, an absurdity. To

the understanding, the movements of matter can only be
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explained by the supposition of forces existing in matter

itself.

Such a view of the will as I have taken can only be attained

by the conviction that it is not merely the highest active prin-

ciple for this world, as it might be without freedom, and as

we imagine a productive force in Nature to be, but that it

looks beyond all earthly objects, and includes its own ultimate

object in itself. By this view of my will I am referred to a

super-sensuous order of things, in which the will, without the

assistance of any organ out of itself, becomes, in a purely

spiritual sphere, accessible to it and similar to itself, an effective

cause. The knowledge that a virtuous will is to be che-

rished for its own sake, is a fact intuitively perceived, not

attainable by any other method. That the promotion of this

virtuous will is according to reason, and the source of all that

is truly reasonable, that it is not to be adjusted by any thing

else, but that all else is to be adjusted by it, is a conviction

which I have likewise attained by this inward method. From

these two terms I arrive at a faith in an eternal super-

sensuous world. Should I renounce the first, I abandon at the

same time the latter.

If, as many say, assuming it without further proof as self

evident, as the highest point of human wisdom, that all

human virtue must have a certain definite external aim, and

that we must be sure of the attainment of this end, before

we can act virtuously; and that, consequently, reason by no

means contains within itself the principle and the standard

of its own activity, but must discover this standard by the

contemplation of the external world,—then might the entire

purpose of our existence be found below ; our earthly destiny

would be entirely explanatory and exhaustive of our human

nature, and we should have no rational ground for raising our

thoughts above the present life.

As I have now spoken however, can every thinker, who has

any where historically received those propositions, also speak

and teach, and accurately reason ; but he would present to us

F 5
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the thoughts of others, and not his own, and all would float

before him empty, and without significance, because he would

be wanting in the sense by which he might seize on its reality.

He is like a blind man who may have learned historically

certain truths concerning colours, and built upon them just

theories, without any colour in fact existing for him. He may

say that, under certain conditions, so and so must be, but not

that it is so for him, because he does not stand under these

conditions. The sense by which we may lay hold on eternal

life, can only be attained by a real renunciation of the sensual

and all its objects, for the sake of that law which lays claim

only to our will, and not to our act. It surrenders these

things with the fullest conviction that this conduct only is

truly rational. By this renunciation of the earthly, does the

faith in the eternal arise in our soul, and stand there alone,

as the sole support to which we can cling, as the only ani-

mating principle that can warm our hearts or inspire our

lives. We must truly, according to the image of a holy doc-

trine, first die to the world and be born again, before we can

enter the kingdom of God.

I see now clearly the cause of my former indifference and

blindness to spiritual things. Occupied only with earthly

objects, all my thoughts and endeavours fixed upon them,

moved only by desire of a result, of consequences to be

realised out of myself, unsusceptible and dead to the pure

impulse of legislative reason, which presents to us an end

purely spiritual, the immortal Psyche remains with her

pinions bound and fastened to the earth.

Our philosophy is the history of our own heart and life,

and according to what we find in ourselves is our view of

man and his destiny. No true freedom exists for us, so long

as we are urged only by the desire of what can be realised in

this world. Our freedom is no more than that of the plant,

more wonderful in its result, but not in its nature higher ; in-

stead of a certain conformation of matter, with roots, leaves and

blossoms, bringing forth a mind with thoughts and actions. We
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cannot understand true freedom as long as we are not in pos-

session of it ; we either draw down the word to our own sig-

nification, or simply declare all such phrase to be nonsense.

By wanting the knowledge of our own freedom we lose at the

same time all sense of another world.

All discussions of this kind pass by us like words with

which we have no concern, like pale shadows, without form,

or colour, or meaning, on which we know not how to lay

hold. Should we be urged by a more active zeal to investi-

gate them, we should separate, see clearly, and be able to

prove, that all these ideas are mere worthless and untenable

reveries, which a sound understanding will reject at once

;

and according to the premises from which we should proceed,

drawn from our own experience, we should be perfectly in the

right.

The doctrines preached in the midst of us, even to the po-

pulace, and from special authority, concerning moral freedom,

duty, and everlasting life, are turned into romantic fables

;

and have no more reality for us than those of Tartarus and

the Elysian fields, although, from an opinion of their utility

in restraining the people, we do not say this openly.

In one word, it is only by the thorough amelioration of the

will that a. new light is thrown on our existence and future

destiny; without this, let me meditate as much as I will, and

be endowed with ever such rare intellectual gifts, darkness

remains in me, and around me. The improvement of the

heart alone leads to true wisdom ; let then my whole life

tend to this end !
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FAITH.

MY virtuous will, then, in and through itself, shall certainly

and invariably produce consequences. Every determination

of my will in accordance with duty, even if it should not re-

sult in any action, shall operate in another, to me incompre-

hensible, world, and nothing but this shall operate in it. In

thinking thus, I assume that there exists a law, that is, a

certain rule liable to no exception, by which a virtuous will

must have consequences, just as in this material world there

exists a law by which this ball, thrown by my hand with a

certain force, in a certain direction, necessarily moves in a

certain direction with a certain degree of velocity,—perhaps

strikes another ball with a certain amount of force, which in

its turn moves on with a certain velocity, and so on. As here

iu. the mere direction and movement of my hand, I know, and

mentally embrace, in my calculations, all the subsequent di-

rections and movements, with the same certainty as if they

were already present and perceived by me
;

just so does a

virtuous will originate a series of necessary and inevitable con-

sequences in the spiritual world, except that I cannot calculate

them, but merely know that they must be, without being able

to tell by what means. I thus obtain the idea of a law of the

spiritual world, in which my pure will is one of the moving

forces, as my hand is one of the moving forces of the material

world. The idea of this law of the spiritual world, and the

firmness of my confidence in it, are one and the same thought,

as the security with which I reckon on a certain motion of a

material body, and the idea of a mechanical law of nature on
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which it depends, are one and the same. The idea of law ex-

presses nothing more than the firm, immoveable repose of

reason on an idea, and the impossibility of believing the con-

trary.

I assume the existence of such a law of a spiritual world,

—

not made by my will, nor by the will of any finite being, nor by

the will of all finite beings taken together, but to which they are

all subject. Neither I nor any finite and sensual being, is able

to conceive how a mere will can have any consequences at all,

or what they can be ; for in this consists the very essential

characteristic of our finite nature, that we are unable to con-

ceive this. We have indeed the mere will as such in our

power, but since we cannot conceive its consequences, we
cannot propose them to ourselves as objects. I cannot say

that, in the material world, my hand, or any other body be-

longing to it, and subject to the universal law of gravitation,

gives this law of motion ; for it stands itself under this law, and

is able to set another body in motion merely in accordance with

it, and inasmuch as it partakes of the universal moving power

of Nature. Just as little does a finite will give the law to the

transcendental world, which no finite spirit can embrace, but

all finite wills stand under this law, and can become efficient

causes in that world, only inasmuch as that law exists, and

they bring themselves under its operation by a conformity

to moral duty, the only tie which unites us to this higher

world, and the only organ that can enable us to re-act upon

it. As the universal force of attraction holds bodies together

in themselves, and to each other, so does that super-sensual

law unite and hold together all finite reasonable beings. My
will, and the will of all finite beings, may be regarded in

a twofold point of view ; as a moving principle in the sensual

world—for instance, of my hand, from whose movement,

again, other movements follow ; and as a moving principle in

the transcendental world, giving rise to a series of spiritual

consequences of which as yet I have no conception. In the

first point of view, as a mere volition, it stands wholly in my
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own power ; in the latter point of view, as an effective cause, it

does not depend on me, but on the laws to which I am subject;

to the law of nature in the world of sense, and to the super-

sensual law in that which is transcendental.

What, then, is this law of the spiritual world which I con-

ceive ? I believe it to be this ; that my will, absolutely of

itself, and without the intervention of any instrument that

might weaken its effect, shall act in a sphere perfectly con-

genial—reason upon reason, spirit upon spirit ; in a sphere to

which it does not give the laws of life, of activity, of progress,

but which has them in itself, therefore, upon self-active reason.

But spontaneous, self-active reason is will. The law of the

transcendental world must, therefore, be a Will. A Will

which operates purely as will ; of itself, without other instru-

mentality or sensual material for its operation, which is, at the

same time, will and act, with whom to will is to do—to com-

mand is to execute. A Will, which is itself law ; liable to no ac-

cident or caprice, nor requiring previous thought and hesitation

—eternal, unchangeable, on which we may infallibly reckon as

the mortal counts securely on the laws of his material world.

That sublime Omnipotent Will does not dwell apart. There

exists between him and all his rational creatures a spiritual

bond, and he himself is this spiritual bond of the rational

universe. Let me will, purely and decidedly, my duty, and

in the spiritual world, at least, I shall not fail of success.

Every virtuous resolution of a finite being influences the Om-
nipotent Will (if I may be allowed to use such an expression),

not in consequence of a momentary approval, but of an ever-

lasting law of his being. With surprising clearness does this

thought now come before my soul, which hitherto was sur-

rounded by darkness; the thought that my will, as such

merely, and of itself, could have any consequences.

It has these consequences because it is immediately and in-

fallibly perceived by another Will to which it bears affinity,

which is at the same time will and act, and the only living

principle of the spiritual world ; its first residts are in him,
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and, through him, on the world, which is but the product of

the Infinite Will.

Thus—(for the mortal must speak in his own language,)

—

thus do I communicate with that Infinite Will ; and through

the voice of conscience in my heart, which proclaims to me
what I have to do in every situation of my life, does he again

communicate with me. That voice, sensualized and translated

into my language, is the oracle of the Eternal, which an-

nounces to me what is to be my part in the order of the spi-

ritual world, or in the Infinite Will, who himself makes that

order. I cannot, indeed, see through, or over, that spiritual

order, and I need not to do so. I am but a link in the chain,

and can no more judge of the whole, than a single tone can

judge of an entire harmony. But what I, myself, shall be in

this harmony of spirits I must know, and this is revealed to

me. Thus am I connected with the Infinite One, and there is

nothing real, lasting, imperishable in me, but the voice of con-

science, and my free obedience to it. By the first, the spi-

ritual world bows down to me, and embraces me as one of its

members ; by the second I raise myself into it ; and the In-

finite Will unites me with it, and is the source of it, and of me.

This only is the true and imperishable, for which my soul has

yearned. All else is but phenomenon—phantasm, which

vanishes, and returns in a new form.
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FAITH.

THE Infinite Will unites me with himself, and with all finite

beings such as myself. The great mystery of the invisible

world, and its fundamental law, inasmuch as it is a world or

system of many individual wills, is the union, and reciprocal

action, of many self-active and independent wills ; a mystery

which lies in the present life, obvious to all, without any deeming

it matter for wonder. The voice of conscience, which im-

poses on each his particular duty, is the ray proceeding from

the Infinite One to each individual, the true constituent and

basis of his life. The absolute freedom of the will, which we

derive from the Infinite, and bring with us into the world of

time, is the principle of this our life. I act, and the sensual

perception by which alone I become a personal intelligence

being supposed, it is easy to conceive that I must know of this

my action, and that it must appear as a fact in a sensual world,

and that inversely by the same sensualization, the, in itself,

purely spiritual law of duty should appear as the command to

such or such an action. It is conceivable that a world should

appear to me as the condition of this action, and in part the

consequence and product of it. Thus far I remain on my own
territory ; all this has developed itself purely out of myself

;

I contemplate only my own state of being. But in this, my
world, I admit, also, the operations of other beings indepen-

dent of me, and self-active like myself. That they should

know of their own operations, as I of mine, is conceivable.

But how I should know of them is entirely inconceivable, as it

is that they should have the knowledge of my existence, and
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its manifestations which I ascribe to them. How do they en-

ter my world, or I theirs—since the principle by which we

become conscious of ourselves and our operations, finds here

no application? How have free spirits knowledge of free

spirits, since we know that free spirits are the only reality,

and that a substantial external world of matter, through which

they might act on each other, is not to be thought of. Or
shall we still say, we perceive our rational fellow beings by the

changes they produce in the material world ? In this case it

may be asked again, how we perceive these chaiiges ? I com-

prehend very well that we should perceive changes brought

about by the mechanism of nature ; for the law of this me-

chanism is no other than the law of our own thought. But

the changes of which we speak are not brought about by the

mechanism of nature, but by a free will raised ahove all na-

ture ; and only inasmuch as we thus regard them, do we in-

fer the existence of beings like ourselves. By what law in

ourselves, then, could we discover the manifestations of other

beings absolutely independent of us ? In short, this mutual

recognition and reciprocal action of free beings in this world,

is perfectly inexplicable by the laws of nature, or of thought,

and can only be explained by the supposition of their being

all united in the one Infinite Will, supporting each in his

sphere. The knowledge which we have of each other does

not flow immediately from you to me, and from me to you,

for we are separated by an insurmountable barrier ; but we

recognise each other in him who is the common source of our

being. My conscience commands me to respect in a fellow

creature the image of freedom upon the earth. Again,

—

whence come our feelings, our sensual perceptions, our dis-

cursive laws of thought, on which is founded the external

world which we behold, in which we believe we influence each

other ? With respect to the two last, it is no answer to say,

these are the laws of reason in itself. For us, indeed, it may
be impossible to conceive any other law of reason than that

under which we stand, but the actual law of reason in itself is
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the law of the transcendental world, or of that sublime Will,

whence comes the universal agreement in feelings, which,

nevertheless, are something positive, immediate, inexplicable.

From this agreement, however, in feeling, perception, and in

the laws of thought, proceeds our agreement in that sensual

world which we all behold.

This unanimity concerning the external world, which we
all receive as the sphere of our duty, is, when closely looked

into, just as incomprehensible as our unanimity concerning the

products of our reciprocal free agency. This is the result of

the one Everlasting Infinite Will. Our faith in duty, of which

we have spoken, is faith in him, in his reason, in his truth.

The only pure and absolute truth which we admit in the ex-

ternal world is that our faithful and impartial performance of

our duty in it will open to us a way to an everlasting life of

moral freedom.

If this be, then indeed is there truth in this present world,

and the only truth possible for finite beings : and it must be,

for this world is the result of the Eternal Will in us, and this

Will can have no other purpose with respect to finite beings

than that which we have seen. The Eternal Will is therefore

the Creator of the World, as he is the Creator of the finite

reason. Those who will have that a world must have been

created out of a mass of inert matter, which must always re-

main inert and lifeless, like a vessel made by human hands,

know neither the world nor him. Reason alone truly exists.

The Infinite in himself,—the finite in him ; and in our minds

alone has he created a world, or at least that by whicli and

through which we unfold it. It is in his light that we behold

the light, and all that it reveals to us. In our minds he con-

tinues the creation of the world, and acts on them by the call

to duty. In our minds he upholds the world and the finite

existence of which alone we are capable, by causing one state

to arise perpetually from another. When he shall have suf-

ficiently proved us for our further destination, and we suffi-

ciently cultivated ourselves, by that which we call death, will
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he annihilate for us this life, and awaken us to the new life

wrought out for us by our virtuous actions. Our life is his

life. We are in his hands, and remain in them, and no one

can tear us from them.

Great living Will ! whom no words can name, and no con-

ception embrace, well may I lift my thoughts to thee, for I

can think only in thee. In thee, the incomprehensible, does

my own existence, and that of the world, become compre-

hensible to me ; all the problems of being are solved, and the

most perfect harmony reigns. Thou art best divined by

humble, child-like simplicity ; thou knowest her heart, and art

the always-present witness of all its dispositions, and though

they should be mistaken by all the world, thou wilt not mis-

take them. Thou art her father, who lookest ever kindly on

her, and all for her good. To thy decrees does she resign

herself, body and soul. " Do with me what thou wilt," she

says ; "I know that it will be good for me, as surely as I

know that it is thou who dost it."

I veil my face before thee, and lay my finger on my lips.

What thou art in thyself, or how thou appearest to thyself, I

can never know. After living through a thousand lives, I shall

comprehend Thee as little as I do now in this mansion of clay.

What I can comprehend, becomes finite by my mere comprehen-

sion, and this can never, by perpetual ascent, be transformed

into the infinite, for it does not differ from it in degreemerely, but

in kind. By that ascent we may find a greater and greater man,

but never a God, who is capable ofno measurement. I have and

can imagine only this discursive, progressive consciousness, and

how could I ascribe this to thee ? In the idea of personality

is included limitation, and I cannot ascribe to thee one with-

out the other. I will not attempt what is impossible to my
finite nature ; I will not seek to understand thy nature

in itself; but thy relations to me, the finite creature, and to

all finite creatures, lie open before my eyes. Let me only

become what Iought to become, and they will appear to me more

brightly, more clearly, than my consciousness of my own ex-
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istence. Thou hast wrought in me the recognition of my
duty, and of my destination in the rank of reasonable beings;

—how, I know not and I need not to know. Thou knowest

what I think and will ; how thou canst know it, by what act

thou canst attain this consciousness, I know not,

—

nay, I

know that the idea of an act, and an especial act of conscious-

ness, belongs to me, the finite, and not to thee, the infinite.

Thou wiliest, for thou hast willed that my • free voluntary

obedience should have consequences through all eternity ; but

the mode of thy volition I do not understand, and know only

that it cannot be like mine. Thy will itself is deed, but its

mode of operation is entirely different from any which I can

conceive. Thou livest and art, for thou knowest, wiliest, and

workest every where present to the finite reason, but thou art

not that which through all eternity can alone be regarded by

me as an individual existence.

In the contemplation of this, thy relation to me, will I re-

pose in calm blessedness. I know immediately what is neces-

sary for me to know, and this will I joyfully, and without

hesitation or sophistication, practise, for it is thy voice which

commands me, the order of thy spiritual universe in me, and

the power with which I shall perform my part in it is thine.

What is by thy voice therein commanded to me is truly and

certainly good. I am tranquil in all the events of this world,

for it is thy world. Nothing can appear to me strange or

perplexing, or discouraging, as surely as thou livest and I

perceive thy life ; for in thee, and through thee, O Infinite

Power, do I behold even the present world in another light.

Nature, and natural consequences, become unmeaning, empty

words, as applied to the destinies and actions of free beings.

Nature is no longer, but only thou art. It no longer appears

to me as the grand aim and purpose of the present world, to

bring forth that state of universal peace among men, and of

boundless dominion over the mechanism of nature merely for

its own sake, but that it should be the work of man himself,

for all, and through all, a great free moral community. It is
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the fundamental law of the great moral empire, of which the

present world forms but a part, that neither any amelioration

or any moral progress should be possible for an individual, by

any other means than by his own virtuous will, and it is also

true of communities. Thus it happens that the good inten-

tions of the individual are so often lost to this world, when

the will of the majority is not conformable to his, and have

their result solely in the future. Thus it happens that the

passions and vices of men co-operate in the attainment of

good, not in and for themselves, for in this sense can never

good come out of evil, but by holding the balance of the

opposite vices, and at length, by their excess, annihilating them

and themselves. Oppression could never have gained ground

if the cowardice, baseness, and mutual mistrust of men had

not opened a way to it. It will continue to grow worse, until

despair shall once more awaken courage, and cowardice and

slavery be swept away together. Then will the two opposite

vices have annihilated each other, and the noblest product of

human society, lasting freedom, come forth from their con-

flict.

The actions of free beings have, strictly considered, only

results in other free beings ; for in them and for them alone

is the world ; and that in which they all agree is the world.

But they have these results through the Infinite Will, from

whom individuals proceed, and the revelation of this Will to

us is always a call to a certain duty ; therefore even what we

call evil in the world, the consequence of the misuse of free-

dom, proceeds also from him, and exists only as the occasion

of duty. Did it not form part of the eternal plan of our

moral culture, and that of our race, that the duties arising

from it should be laid on us, they would not be so laid, and

what we call evil would not have existed. Every thing that

is, is good, as being suitable to its end. Only one world is

possible, and that is good. All that happens in this world

tends to the amelioration and culture of the human race, and

by means of this to the attainment of the earthly object of
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its existence. It is to this great plan we allude when we

say, Nature leads men through want to industry, through

the evils of general disorder to a legal constitution, through

the miseries of continual wars to endless, everlasting peace.

Thy will, O Infinite Being, thy Providence alone, is this

higher nature. This also is best understood by the artless

simplicity which regards this life as a place of probation,

and culture a school for eternity, which, in all the events

of life, the most trivial as well as the most important, be-

holds thy guiding Providence disposing all for the best,

which firmly believes that all things must work together for the

good of those who love their duty, and seek to know thee.



CHAPTER XVIII.

FAITH.

OH, how have I wandered in darkness during the past

days of my life, how have I heaped error upon error, and

deemed myself wise ! Now first do I understand the doc-

trine which seemed so strange to me ; for now first do I

comprehend it in its whole compass, in its deepest founda-

tions, and through all its consequences.

Man is not the mere product of the sensual world, and

the whole aim of his existence cannot be attained in it. His

high destiny passes time and space, and all that is sensual.

What he is, and what he is to make himself, he must know

;

as his destiny is a lofty one, he must be able to raise his

thoughts above all sensual limits ; where his true home is,

thither must his thoughts necessarily fly, and his real humanity,

in which his whole mental power is displayed, appears most

when he raises himself above those limits, and all that be-

longs to the senses vanishes in a mere reflection to mortal

eyes, of what is transcendent and immortal.

Many have raised themselves to this view without any

course of intellectual inquiry, merely by nobleness of heart

and pure moral instinct. They have denied in practice the

reality of the sensual world, and made it of no account in

their resolutions and their conduct, although they might never

have entertained the question of its real existence, far less

have come to any conclusion in the negative. Those who
are entitled to say, " Our citizenship is in heaven, we have

here no abiding place, we seek it in a world to come,"

those whose chief principle it was to die to the world, to
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be born again, and already here below to enter on the

kingdom of God, certainly set no value on what is merely

sensual, and were, to use the scholastic expression, " transcen-

dental Idealists."

Others, who, with the natural tendency to sensuality common
to us all, have strengthened themselves in it by the adoption

of a system of thought leading in the same direction, can

only rise above it by a thorough and persevering course of

investigation ; with the purest moral intentions they would be

liable to be perpetually drawn down again by their intellectual

mistakes, and their whole nature would be involved in inex-

tricable contradiction.

For such as these will the philosophy, which I now first

truly understand, be the first power that can enable the im-

prisoned Psyche to break from the chrysalis and unfold her

wings
; poised on which, she casts a glance on her abandoned

cell, before springing upward to live and move in a higher

sphere.

Blessed be the hour in which I was first led to inquire into

my own spiritual nature and destination ! All my doubts are

removed ; I know what I can know, and have no fears for

what I cannot know. I am satisfied
;
perfect clearness and

harmony reign in my soul, and a new and more glorious

existence begins for me.

My entire destiny I cannot comprehend ; what I am to

become, exceeds my present power of conception. A part,

which is concealed from me, is visible to the father of spirits.

I know only that it is secure, everlasting and glorious. That

part of it which is confided to me I know, for it is the root

of all my other knowledge.

I know at every moment of my life what I have to do, and

this is the aim of my existence as far as it depends on myself.

Since my knowledge does not reach beyond this, I am not re-

quired to go further. On this central point I take my stand.

To this shall all my thoughts and endeavours tend, and my
whole power be directed—my whole existence be woven

around it.
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It is my duty to cultivate my understanding and to acquire

knowledge, as much as I can, but purely with the intention of

enlarging my sphere of duty ; I shall desire to gain much, that

much may be required of me. It is my duty to exercise my
powers and talents in every direction, but merely in order to ren-

der myself a more convenient and better qualified instrument for

the work I am called to do ; for until the law of God in my
heart shall have been fulfilled in practice, I am answerable for

it to my conscience. It is my duty to represent in my person,

as far as I am able, the most complete and perfect humanity

;

not for its own sake, but in order that in the form of

humanity may be represented the highest perfection of virtue.

I shall regard myself, and all that in me is, merely as the

means to the fulfilment of duty; and shall have no other

anxiety than that I may be able, as far as possible, to fulfil it.

When, however, I shall have once resolutely obeyed the law

of conscience, conscious of the purest intentions in doing so
;

when this law shall have been made manifest in practice, I

have no further anxiety ; for having once become a fact in the

world, it has been placed in the hands of an eternal Provi-

dence. Further care or anxiety concerning the issue were

but idle self-torment ; would exhibit a want of faith and

trust in that Infinite Power. I shall not dream of governingO O
the world in His place ; of listening to the voice of my own
limited understanding, instead of His voice in my conscience,

and substituting for His vast and comprehensive plans, those

of a narrow and short-sighted individual. I know that to

seek to do so, would be to seek to disturb the order of the

spiritual world.

As with tranquil resignation I reverence the decrees of a

higher providence, so in my actions do I reverence the free-

dom of my fellow creatures. The question for me is not what

they, according to my conceptions, ought to do, but what 1

may do to induce them to it. I cannot wish to act on them

otherwise than through their own conviction and their own
will, arid as far as the order of societv and their own consent
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will permit me ; by no means however to influence their

powers and circumstances, independently of their own con-

victions. They do what they do on their own responsibility

:

in this I dare not interfere, and the Eternal Will will dispose

all for the best. All that I have to do is to respect their

liberty, and make no attempt to destroy it, because it appears

to me ill employed.

I raise myself to this point of view, and become a new

creature ; my whole relations to the present world are changed,

the ties by which my mind was closely connected with it, and

followed all its movements, are broken for ever, and I stand

calmly in the centre of my own world. My eye only, and not

my heart, is occupied with worldly objects, and this eye is

" tilled with light," and looks through error and deformity, to

the True and the Beautiful. My mind is for ever closed

against perplexity, and embarrassment, and uncertainty, and

doubt, and anxiety. My heart, against grief and repentance

as well as against desire. There is but one thing that I wish

to know, and that I infallibly shall know, and I refrain from

forming conjectures as to what I am sure I can never with

certainty know. No possible event has power to agitate me
with joy or sorrow, for I look down calm and unmoved upon

all, since I am aware that I am not able to understand events

in all their bearings. All that happens belongs to the ever-

lasting plan of Providence, and is good in its place : how much
in this plan is pure gain, how much is merely good as means

to some further end, for the destruction of some present evil,

I know not. I am satisfied with, and stand fast as a rock on,

the belief that all that happens in God's world, happens for

the best ; but what in that world is merely germ, what blos-

som, what fruit, I know not.

The only oau«e in which I can be deeply concerned is that

of the progress of reason and morality in the minds of ra-

tional creatures, and this purely for the sake of this progress.

Whether I am the instrument chosen for this purpose, or an-

other, whether my endeavours succeed or fail, is of no import-
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ance. I regard myself merely as a destined labourer in this

field, and respect myself only inasmuch as I execute my task.

I look on all the occurrences of the world only in their rela-

tion to this object, and it matters not whether I or another

have the chief share in them. My breast is steeled against

personal insults and vexations, or vain-glorious exultation in

personal merit, for my personality has vanished in the con-

templation of the great object before me.

Should it seem to me that truth has been put to silence, and

virtue trampled under foot, and that folly and vice will cer-

tainly triumph ; should it happen, when all hearts were filled

with hope for the human race, that the horizon should sud-

denly darken around them as it had never done before

;

should the work, well and happily begun, on which all eyes

were fixed with joyous expectation, suddenly and unexpectedly

be turned into a deed of shame,—yet will I not be dismayed :

nor if the good cause should appear to grow and flourish, the

lights of freedom and civilization be diffused, and peace and

good-will amongst men be extended, shall yet my efforts

be relaxed.

Those apparently melancholy events may, for aught I know,

be the means of bringing about a good result ; that struggle

of folly and vice may be the last that they shall ever maintain,

and they may be permitted to put forth all their strength, to

lose it in one final defeat. Those events of apparently joyful

promise may rest on an uncertain foundation ; what I regarded

as love of freedom, may be but impatience of restraint; what I

attributed to gentleness and peacefulness, may originate in fee-

bleness and effeminacy. I do not indeed know this, but it

might be that I had as little cause to mourn over the one as

to rejoice over the other. All that I know is, that the world

is in the hands of omnipotent wisdom and goodness, who looks

through his whole plan, knows all its bearings, and will infal-

libly be able to execute whatever he intends. On this convic-

tion I repose with a calm and blessed assurance.

That they are free and rational creatures, destined to make

G 2
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progress towards perfect reason and moral purity, Avho thus

exert ;ill their powers in the promotion of folly and vice, need

excite no violent indignation. The depravity of hating what

is good for its own sake, and choosing evil becanse it is evil,

for the mere love of it, which alone could justly awaken anger,

I cannot ascribe to any human creature, for I know that it

lies not in human nature to do so. I know that for all who

act thus there is generally no good or evil, but merely the

agreeable or disagreeable, and that they are not under their

own control, but under that of natural appetite, which seeks

the former, and flies from the latter with all its strength, with-

out any consideration whether it be in itself good or evil. I

know that being what they are, they cannot act otherwise than

as they do act, and I am far from the folly of growing angry

at what is of necessity, or seeing cause for indignation in

blind and brute impulse.

In that indeed lies their guilt and their degradation, that

they are what they are, instead of having striven to resist the

current of passion and animal nature by the force of reason,

as free and rational beings.

This alone could justly awaken my displeasure ; but here I

fall into an absurdity. I cannot blame them for their want of

moral freedom, unless I regard them first as free. I wish to

be angry with them, and find no object for my anger. "What

they actually are, does not deserve it—what might deserve it,

they are not ; and if they were, they would not deserve it.

My displeasure strikes a nonentity. I must indeed treat

them and address them as if they were what I well know

they are not, and manifest a noble indignation at their con-

duet, with a view of arousing a similar feeling in their own

breads against themselves, although I am conscious in my
heart that no such feeling can be rationally entertained against

them. It is only the acting man of society whose anger is

exeited by folly and vice : the contemplative man reposes un-

disturbed in the tranquillity of his own spirit.

Corporeal suffering, sorrow and sickness, I must indeed
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unavoidably feel, for they are occurrences of my nature, and

as long as I remain on earth I am a part of nature ; but they

shall not overcloud my spirit. They can reach only the nature

with which I am in a wonderful manner united, not what is

properly myself, the being exalted above nature. The certain

end of all pain, and of all susceptibility of pain, is death ; and

among all which the man of mere nature is apt to regard as

evils, this is the least.

I shall not die for myself, but only for others ; for those

who remain behind, from whose connection I am torn : for me
the hour of death is the hour of birth to a new, more magni-

ficent life.

Let my heart be once closed against earthly desire, and the

universe will appear before me in a glorified form : the dead

heavy mass, which did but fill up space, has disappeared, and

in its place there rushes by the bright, everlasting flood of life

and power from its infinite source. All life, Omnipotent

Father, is thy life ! and the eye of religion alone penetrates to

the realms of truth and beauty.

I am related to thee, and what I behold around me is re-

lated to me ; all is full of animation, and looks towards me

with bright spiritual eyes, and speaks with spirit voices to my
heart. In all the forms that surround me, I behold the

manifold reflections of my own being, as the morning sun,

broken into a thousand dewdrops, sparkles towards itself.

Thy life, as alone the finite mind can conceive it, is self-

forming, self-representing Will, which, clothed to the eye of

the mortal with multitudinous sensuous forms, flows through

me and the whole immeasureable universe, here streaming as

self-creative matter through my veins and muscles—there

pouring its abundance into the tree, the flower, the grass.

Creative life flows like a continuous stream, drop on drop,

into all forms through which my eye can follow it, and into

the mysterious darkness where my own frame was formed

;

dancing and rejoicing in the animal, and presenting itself

every moment in a new form ; the only principle of motion
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that, from one end of the universe to the other, conducts the

harmonious movement.

But pure and holy, and as near to thine own nature as to

the eye of the mortal anything can be, when it forms the bond

which unites spirit with spirit, and encompasses them all, is

the breath and atmosphere of the rational world. Incompre-

hensible, unimaginable, yet visible to the mental sight. Ho-

vering over this sea of light, thought passes from soul to soul,

and is reflected back purer and brighter from that of a fellow-

creature. By this mystery does the individual understand

and love himself in another, and every mind develops itself

from other minds, and there is no single man, but one huma-

nity. By this mystery does the affinity of spirits in the in-

visible world pass into their corporeal nature, and manifest

itself in two sexes, which, even if the spiritual bond could be

broken, would, as creatures of pure nature, be compelled to

love. It breathes through the tenderness ofparents and chil-

dren and brethren, as if the souls were of one blood like the

bodies, and their minds but blossoms and branches of the

same stem ; and from these flows in wider and wider circles

till it embraces the whole sentient world. The thirst after

love lies even at the root of hate, and no enmity springs up

but from friendship denied.

In that which to others appears a dead mass, my eye be-

holds this everlasting life and movement throughout the sen-

sual and spiritual world, and sees this life for ever rising and

refining itself to more and more spiritual expression. The

universe is for me no longer that eternally-repeated play, that

ever-returning circle, that monster swallowing itself up, to

bring itself forth again as it was before ; it has become

spiritualized to me, it bears the stamp of spirit in a constant

progress towards perfection.

The sun rises and sets, and the stars vanish and return

again, and all the spheres move in their harmonious circling

dance, but they never return exactly what they were before,

and in the bright springs of life itself is life and progress.
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Every hour which they lead on, every morning, and every

evening, sinks with new increase upon the world; new life

and new love descend like dew-drops from the clouds, and en-

circle nature as the cool night the earth. All death in nature

is birth, and in death appears visibly the advancement of life.

There is no killing principle in nature, for nature throughout

is life ; it is not death which kills, but the higher life, which,

concealed behind the other, begins to develop itself. Death

and birth are but the struggle of life with itself to attain a

higher form, and how could my death be other—mine—when I

bear in myself not merely the form and semblance of life, but

the only true original and essential life ? It is not possible

that nature could annihilate a life which has not its origin in

nature ; the nature which exists for me, and not I for her.

Yet even this my natural life, even this mere semblance,

clothing to mortal sight the inward invisible life, can she not

destroy—she who exists for me, and exists not if I am not ?

My present life disappears only before the higher life develop-

ing itself from within ; and what mortals call death, is the

visible appearance of a second animation. Did no rational

creature which had ever beheld the light of this world die,

there would be no possible ground to anticipate a new heavens

and a new earth ; the only purpose of nature, to present and

to maintain reason, would be fulfilled, and its span would have

been complete. But the act by which she appears to destroy a

being free and independent of her, is to the eye of reason the

solemn announcement of a transition beyond her sphere.

Death is the ladder by which my spiritual vision ascends to

new heavenly life.

Every one of my fellow creatures, who leaves this earthly

circle, and whom I cannot regard as annihilated, draws my
thoughts after him beyond the grave. He is still, and to him
belongs a place. Whilst we mourn for him here, as in the

dark realms of unconsciousness there might be mourning when
a man is to behold the light of the sun, above, there is rejoic-

ing that a man is born into that world, as we citizens of the
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earth receive with joy and welcome those born to us. Wlu-n

I shall be called on to follow them, there will be but joy for

me, for sorrow remains in the sphere which I shall be leaving.

The world of nature, on which but now I gazed with wonder

and admiration, sinks before me. With all its abounding life

and order and bounteous increase, it is but the curtain which

hides one infinitely more perfect—the germ from which that

other shall develop itself. My faith pierces through this veil,

and broods over and animates this germ. It sees indeed

nothing distinctly, but it expects more than it can conceive,

more than it will ever be able to conceive until time shall be

no more.

THE END.
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